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and,exposure to English, and those-caused by interference

from his other languages, which could be solved best by

specific teaching.

The two major language areas covered in the study

were grammar and phonology. The chapter dealing with

grammar was divided into two sections: morphology and

syntax, and sentence formation. Errors in both grammar

and phonology were classified, described and discussed.

It was felt that the teacher of English as a second or

third language would fi q. it helpful to know which speci-

fic errors might be expected at different stages during a

child's acquisition of English, and also which errors seemed

most persistent and difficult to overcome.

2. Biographical Background

The subject of the study was Jean-Marc Chamot, born

November 5, 1958, in Ccchabamba, Bolivia. His parents

were French speaking, but his-environment was almost com-

pletely Spanish. In infancy and early childhood he spent

brief holidays in alternate years with his paternal grand-

parents in Lausanne, Switzerland, where his Vaudois French

was strengthened. At age'one and a half, the family Vioved

to Santa Cruz, Bolivia, where he acquired this area's type

of Spanish.

The lack of adequate schooling presented a problem

and several nursery schools.and kindergartens were tried

10
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but found unsatisfactory. Finally-he settled in a Bolivian

school at the age of Seven, The instruction was completely

-in Spanish and his playmates were all-Bolivian, so French

was spoken exclusively with his parents and some of their

friends.

In 1966 his father was transferred to Bogota, Colom-

bia, and Jean-Marc attended Colegio Helvetia there for a

short while. Most of the instruction was in Spanish, but

French and German were taught as foreign languages. He did

not adjust satisfactorily to this school, and so returned

to his previous school in Bolivia and boarded with a French

speaking family there.

In March, 1968, he finally left Bolivia and returned

to Bogota, where he was enrolled in Colegio Estados Unidos,

an American school geared for Colombian students. Here he

was placed in the English Preparatory sec-eion with other

students who knew no English. Unfortunately, the teacher

Was inexperienced and taught mostly in Spanish. English

instruction was limited to lists of nouns and veibs for

memorization.

In May he accompani-ed his family for a six weeks

holiday in Switzerland, then returned to Bogota for another

six weeks at the same school.

At this time his father was still speaking to him

in French and his new mother spoke Spanish with him.



However, his parents cOmmunicated with each other in English,

so.he did begin to hear the language. Thus, in September,

1968, at the age of nine years ten months, Jean-Marc was

using two languages for communication: French with his

father and French speaking relatives and friends, and

"Spanish with his mother, teachers, school mates and others'

in his daily environment. At this point he was a coordinate

bdlingual, as defined by Saville & Troike (1970), p. 16:

"A coordinate bilingual has typically learned
his two (or more) languages in separate func-
tional contexts, where it was necessary to
learn each language for communication in
specific situations, and little or no direct
translation was possible (e. g., home vs.
playmates, parents vs. grandparents, etc.)"

It was at this point that Jean-Marc arrived in the

United States and was enrolled in the fourth grade at

Highland Park School in Austin, Texas. HiS teacher was an

older woman somewhat old-fashioned in approach, who spoke

neither French nor Spanish. There were no Spanish surname

students in his class, and he never mentioned speaking

Spanish or French with anyone at school.

He continued to speak Spanish with his mother at

home, however, until after Christmas, which was spent in

Tulsa, Oklahoma, with his American grandparents. When the

family returned to Austin in January, his mother began

speaking to him almost exclusively in English. But his

father continued to speak French with Jean-Marc for the
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remainder of the time covered by the study, that is,

Jun , 1969.

Jean-Marc was strongly motivated to learn English,

as he cbuld not communicate at school without it. Be suf-

fered a considerable amount of teasing from the other

children, and felt 'they didn't like him because he couldn't

speak good English. By the spring he began to have a few

friends, and he somehow managed to pass the year. It was

recommended at the end of the school year that he have re-

medial reading during the summer to prepare him for fifth

grade, and this was done.

3. Limitations of Study

The prinaipal limitation is that inherent in all

case studies, that is, the question of relevance of one

individual's experience to the experience of a group.

Insofar as the subject is "normal" or "average", he is

good example of what can be expected in the middle range

of a group. His personal peculiarities, however, will

not necessarily be applicable to others his age. The

problem is to define what is typical and therefore signi-

ficant about a particular subject. In the case of a bi-

lingual subject the probIemi intensified because any bi-

lingual person in this country is certainly different from

the majority of the popu ation, and therefore, it could

be argued, atypical.
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In the case of dean-Marc, perhaps his greatest dif-

ference from most other bilingual children in America, is

that he did not suffer from the socioeconomic disadvan-

tages which are usually found in American children for

whom standard English is a second language or dialect.

This could be considered a plus which might have facili-

tated his learning of English.

On the minus side is the fact that his home and

family life had not been stable, and this doubtless caused

certain emotional apprehensions which may have interfered

with his English acquisition.

Atide from these two considerations, he appears to

be an "average" child in terms of school achievement, as

demonstrated by his subsequent successful progress in the

American school system.

It was felt that in his case, school achievement

was a more accurate indicator of ability than an intelli-

gence test, as many specialists in the field of bilingual

education are convinced that intelligence tests are so

verbally and/or culturally weighted as to make their valid-

ity for bilingual subjects very questionable (Andersson &

Boyer, 1970; Saville & Troike, 1970).

4. Related Research

Much of the research relating to bilingualism as a

phenomenon has to do.with programs for teaching bilingual

children in American schools, measurement and cznalysis of
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bilingualism, and the effect of bilingualism on intelli-

gence and school achievement. Almost all the studies deal

with a group or groups of children learning a second lan-

guage or receiving instruction in two languages, though

there have been a few studies of second language acquisi-

tion and concurrent acquisition of two languages by indi-

vidual children. A review of recent research in the area

of bilingualism is included in the first part of Chapter II.

Other research pertinent to the present study is

that relating to child acquisition of language. The man-

ner in which a child learns his mother language and-the

problems he encounters provides a useful developmental

guide which can be relevant to the child learning his

second or third language. The principal works consulted

in this field are reviewed-in the second part of Chapter II.

5. Design of the Study

Purpose

This study was undertaken in order to analyze the

progress over a nine month period of the acquisition of

English by a ten year old boy who was already bilingual in

French and Spanish.

Gathering of Data

Samples of the subject's oral language were collected

at intervals averaging about twice a month, from October 14,

1968 to June 22, 1969. It was suggested that samples of
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the /family dinner table conversation be taped, as it was

Ifelt that this would be conducive to informai speech re

4

-

fle ting the subject's language perormance in an unstruc-

tured situation. The tapes were, in fact, almost completely

unstructured, though the parents did ask questions and try

to elicit conversation when the subject was not very talka-

tive. The exception was in Tape 19, which contains two

drills, one grammatical (interrogative transformation drill)

and one phonological (light and dark /1/ and English /r/).

Since neither of these had many errors or yielded any spe-

cial insights and TaDe 19 was extremely long (250 utter-

ances), these drills were not included in error classifica-

tion and analysis.

Equipment

The equipment used was a Wollensak tape recorder

and standard microphone. The microphone was placed in

the center of the table with no attempt at concealment,

so that the subject was aware that he was being taped;

he enjoyed it thoroughly. In most cases the recordings

were quite clear and readily understandable. Some finer

phonetic nuances were lost, however, making it necessary

to render the phonological sections in broad rather than

narrow transcription. Only Tape 23 was discarded as being

of such poor recording quality that it was partly incom-

prehensible.
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Meth d of Analysis

The typescript of the corpus was divided in 3495

utt rance units, each of which usually corresponded to a

complete intonation contour. The exceptions were utter-

ances that were interrupted or cut off, or ones that

started and then trailed off as the subject of conversa-

tion changed. The utterance units ranged in length from

a single word to subordinate sentences containing as many

as eight embedded clauses. Each utterance was numbered

according to its position in the tape concerned. Thus,

utterance 1:25 was the twenty-fifth utterance in Tape 1.

Utterances which did not form complete sentences were

either elliptical and the omitted constituents obvious

from the context, or else they were one of the following

types:

1. yes/no and formula/exclamation

These consisted of single words or expressions

such as yes, n , okay, mh-mm, uh-uh, thank you,

thanks, hello, goodbye, oh, gee, gosh, wow, etc.

2. Noun Phrase

These consisted of a single noun, ART + N,

ART + N + N (i. e., a noun compound), (ART) +

PREP + N, and similar constructions containing

no verb.

For the grammatical analysis, each utterance was

17
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examined for differences from the standard of English with

which the subject was in contact. These differences were,

for the sake of convenience, labelled "errors", and were

described under the following categories:

1. Morphology and Syntax

a. errors in verb forms

b. errors in noun forms

c. errors in pronoun forms

d. errors in adjective usage

e. errors in adverb usage

f. errors in preposition usage

g. errors in article usage

h. omission of Constituents

i. redundancy of constituents

2. Sentence Formation

a. word order errors in simple assertions

b. errors in negative transformations

c. errors in interrogative transformations

d. errors in complement pattern sentences

e. errors in minor sentence patterns: transitive

receiver, indefinite pattern'S, and passive.

f. errors in subordination and embedding

Examples of each type of error were given, and in most

cases errors could be attributed to either interference

or non-mastery.

For the phonological analysis, three minute selections

18



from each tape were used. Usually these comprised minutes

10 to 13 of each tape, but minutes 12 to 15 were used

when the earlier section had long silences or extensive

conversation between the parents only. The utterances

were then transcribed phonetically, using broad transcrip-

tion for the most part. Symbols used were those of the

International Phonetic Alphabet, with a few minor varia-

tions as shown in Table 7 (p. 151) and Table 8 (p. 153).

Items which deviated phonologically from the author's

speech or from Central Texas speech were also termed

"errors" for convenience, and were classifed as follows:

1. errors in consonants

2. errors in vowels

3. errors in suprasegmentals

Examples of each type of phonological difference were

given, and an explanation advanced for their occurrence.

Language Standard

It was necessary to choose a standard of language by

which the subject's language could be evaluated. Since

the author's own speech was-the subject's most constant

model, it was used for the English standard. In addition,

any items known to be typical of Central Texas were includ-

ed as part of the English standard.

The French standard was that of Vaud, Switzerland, as

spoken by the subject:s father.

19
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complete utterances in French throughout most of the tapes,

there were only occasional words in Spanish, making it

difficult to relate them to the Spanish standard, which

was that of Santa Cruz, Bolivia. Certain phonological

characteristics of this Spanish were useful in inter-

preting some English errors.

Tables

Tables summarizing information on grammatical and

phonological errors, rate of progress in mastery of prin-.

cipal errors, and showing the sound systems of the three

languages_involved, appear in the chapters concerned.

Conclusion

The final chapter of this study reviews the main

findings and comments on their implications for the teach-

ing of English to speakers of other languages.



'CHAPTER II

RECENT RESEARCH IN BILINGUALISM AND LANGUAGE ACQUISITION

1. Bilingualism

The marity of early studies on bilingualism were

concerned with the measurement of its effect on intelligence;

most found it to be detrimental. Researchers in this area

have become increasingly aware, however, that complex social

and psychological factors strongly influence a bilingual

child's performance in either of his languages. Many newer-

studies have concentrated on the analysis of these factors

and the development of adequate measurement instruments for

each.

Most recent studies show that when groups of bilingual

and monolingual children are matched for parental socio-

economic status, the bilinguals do at least.as well and

often better than the monolinguals, especially on non-

Verbal measures of intelligence. Jones (1960) reviewed

the extensive studies made of Welsh-English bilingual

children by him and others in previous years. When he

matched parental occupations of the bilingual and monolingual

groups, he found no significant difference in performance

on non-verbal measures. This contradicted previously held

opinions about retardation due to bilingualism in Wales.

.The Peal and Lambert (1962) study in Montreal also showed

that bilingual children were far superior to monolingual

-II- -
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ones on both verbal and non-verbal intelligence tests. The

only large-scale recent study reviewed which Still holds to

the dotion of a "balance effect-11 in second language learn-

ing is that of Macnamaia (1966), who found that Irish bi-

lingual children tested well below the norms.established

for English children'.

Other studies of bilingualism have been case hi-sto-

ries of individual children exposed to two languages

more or less from birth. They differ from the present

study in that 'only two languages are involved and the pe-

riod covered is at a younger age. The most complete study

is that of Leopold (1939-1947), which in four volumes des-

cribes the acquisition of English and German by his daugh-

ter, from the babbling stage to.age two, with a less de-

-tailed treatment of her later language development.

A complete survey of bilingual schooling in America

was made by Andersson and Boyer (1970), presenting not

only the quite fascinating history of experiments with two

languages of instruction in this country, but also present

programs, their problems, needs, and methods-- A potentially

significant hYpothesis of this study is that children need

to be literate in their mother tongue before they can be

truly successful in reading and writing their second lang-

uage. If this is so, "t would cast a certain amount of doubt

on the validity of many studies and testing of intelligence

Kwe
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and achievement of bilingual children, as usually speakers of

other 1Liguages have been expected to operate solrlyin English

once th y enter our public school system.

The studies described in this chapter are classified

according to type, and are arranged in chronological order un-

der each classification. They include recent studies from 1934

to October, 1971.

a. Studies Concerning the Effect of Bilingualism on Intelligence.

Anastasi and Cordova (1953) used the Cattell 'Culture

Free' Test on a group of sixth to eighth grade Puerto Rican

children in New York City Schools. Half of the group was

given the English version, the other half the Spanish one,

and the procedure reversed on subsequent testing two weeks

later. The scores were significantly below Cattell's norms,

and the authors felt this was due to the low .socio-econdmic
-

status of the parents, a language handiCap limiting mastery

in both languages, and an uninterested attitude toward the

test.

Johnson (1953) studied a group of Spanish-speaking

boys ages 9-12 in-the southwestern United States. He com-

pared two tests of intelligence to two measures of bilingu--
alism to ascertain whether the instruments measured the same

or different factors. The tests used were the Otis Self-

Administering Test of Mental Ability (Intermediate), the

Goodenough Draw-a-Man Test, the Hoffman Bilingual Schedule,



and the Reaction-Time Test of Bilingualism. This last

mea ures facility of manipulation of symbols in each lan-

guac1e by asking the subjects to say as many words in a

given language as possible in 5 minutes. After adminis-

tering the same test in the other language two weeks

a score is obtained by calculating the ratio between

number of words in each

tion-Time test measured

but was more sensitive.

language. He found that the

later,

the

Reac-

the same factors as the Hoffman,

High Otis scores were correlated

with low degree of bilingualism (little knowledge of.Spanish)

but high degree of bilingualism was associated with superior

performance on the Goodenough.

Cooper (1958) gave various types of intelligence

-tests (wholly or partially non-verbal) to fifth grade stu-

dents in Guam who were bilingual in Chamorros and English.

He found that in group tests the California Achievement Test

agreed best with teacher ratings of students, and that for

indididual intelligence tests the Wechsler Intelligence

Scale for Children gave the best prediction of achievement

on the CAT.

A sophisticated and comprehensive study of bilingual-

ism was carried out by Peal and Lambert (1962) on a large
_-

group of bilingual and monolingual ten year olds in Montreal.

The intelligence measures used in this study were the Lavoie-

Laurendeau Group Test of General Intelligence, the Raven

1(o
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Progressive Matrices Test, and the Thurstone Primary Men-

tal Abilities (partial-translated into French). The bilin-

gual children scored higher than the monolingual ones on the

non-verbal portions of these intelligence tests and also on

the verbal portions. The authors attributed this unex-

pected finding to the fact that compound bilinguals in parti-

cular may develop an ability to separate an object fram its

symbol and thus think with abstract concepts; in addition,

bilinguals may have learned more flexibility in their think-

ing through developing their skilrin code-Switching from

one language to another. In seeking an explanation for the

unusual result of bilingual superiority on verbal intel-

ligence measures, the authors consider several factors.

One was that their method of selecting bilinguals for the

sample could have favored the more intelligent ones, as

size af vocabulary was used for the selection. They also

comment on the similarity of much French and English vocabu-

lary, so that transfer would aid a French-English bilinaual.

In the case of dissimilar languages, however, this benefit

of transfer would not exist..

Kittell (1963) made a carefully.controlled study of

bilingual and monolingual children in. grades 3 and 5 in

Berkeley, California. They were matched as to parents'

occupational class and given the California Short-1,.)rm

'Test of Mental Maturity in grade three and again in grade
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five. The bilingual children did significantly better on

the second testing and made superior scores to the unilin-

gual fifth grade children. This was particularly true of

the bilingual girls. He concludes that intelligence scores

in the primary grades do not adequetely measure the ability

of bilingual children.

Macnamara (1966) did a comprehensive study of the

effect of bilingualism on achievement and intelligence of

Irish primary school children. He administered the Jen-

kins Scale of Non-Verbal Reasoning to the group and compared

the results with norms set up for English children. The

Irish chiadren obtained significantly lower scores than

their English counterparts, and the author attributed this

to lack of test sophistication and to poor reading ability

which prevented them from eading the directions accurately.

b. Studies Concerning Language Dominance, Tecall, Degree of

Bilingualism and Interference

Hoffman (1934) devised a Bilingual Schedule which

has been used in many subsequent studies to ascertain -de-

gree of bilingualism. It is a questionnaire concerning a

bilingual's use of each language. A 4-point scale indicates

degree to which he uses a language with other members of

the family, in reading matter, entertainment, and thinking.
to

In additionAthe subjectivity inherent in the responses to

any questionnaire, it does not relate language behavior to

26



social context.

Lambert (1955) used the reaction time-in each lan-

gua e as an index of langUage domin.ince. The subjects

faced a keyboard of eight keys, four for each hand and four

different colors on each side of the keyboard. The direc-

tions were "Left, red" or "Gauche, rouge", and the reaction

time needed to depress the appropriate key was computed for

each language. He accounted for individual differences by

making the speed of response relative to the individual's

speed of response in his faster language. Balanced ebilin-

guals had equal reaction time in both languages. He also

devised a Word Association Test in which subjects were.given

a stimulus word of high frequency and asked to respond in

-the same language with as many words as they could think of

suggested by the stimulus word. 45 seconds werle allowed for

response time for each stimulus word. He found that the

dominant language gave a score, that.is, a greater num-

ber of responses.

Lambert, Havelka and Gaidner (1959) used three mea-

sures -Lo determine language dominance. Twenty words in

French and English of equal length and frequency, but dif-

ferent content, were presented tachistoscopically to English-.

French bilingual university students. The time of presenta-

tion was lengthened until the subject could report the word

correctly. This procedure gave a measure of the threshold

27
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of recognition, and it was found that the degree of bilin-

gualism affected these perceptual processes. The second

test was word completion. SUbjects were given two-letter

sequences which are common beginnings for words in both

languages, and given 60 seconds to complete as many as pos-

sible in both languages. There was a positive correlation

between degree of bilingualism and comparative word 6omple-

tion ability. The third device tested facility in word de-

tection. The subjects were given a series of letters (such

as DANSONODEND and had to find as many English and French

words in it as possible. Here, too, the comparative fa-

cility of-word detection correlated positively with degree

of bilingualism. In a test of reading facility, the same

correlation was noted. In the reading selection there were

a number of words spelled the .same in both languages but

pronounced differently. The language in which the bilingual

was dominant predisposed him to pronounce ambiguous words

in that language. The only measure used in this study which

did not correlate positively with degree of bilingualism

was. a test of translation. -

Lerea and Kohut (1961) studied a group of monolin-

guals and bilinguals on verbal task performance. The sub-

jects were carefully matched in age, intelligence, sex, and

socio-economic status. The Micro Utterance-Association (ac-

quisition) was followed by the Rogers' Test of Personality
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Adjustment and then the Micro Utterance-Association (re-

ning). The results showed that the bilinguals learned

and relearned the MU-A task more raliidly than the monblin-

guals; there was a significant correlation between the speed

of learning MU-A and intelligence among the monolinguals;

neither group showed any relation between MU-A performance

and social maladjustments as revealed by the Rogers test.

The authors felt that the bilinguals had a special ability

that has not been realized previously.

Ervin-Tripp (1961) tested Italian

recall of pictures.

learning and recall.

In their more fluent

English and Italian

bilinguals for

were used during

The subjects recalled the pictures

language, even when

them in the other language. Best recall

they had learned

was when learning

was in dominant language as well as recall, and worst recall

was when learning was in dominant language and recall in

the other language. The author concluded that when the

overt language is restricted, there are covert responses

in dominant language, and that spontaneous translation is

more likely into the dominant language.

The Peal and Lambert (1962) study previously discussed

used three tests to determine degree of bilinualism, as

well as a questionnaire about family language use and fa-

ther's occupation, and a subjective self-rating scale. The

Wbrd Association Test (modified for group use) presented
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words from French and English lists alternately, and children

were given 60 seconds to write down as many words.as possi-

ble suggested by each stimulas word. 'A formula was used to

compute balance or dominance of one language. The Word

Detection Teat was a modification of the ohe described above

under Lambert, Havelka add Gardner (1959). The children

were given four series of letters and had 1 1/2 mlnutes to

work on each. About the same number of French and English

word were embedded in each sequence, and a score was ob-

tained indicating balanbe between the two languages or

dominance of one. The third test used was the Peabody Pic-

ture Vocabulary Test, based on Dunn (1959). It measured

oral skills in the two languages by presenting a series of

plates each containing four pictures of objects or actions,

and numbered 1-4. The examiner said an English word, and

children had to write down the number of the picture it

referred to. The whole series comprised twenty-one plates

Of increasing difficulty, and scores based on a maximum of

21 were obtained. The Subjective Self-Rating Sco.re was ob-

tained by having children rate their..own ability to speak,

read, write and understand their second language (English).

On the basis of these tests, the children were divided into

three groups: monolingual, bilingual and mixed. The _third

group was not used further in the study.

Vildomec (1963) conducted an unusual and interesting

30
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inquiry into multilingualism in Europe. Much of his informa-

tion was obtained from rather detailed questionnaires sent

out to 61 multilingual persons in various

In addition he analyzed the written texts

at different stages of mastery of various

Euronean countries.

of multilinguals

languages, and

utilized as well -- his own extensive observations. All of

the respondents were adults, and most of them were well edu-

cated, though not necessarily on a high socioeconomic level.

He found interference to be rampant, even

tongue of the-multilingual. He felt that

rare for an individual to speak more than

on the mother

it is extremely

three languages

without aCcent at any one time in his life; this does not,

of course, preclude the possibility of language

which one language can

and itst.place be taken

useful. He found that

fade into merely passive

by another language more

usually each language is

in a specific sphere of activity, and therefore

shift, in

knowledge

immediately

employed

it is rare

that anyone can speak two or more languages equally well

in any given situation or context.

Mackey (1965) has proposed a technique for analyzing

and measuring bilingual interference which takes into ac-

count a wealth of relevant factors. He feels that it is

necessary to distinguish the type and context of language

behavior before submitting it to analysis for interference,

as an individual's language can vary greatly depending upon

31
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hisienvironment. In this study he gathered samples of lan-

guarqe behavior in the subjects most common environments

and frequent contacts. Each sample was then allocated to

the language most used in it, and analyzed according to de-

gree and tyPe of interference at levels ranging from the

phoneme to the sentence. Both token and type counts were

made for each level in the main language, the secondary

language, and bilingual combination of languages. Types

of interference were classified as teferential modification

(influence of idioms, forms of address, world view of other

language) and structural modification (influence of word

order, number, rank, class, etc. of other language) . The

other measure applied to each sample was percentage of al-

-ternation, that is, the number of times at each level that

the speaker switched from one language to the other. The

author feels that this type of painstaking analysis will

provide the closest approximation to a correct picture of

language behavior in bilingual communities.

Oott and Lambert (1968) investigated the processes

used by bilinguals to retrieve information in their dominant

and secondary languages. The subjects were instructed in

French and English to read aloud each word presented on

cards by the examiner. They then had 2 minutes in which to

recall as many of the words as possible. The lists were

in English, French or bilingual; some listed words by
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categories and others listed them in random order. The

bal.anced bill-nguals remembered more from both English and

French lists than those dominant in either language. Cate-

gory lists were-recalled better than non-category ones,

especially the unilingual lists. Balanced bilinguals made

more translation errors than those dominant in either lan-

guage, probably because they were confused about which lan-

guage the word had been initially presented in. The au-.

thears concluded that recall of non-category lists is not

as sensitive.an index of bilingualism as recall of category

ones. They attribute this to the assumption that decoding

meeming is slower in weaker language, but that when meaning

is uot helpful to r2call (as in non-category lists), the

bilingual is not at such a disadvantage in his weaker lan-

guage.

Cooper and Greenfield (1969) used word frequency

estimation of their subjects as a-measure of degree of bi-

lingualism. The subjects, who were members of a Puerto

Rican neighborhood in Jersey City, were asked to estimate

how often they heard or spoke 75 common words in Spanish,

and an equivalent set in English. They rated each word on

a 7-point scale ranging from "more than once arday" to

"never." The words chosen represented five different do-

mains of social interaction. The results were scored by

computing the mean difference between word freauency

33
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estimates in Spanish and English for each domain. These

scores were then compared to other measures (self-rating

scales, fluency tests, English Repertoire Range), and the

results indicated that the scores for the Word Frequency

Estimation difference correlated significantly-with the

other criterion variables, and were therefore valid indices

of degree of bilingualism. The authors felt that this mea-

sure might be particularly valuable in instances where

questionnaires elicit inexact responses and where dif-

ferent attitudes towards tiymake timed -,Lests impracticable.

This measure also reflects differences in knowledae of two

languages- which are related to particular behaviz,ral domains.

Cervenka (1969) designed a test of the "immature

linguistic capacity" of young children in Grades 1 to 4

knowing both Spanish and English- In order to set up norms

on the English section, he administered it to native speak-

ers of English, assuming that taeir scores would represent

iperfect scores for each age tested. The subsections of the

test measured children's understanding of word meaning,

phonological differentiation, grammatical structures, and

semantics. The most consistently valid sections of the

test, in terms of correlation with school achievement, IQ's

and socioeconomic ratings, were the phonological ones. The

grammatical subtests were found to be valid on some but not

all age levels, mainly because it was difficult to determine

34
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what was being measured in these sections.- Each English
/

subtest has an equivalent Spanish version, and both ver-

sio s are to be used in determining-linguistic capacityin

bilingual children, language dominance, and relative mas-

tery of the two languages involved.

Bordie (1970) reviews the different types of lan-

guage ability tests used with linguistically different

learners at the present time, and agreeS with the findings

of recent research that IQ scores are not really valid for

children on a low socio-economic level, which in this country

includes nearly all of tile bilingual population.

0. Studies Concerning the Relationship Between Bilingualism

and Behavioral Usage and Attitude

Ervin-Tripp (1964) administered the Thematic Apper-

ception Test (TAT) to a group of bilingual French adults

living in Washington, D. C. Each subject was shown an am-

biguous picture and asked to aescribe what was happening

in it. On one occasion the subject used English and on

another French to tell about the same pictures. A signi-,

ficant difference in content and attitude was evident in

the stories told by the same individuals, depending on

whether they were speaking French or English. The author

feels that her findingsrindicate that bilinguals have two

personalities where verbal behavior is concerned, and that

language may be a medium for internal storage of behavior
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information so that a bilingual has two sets of stored al-
.

ternative behavior patterns.

Anisfeld and Lambert (1964) conducted a study of

ten year old French Canadian children in which they had to

rate the personalities of French and English children's

voices on tape. The monolinguals gave more favorable rat-

ings to the French voices, but the bilinguals saw few dif-

ferenees in personality traits of the two groups. A simi-

lar study of adults found a different attitude revealed.

All of the adult French Canadians saw English speakers in

a significantly more favorable light than French ones. The

authors felt that this was due to the prevailing climate of

prejudice against the French Canadian in Montreal which is

far more apparent to adults than to children. Hence, the

adults have accepted a stereotyped view of themselves,

whereas the.bilingual children have had the advantage of an

enriched social atmosphere which has made them less prone

to adopt stereotyped attitude's.

Mackey (1966) proposes a method of measuring bilin-

gual behavior which gives a clear picture of the exact

situations in which a bilingual uses either or both of his

languages. A sample of language behavior is first classi-

fied according to environment: person(s) to whom it is

addressed, place of occurrence, register (type of language

used to a friend, a parent, a boss, etc.) , style (purpose -
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scolding, narrating, commanding, etc.) , and context (con-

tent of the conversation). The text having been broken

down into these components ca::, then be analyzed on different

levels, from the phoneme: to the sentence, according to the

elements present from each language, modifications caused

by influence of one language on the other, and rate of al-

ternation between the two.

Lambert, Gardner, Olton and Tunstall (1968) con-

ducted studies in Montreal, Louisiana, Maine and Connecti-

cut to investigate the influence of attitude and motivation

on acquisition of a second language. They found two dimen-

sions to the factors affecting progress in the second lan-

guage. Aptitude and intelligence (which are successfully

predicted by:.the Modern Language Aptitude Tc!st and the Otis

Test of Mental Ability) determine achievement in reading,

vocabulary,-grammar and classroom oral-aural skills. Atti-

tude and motivation, however, were the Important factors in

use of the language in communicative situations outside the

classroom. The desire to participate in the second language

cultural group was termed "integratiVe mOtivation" and was

felt to be an essential prerequisite for successful second

language learning.

Cooper (1969) developed two measures for degree of

bilingualism in different social situations, which were

divided into the domains of family, neighborhood, religion,



education, and work. His subjects.were adult Puerto Ricans

living in a bilingual neighborhood in Jersey City, N. J.

In the Word NaMing Test, each subject.was asked to name as

many different wanIsreferring to a specified domain as

possible in one minute- The test was given in both Spanish

and English. The Word Association Test was similar in form,

but subjects had to give continuous associations rlated to

each domain rather than simple naming of items found in the

domain. The time limit was the same as for the first test.

The taped responses were orthographically transcribed and

the number of responses for each language and domain counted.

English domain scores were subtracted from Spanish domain

scores;a-A-difference indicated greater fluency in Spanish

and a - difference greater fluency in English for the do-

main in question. The results showed-that the Word Nam-

ing scores correlated significantly with other criteria such

as years in the United States, occupation, English Reper-

toire Range, English Listening Comprehension, Bilingual

Listening Comprehension, and accentedness. The Word Asso-

ciation scores, however, did not correlate with the other

criteria, so the author conaluded that the Word Naming

Test was a better measure for distinguishing patterns and

levels of performance of demographic subgroups.

Edelman (1969) adapted Cooper's measures for use

with children ages 6-12 in the same Puerto Rican neighborhood.

as
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The domains were kitchen, school, church and neighborhood.

Children were given 45 seconds to name items found in each

_domain, and the test was given in each language. Older

children produced more words and some domains called forth

more words than others. The domain of religion was the

least fluent. When all the domains were combined, it was
-,

found that more words were produced in English than in

Spanish. When analyzed by domain, it was found that English

was favored in neighborhood, religion and education, and

that there were no difference between fluency in English

and Spanish in the domain of family.

Findling (1969) also used Cooper's measure (Word

Association _Test) in a study of the need affiliations and

future orientation of bilingual Puerto Ricans in a New

York ghetto. After recording the associational responses

to the stimulus words for each domain and in each language,

he computed the degree of need affiliation as the propor-

tion of human responses name of a person) to the

total number of responses to each stimulus word. The re-

sults showed that in extragroup situations such as work and

education, and in English,-greater needs were felt for af-

filiation. To discover Whether a group of highschool stu-

dents felt more future-oriented or past-oriented, he de-

vised a series of pairs 6f sentences to complete. In each

pair one sentence referred to the past (It's good to keep
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old friends because...') and one to the future (It's good

to. make new friends because...").The results showed future

orientation scores to be higher in English and in extragroup

domains.

Ronch, Cooper and Fishman (1969) gave the Word Nam-
_

ing Test in English and Yiddish to a group of European Jew-

ish adults who had lived in the United States for 40-60

years An additional measure used in this study was a Yid-

dish Usage Rating Scale, administered in English. The re-

sults showed two clearly defined levels of language behavior.

There was bilingual Yiddish-English interaction with others

in daily-life situations, but all were intensely Yiddish

oriented in their cultural activity.

d. Studies Concerning Bilingualism and School Achievement

Lewis and Lewis (1965) compared the written lan-

guage of bilingual and monolingual children at the sixth

grade level. The children were matched on socioeconomic

status, which was low, intelligence, and normal school

progress. They were classified as monolingual or bilingual

according to the Hoffman Bilingual Schedule. The bilingual

group was either Spanish-English or Chinese-English. The -

entire group saw a silent film called Neighbors and were

then asked to express their reactions to the film by

writing a composition in English. These compositions were

analyzed for verbal output (limmber of words), range of
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vocabulary (number of different words), diiiersity of vo-

icabulary- (type-token ratio: for first 100 words), spelling

err rs, grammatical errorS, quality'of sentence structure

(completeness and discreteness of sentences, degree of sub-

ordination, variety of sentence structure) and expressive-

ness (quality of words used, unity and coherence, sensitiv-

Ity to mood and meaning of film). The results showed that

generally bilingualism did not have an adverse effect upon

written language performance. However, the Chinese bilin-

guals, especially the girls, had both fewer spelling mis-

takes and more grammar mistakes than the rest ok the group.

The Chinese bilingual girls Who had the greatest bilingual

background, that is, who knew the most Chinese in compari-

.son to their knowledge of English, made fewer grammatical

mistakes than those whose knowledge of Chinese was limited.

The authors suggest that as balance between knowledge of

two languages is approached it is easier to keep their

structures separate. They also feel that the attention

required in learning Chinese characters nay transfer posi-

tively to learning English spelling. They speculate as well

on the fact that Chinese does not have grammar as this term

is understood in English, and this fact may account for

the grammatical mistakes made by the Chinese-English bilin-

guals. Little is said about the group of Spanish-English

bilinguals except for the fact that their bilingual back-

ground had the lowest correlation with the variables
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analyzed in the compositions.

Macnamara (1966) studied the effect of fortir years

-of teaching Irish to primary school children whose mother

language is-generally English. Only a small part of his

sample group actually spoke Irish as a first language, and

the others learned it only in school, where it was used as

a medium of instruction. In addition to intelligence tests,

he administered achievement tests in both languages for

arithmetic and language. The tests were Schonell's Essen-

tial Mechanical Arithmetic Test and Essential Problem Arith-

metic Test, which were both translated into Irish, and the

Moray House English Test 14 in English, and a new test in

Irish based on the Moray House test. He compared the re-

sults to norms set up for English children on the English

versions of these tests, and found that Irish children

scored significantly lower. He felt that these results

prove the "balance effect" of bilingualism, that is, that

time spent on one language necessarily retards progress in

the other language. He felt that the attempt to revive the

Irish language has had a retarding effect on primary school

children and that their knOwledge of Irish is not only defi-

cient but useless except for cultural and political purposes.

e. Discussion

All of the studies reviewed have undoubtedly contri-

buted to the sum of knowledge about the nature of bilingualiim.
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Some have asked more qUestions than they, have answered,

and one has the impression that many have only nibbled at

the periphery of the bilingual phenomenon. In spite of the

trend towards seeing bilingualism as an advantage rather

than a handicap, there has been little light cast on the

problem of whether high intelligence especially favors the

growth of bilingualism, or whether bilingualism itself fos-

ters the development of intelligent behavior.

Jensen (1962) provides a very complete annotated

review of the literature dealing with both the advantages-

and disadvantages of bilingualism.

The, argument over whether bilingualism is an advan-

tage or a disadvantage may be academic and not relevant to

the real situation. Almost all bilinguals and multilinguals,

it seems, have acquired their extra languages through neces-

sity, not choice. Only in rare instances, (and that usually

when the father is a linguist) have children deliberately

6een taught two languages for linguistic rather than prac-

tical reasons.

Although the influence of socioeconomic factors is

now realized, it is difficult to describe in any but gen-

eral terms how they affect the bilingual child's intellec-

tual development and school achievement. In most of the

studies the bilingual group was also a minority group and

the victim of social and cultural prejudices. In several
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studies tests which had been standardized' on native Eng-
i

lish speaking populations were translated into the other

lan uage of the bilingual'group and-administered with no

standardization of norms. It was assumed that the trans-

lated version of the test was as valid as the original.

Timed tests seem tO be a favored way of measuming degree

of bilingualism, hut if used in cultures where correctness

is considered more desirable than speed, their value could

be diminished.

Self-rating scales which are frequently used.to deter-

mine degree of bilingualism appear to be totally subjective,

as there is no check on the accuracy of the subject's in-

formation about himself. Many tests for language dominance

-are variations on word naming or association, which indi-

cates extent of vocabulary but not the structural mastery

of the language. The behavioral measures suggested by

Mackey and Cooper seem to be the most promising for analy-

sis of verbal behavior related to context of situation.
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2. Language Acquisition

The relevance of first language acquisition to the

learning of subsequent languages, is in the assumption

that the secdnd language is learned in much the same way

as the first. That is, the characteristics.of a given

language which seem to be most difficult to learn for na-

tive speakers will also be among the last learned bY the

non-native speaker. This may well be true in broad out-

line, but obviously other factors such as the age of the

student may modify the learning progression. It is never-

the less true that for the teacher of English as a second

language, a knowledge of the hierarchy of difficulties

which seem inherent in English, can be extremely helpful:

Leopold (in Bar-Adon, 1971) describes the child's ac-

quisition of his mother language and proposes that all

children may, in fact, learn the same sequence of sound ca-

tegories, though the rate and order of acquisition of in-

dividual phonemes may vary. That is, the broad outlines of

the sound system are distinguished first, then the- child

gradually learns finer differentiations. Thus, a baby's

cooing, which is vocalic, first distinguishes low from

high vowels, before acquil'ing middle vowels and later

subdivisions of these three categories. In the babbling

stage the baby produces consonant (stops first) 4- vowel.

Somewhere between nine and twelve moths, the speaking
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stage begins, that is, sounds are used with meaning at-

tached, though of course babbling without meaning also

continues. An interesting feature for learners of Eng-

lish is that-the mid central vowel [0] seems to be diffi-

cu/t to learn, and is not mastered until the end of the

Second year. In producing consonants, the distinction

between labial and non-labial one is made first, and he

voiced/voiceless contrast is not learned until late, again

at the end of the second year. The order for learning
-

consonants is:- stops, nasals, fricatives, affricates

(towards end of second year), and latest are liquids,

which are often not mastered until school age. In gram-

mar, Leopold finds that children learn syntax before mor-

phology. They begin with one-word sentences from age nine

months to twenty months, then progress to Verb Object

(as the child assumes that the subject is understood), at

about one year nine months. By the age of two, children

can produce three and four word sentences, and the complete

sentence pattern of NP:subj + VP + NP:object is learned

at nearly age three. In all.of these early attempts,

children preserve standard word order. In the realm of

morphology, however, hardly any appears during the first

two years, as endings and stem modifications are not

learned until sometime during the third year. Sentences
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using an AUX begin to appear at the end of the second year-
'

It 'is very much later that the first passive-sentences ap-

aIpe .

Deese (1970) has reviewed and commented on recent

studies in child language acquisition. He describes how

language develops in infancy and early childhood, then

presents a detailed analysis of early grammatical develop-

ment. An interesting comment on phonology is that although

infant babbling if prolonged will acquire the stress and

pitch patterns of adult speech, the acquisition of phonemes

is such a difficult process that children are still try-

ing to master it as late as age ten or eleven. His ex-

planation for the short two and three word sentences pro-

-duced by children in their second year is that the child's

memory span is so short at this age that he is literally

compelled to reorganize adult speech into manageable pieces.

At the end of the on language in infancy, he gives

the neurological evidence supporting the generally ac-

cepted belief that primary language development comes to

an end at adolescence.

In the section dealing with grammatical develop-

ment, Deese states that the grammatical categories of

children are not the same as those of adults, but that

they do possess the potential for maturing into adult

categories. He feels that the development of more
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complicated sentences is a necessity, because the initial

two and three word sentences depend for comprehension on

:the context of situation and a parent.attuned to the child's

habits and personality. But in addition to being a neces-

sity, he feels that a child's syntactic structures grow

and develop in response to a maturing linguistic compe-

tence which needs to be released. A point extremely rele-

vant to the teaching of English as a second language is that

while children Imitate what they hear, they do not imi-

tate accurately; imitation is merely one of hany ways in

which a child tries to build up linguistic rules for the

language he is learning. He finds that all the evidence

points to a linguistic ability which is species specific

and does not find any reason to accept the Skinnerian

theory of language acquisition as a process of stimulus and

reinforcement, which in any case is not exclusive to lan-

guage but present in general behavior.

In 1960, Berko Gleason-(in Bar-Adon, 1971) con-

ducted an extremely significant study in which she tested

the knowledge and use of morphology by children ages four

to seven. By:supplying nonsense words and eliciting the

morphemes to indicate plurality, possession and third per-

son singular, and past tense, she was able to show at what

age children had internalized the rules for formation of

these inflections. She found that the difference in
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performance of the pre--chool and first grade was not qua-

litatively different, that is, that the older children

were merely perfecting their knowledge of plurals, posses-

sives, and progressive tense. But all the children alreadY

knew the basic rules.

Although it has been frequently stated that English-

speaking children have mastered the syntactic structures

of their languake by the time they go to school at age six,

a recent study by Carol Chomsky (1969) indicates that this

is not completely so. She selected four strUctures which

because of their complexity were considered candidates for

late acquisition. They were- 1. John is easy to see.

2. John promised Bill to go. 3. John asked Bill what to do'

4. He knew that John was going to win the race. Forty

children aged from five to ten were tested for understanding

of these structures, and it was found that structures 1 and

2 were acquired between the ages of 5.6 and 9, and all

children over 9 knew them. Structure 3 was still not mas-

tered by some children even as late as age 10, whereas

Structure 4 was understood by nearly all children at about

age 5.6. These conclusions could be significant for the

teacher of English as a second language to elementary age

children. It might be that what is imperfectly understood

by a native speaker even as late as age ten, is not a struc-

ture that can be easily acquired by a child learning Englisli
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as a foreign language, unless a parallel structure happens

to ex St ill hiS first language.

Lohall (1963 and 1966) Produced a-study in two sec-

tions dealing with the langUage of elementary age children.

A groa Of 338 kindergarten children had samples of their

language' peech, writing and reading, recorded once a

Year for 4 period of eleven years. The first section deals

with the first seven years of language development, that

is, at the eleMeRtary school level. The second section

deais With the oral problems encountered in samples

collect
ed from the same group over a period of ten years.

Larlguage abilities measured in' the first section were

fltiencYY stl-uctural patterns, conventional usage and gram-

ose of conditional statements, figurative language,

'reading and writing, and coherence through use of various

elements such as subordination and control of mazes ("a

tangle 0f language which did not make semantic sense.."
1963.)

OiS cb.clusions for this part of the study were

that fluanzy, or number of words used, increased with each

Year of schooling, while the number of mazes decreased,

eXzept £01. the low group;"the high group employed the link-

erb p
s attern mo-re than the low group did, the comple-

mellt p9tte1 r4 was used mostly by the high group but was not

very frequerlt; the high group used clauses far mpre than
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did the low group; the most frequent grammatical problem

was with verbs, particulakly lack of agreement between

*subject and predicate, especially in the third person sin-

gular; Negro subjects of southern background had trouble

with the be paradigm; the high group used'conditional

statements most frequently; the high group for language was

also high for reading; writing ability, on the other hand,

was related to socioeconomic status; the most frequently

used type of subordination for the whole group was adverb

and noun clauses; the high group used subordination through-

out the study more than did the low or i.andom groups, al-
,

though all groups increased their use of subordination as

they increased in chronological age; complexity of gram-

matical structure was associated with chronological age,

proficiency in language and socioeconomic status; both

groups had trouble with mazes for the first three grades,

then showed some control over words per maze beginning in

fourth grade; competence in spoken language appeared to be

a prerequisite for competence in writing and reading.

In the section dealing with pxoblems in oral lan-

guage, Loban set up a list' of categories for classifying

these problems. The general categories are verb problems,

pronoun problems, syntactic confusion, and other problems,

with subdivisions under each of these headings. Different

findings were reported for children speaking standard
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English and for those speaking a social class dialect.
i

Problems affecting the standard English speakers were

rel ted to clarity more than to pro11ems of usage. They

included inconsistency in use of tense, omission of words

(not AUX) , confusing placement of words or phrases, con-

fusing use of pronouns, difficulties with agreement in

indefinite pattern sentences. These difficulties all in-

volve coherence, and the author suggests that these chil-

dren need instruction to increase their verbal effective-

ness, rather than drill on usage. A more complicated pic-

ture emerges from the problems of children speaking a so-

cial class dialect, which in-this study were Negro children.

The most frequent problem was lack of agreement of subject

and copula, omission of words (except AUX), nonstandard

use of pronouns, nonstandard use of noun forms, double

necj-ative, omisSion of copula. Although most of these

problems showed some improvement as the child progressed

through school, the exception was in use of the copula

be. Most,cof the problems are due to usage and drill on

usage is perhaps indicated. He notes that they have not

acquired all the phonemes of standard English.

Many of the insights gained ±n these studies of

first language acquisition are pertinent to second-language

acquisition as well. Probably the single most important

is that even native speakers of English are still learning
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some grammatical structures and even perhaps still per-

fecting some phonemes as late as age ten. The English as

a Second Language teacher would therefore do well to con-

centrate on the simpler grammatical patterns of English

for elementary children, and leave the more complex ones

'to be mastered at a later age.
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3. Case Studies of Bilingualism

I
There have not been many studies made of bilingual

(language acquistion, and of these, the most complete is

that of Leopold (1939, 1947, and 1949). He cites (in

Bar-Adon, 1971) three earlier studies which were made

by Ronjat in 1913 of a child bilingual in French and

German, by Pavlovitch in 1920 of a child bilingual in

Serbian and French, and by Geissler in 1938 of German

children living in Belgrade who became bilingual.

Leopold kept a linguistic diary of his daughter

from eight weeks to nearly eight years of age. -After

that he continued to note striking features of her lan-

guage as well as that of her sister. The child was bi-

lingual from earliest infancy, as her father spoke to

her in German and her mother in English. The predomi-

nance of one language over the other shifted depending

on the country in which the family li-vod; English in

the end was stronger than German. Leopold felt that

the fact that the two languages are related helped her

to acquire both fairly easily. He concludes that early

bilingualism, far from being any kind of disadvantage,

trains a child to think rather than mechanically re-

peating words only half understood; since everything is

referred to in two ways, the child must concentrate on

essentials, on content rather than form.



Dimitrijevi6 (1965) made a-case study of his son from

the age of seven months to seven years. The boy spoke

Serbian with his mother and others in his daily environ-

ment, and only English with his father. The child was

not aware that he-was speaking two languages until the

age of four, and then only partially. Although there

*seemed to be transfer between the two languages, there

was no adverse effect on the Lm (mother language).

Serbian became predominant only at the time that he be-

gan to play with other children.

Another case study of a young child exposed to two

languages is that of Dato (1969), which was planned as

part of a larger study dealing with a group of children.

The author's son was four when the family went to live

in Spain, and a series of tapes were made during his

first year there to chart his acquistion of Spanish.

The author is convinced that second language learning

would be more effective if a natural environment could.

be re-created so that children could acquire their se-

cond language in the same way that they acquired their

first.

The only case study of bilingualism encountered

that dealt with an older child was that of Rouchdy

(1970).' The subject was a twelve year old boy who spoke

Arabic as his first language and had acquired English
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during his four year stay in the United States. An

unusual feature of this study was its examination of

the interference found in his mother language which

could be traced to English, his second language. A

series of objective and subjective tests were adminis-

tered, and samples of the subject's oral performance in

both languages were taped. was found that in all ob-

jective tests except the multiplication one, the sub-

ject's score in English performance was higher than in

Arabic. The author felt that these tests measured

quantity of language rather than quality, and to test

the boy's true competence in Arabic, two other tests

were given. The first had a series of paired sentences

in Arabic; one of each pair was a deviant structure.

The subject was able to identify almost all the correct

structures. In the second test, he had to repeat cer-

tain sentences in Arabic after a time lapse of five

seconds. Some of the sentences were grammatical, others

were ungrammatical, and some were merely awkward and

foreign sounding. He repeated three fourths of the

grammatical ones correCtly, rearranged all ungramma-

tical ones so that they were correct, and of the ten

awkward ones, corrected seven and anglicized three.

The autlior felt that these results proved conclusively

that the boy's Arabic competence was greater than his

speech performance indicated. Thus interference was

present mainly in the realm of performance.
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The most striking common feature of these indivi-

(

Aual case studies is that all of the children concerned

seemed able to acquire a second language without much .

difficulty or special instruction. Two of them started

in infancy, so that both languages were acquired to-

gether and without initial differentiation. The other

two acquired their second languages at the ages of four

and eight, through contact with an environment in which

the new language was predominant. It appears that there

is an upper limit to the age at which this natural

acquisition can be completely successful. Most.linguists

place it at around the onset of adolescence. In the

case of Jean-Marc, perhaps even the age of ten is a

little late for acquiring native-like control of English

in just nine months, as did Mrs. Rouchdy's son at the

age of eight. 'Perhaps the linguistic ability for lan-

guage acquisition tapers off gradually in the years pre-

ceding adolescence.
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CHAPTER III

GRAMMATICAL ANALYSIS

1. Errors in Morphology and Syntax

a. Verb Forms

A total of 491 errors in the 22 tapes involved

the use of incorrect verb forms. They were clas-

sified as follows:

1) Present for Past

Present for -ING

Present for Past Participle

2) Past for Present

Past for Past Participle

Past for -ING

Past for Non-Finite

3) -ING for Present

-ING for Past

-ING for Non-Finite

4) Non-Finite for Present

Non-Finite for Past Participle

Non-Finite for -ING

5) Noun for Verb

6) Person 41 62 103

TOTALS 263 223 491

Tapes
1-11 12-22

Total
Errors

164 118 282

16 10 26

12 7 19

12 18 30

2 0 2

0 1 1

1 0 1

2 2 4

13 0 13

2 0 2

1 0 1

0 1 0

1 3 4

1 1 2

1) Present
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The preponderance of errors due to use of present

for past is probably an Indication of insufficient mastery

of t 1 e past forms of many verbs. The percentage of errors
1(1

in this category fluctuates considerably from tape to tape,

ranging as high as 24% in Tapes 9 and 14, and showing con-

siderable improvement from Tapes 17 through 22, which have

an averace error percentage of only 3.7%.

Examples of use of present for -ING:

3:37 I eat toast and sardine. (Response to,

"What are you eating?")

3:105 Where are we go Sunday?

4:15 Lunch card is for pay for the lunch.

5:80 ...today are we have football?

8:132 I am enjoy.

11:6 I was thinking if he come for me or I am

going for him.

11:31 My ears is not hurt anymore.

15:135 He can't hear because he talks every time

with Judy.

16:99 [A caravan] is a people travel together.

19:10 May I go to swim?

20:76 ...you have to stand up and they pick the

body who is stand up.

22:48 ...Omar is bother us all the time...

(None in Tapes 2, 7, 9, 10, 12-14, 17, 18, 21)
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The major problem here seems. to be due to interfer-

ence from both French and Spanish, which habitually use the

present in circumstances which in English call for the pro-

gressive present (AUX(present) ± -ING) . In most cases he

does use the AUX but has not yet mastered the -ING suffix

for the verb. 4:15 also shows interference from both other

languages, which require the non-finite verb form after for

in this type of construction (pour payer/para pagar). It

is Impossible to be certain whether pay is present or non-

finite. 11:6 is interesting in that Jean-Marc used the

-ING form correctly twice, but missed both the AUX and the

-ING on the third item, if he is coming. However, there are

other possibilities depending on intended meaning, as: if

he should come for me, if he will come, etc. According to

the context of the conversation, 15:135 should be, He can't

hear (the teacher) because he's always talking with Judy.

19:10 is grammatically correct, but the usual expression is

May I go swimming.

He seems to be well on his way to mastering -ING

usage in spite of double interferencefrom his other two

languages, probably because-of its frequency in the spoken

English he is encountering daily.

Present for past participle seems, like use of pre-

sent for past, zo be due mainly to insufficient mastery of

verb forms. Nearly half (9) of these errors were contained
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fairly frequent sen-Eence:

IlnIsh/am finish for I finished/am finished

is case, there may be interference from French, where

the present and the present perfect (passe'compos6) are

phonologically very similar:

Je finis/3" fini [la fini/le fini]

This error did not occur in Tapes 16719 or 21 and 22.

2) Past

Use of past for present occurs mainly in Tapes 10, 13 and

15. It is infrequent in the other tapes, and does not oc-

cur at all in Tapes 16-18 and-21-22. This error is probably

due to lack of mastery of different verb forms. It may be

that in the middle tapes he was more aware of past verb

forms and in attempting to use them correctly, over-used

fhem in the wrong context. If so, this is an example of

what Vildomec (1963) terms "hypercorrectness."

Use of past for past participle occurred only on

Tape 6, in which he twice said gave for given. Although

mastery of irregular past participle forms does not there-

fore seem to be much of a problem, it should be remembered

that by the nature of dinner table conversation it is not

needed very frequently, except in the continually reap-

pearing I am/have finished, where the past participle is

identical in form to the past.

The items in which the past was use for the non-finite
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verb and for the -ING form were these:

11:205 ...to read music and to said how many

quarters

13:85 BecaUse I was blew my nose in school.

The use of said for say is perhapS due to the habit formed

by his frequent use of said in recounting conversations -

"So he said..," "And Mrs. Cashion said...," etc. Said is

the form of the verb which he uses almost exclusively.

The use of blew for blowing could be due to non-mastery of

the formation of the imperfect (AUX(past) -ING), or it

could be due to concentration on remembering the irregular

formation of the past of blow.

Two non-standard forms were noted in the past form

of an irregular verb:

6:24 But I seed [it] this morning.

7:157 I -belled to Clay.

This application of the regular past suffix merely indi-

cates unfamiliarity with the irregular form; more impor-

tantly, it indicates that he has internalized the rule

for the formation of the English past-and is applying it

in a productive manner. Since these forms are typical of

Central Texas, they have not been counted as errors.

3) -ING

Use of -ING for the present occurs in Tapes 1, 2, 13, 15,

18, 20 and 22. Examples:
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1:125 Brushing my teeth. (Response to "What

must you do before you go to bed?")

2:21 She no looking.

2:61 Please eating salad.

13:185 When Mrs. Cashion is tired, she is sitting

in her chair...

15:177 The next day [means time] we are going to

Sears...

18:24 [A] glacier is a water falling down and

gets freezing.

20:119 ...but when you play outside or doing

something bad...

22:96 I would keep it so when we are going to

Africa...

The first example follows neither the French nor the Spanish

pattern, and therefore seems to indicate unfamiliarity with

the correct use or meaning of the -ING form. 2:21 should

be, "She didn't look at it," as the appropriate response to

the father's question. Here again, the -ING form does not

correspond to usage in either of the other languages, but

it is possible that he was attempting an imperfect and for-

got the AUX. 2:81 uses the -ING in an imperative construc-

tion; here again it is likely caused by lack of understanding

of this form. 13:185, 15:177 and 22:96 are the only exam-

ples of this kind of error, and seem to be due to overlearning
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of progressive present usage in English and extension of

this' common pattern even to situations where it iS not appro-

priate. 18:24 has two correct alternatives, freezes or gets

frozen. It is possible that in a construction like 20:119

a subject and copula omission in the second clause is the

cause of the error.

Use of -ING for the past occurs only in Tapes 2-6:

2:65 [We] ... looking television...

3:84 Today I going to gym play Zootball.

3:162 I looking the boys use the machine.

3:185 Today I coming to school first.

3:187 Eight I coming to school.

3:188 I coming. 3:189 You know what time I

coming?

3:190 I coming school eight o'clock.

4:28 In the school I working the spelling.

5:6 I walking. (Response to, "You did what?")

5:33 We looking the island Hawaii.

5:91 I working too my geography.

6:6 And I washing my teeth, I do my math, the

kitchen..-

With the possible exception of 4:28, all of these utter-

ances should have used the past verb form in the context

in which they were said. Neither French nor Spanish would

employ the imperfect in these situations, except in 4:28
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which might be: A l'ecole je travaillais, but, En la escuela

estaba trabajando. Since all the other examples call for the

past, it is suspected that at this early stage of his English

acquisit4on Jean-Marc is confusing the -ING form with the

past.

Use of -ING for the non-finite verb form occurs in

Tapes 4 and 6 only:

4:26 Who's got to talking?

6:74 For th teachers talking. (Response, "What

are they going to sit in a circle for?")

In the first example all three languages call for the non-

finite verb form, so this error cannot be attributed to

interfezence. The seconrl example is more complicated, as

French and Spanish require that the verb be in the subjunc-

tive: afin que les mattresses parlent/para que las maes-

tras hablen. - It is possible that in this case Jean-Marc

was equating -ING with the subjunctive because he had not

yet learned that the English equivalent requires to +

Non-Finite.

4) Non-Finite

The non-finite verb form was used incorrectly in the

following examples:

10:33

10:65

"Thank you to give me a nice paper like

this."

[Camels] to pass and the nomads.
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13:117 [It] .is not to give to him to play with..

18:71 Mamita, I already finished to read All

About Monkeys.

19:10 May I go to swim?

10:33 is clearly due to interference from French

-and Spanish, merci pour me donner/gracias por darme, which

use the non-finite in this type of construction where Eng-

lish uses the -ING form. 10:65 is so'fragmented that it

is difficult to tell what meaning was intended, but in the

context it se.-.1ms to be, "Camels and nomads pass." (He

is talking about desert life.) The extraneous to would

therefore be an error due to non-mastery. 13:117 uses the

non-finite instead of the past participle probably because

the irregular past participle given has not been completelyrnas+ere8

yet. In 18:71 and 19:10, both French and Spanish inter-

ference is seen in the use of the non-finite for the -ING

form.

5) Noun for Verb

On two occasions a noun was used where a verb was

called for:

8:133 Surprise I am enjoy. (for I am surprised.)

13:100 So Mrs. Cashion take everybody out to

racer... (for ...to race.)

While he had frequently heard expressions such as,"Surprise!"

and "I have a surprise for you," it is unlikely that he had
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been exposed very ofteri to the passive construction to be

surprised. He probably just used the familiar form. 13:100

is open to two interpretations. It could be that he simply

wished to say out to recess, in which case the error was

phonological. However, the context of the situation indi-

.cates that the verb race was intended.

6) Person

Errors in morphology due to use of the wrong person

occurred in all tapes except 1, 2 and 5. This error showed

an increase in Tapes 10-15, and thereafter showed some im-

provement, except in Tapes 18 and 20. The types of error

involving person were classified twice, once according to

the kind of subject (or sentence) with which they appear,

and once according to whether the error was contained in a

verb, AUX or copula.

45 errors were made when pronouns were used as sub-

ject; of these, 12 occurred in Tapes 10, 11, 20, and 22, in

conjunction with the words somebody, everybody, and nobody.

It seems probable that he has not yet learned that these

words take a singular verb - even everybody. In this last

case there may be some interference from French and Spanish,

each of which have two expressions covering this meaning:

todo el mundo + sing/tout le monde + sing BUT todos +

plural/tous + plural.

30 errors were with nouns as subjects and seem to be
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due to the fact that only one verb form has been learned

so far, and was used indiscriminately, just as the same

form was used frequently in place of the past in the same

tapes. According to Richards (1971), this use of the verb

stem for the verb stem + s is a typical error amongst stu-

.dents of English as a second language.

The 6 errors due to use of a singular subject rather

than a plural one are included under b-1 - Errors in Num-

ber (Noun Forms)

Six items seem to'be due to lack of mastery of the-

negative pattern using the empty carrier do:

_677 She don't tells.

7:20 Steve too don't know nothing.

14:146 (It] don't said C. E. 11-

15:129 ...so Tim don't listen.

15:134 ...he don't hear, he don't...

The first example indicates that he has not yet learned

the do + V pattern; in the second example he uses the cor-

rect verb form but makes his mistake in the AUX do. In

Tape 10, four of his errors.are also the use of do for does.

The learning of the use of do as AUX in English is probably

Impeded by the fact that the :-. ,1-11c.: French and Spanish

patterns have no correspondence whatsoever with the English

one.

The five WH-Question errors were:
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10:11 ...how many is four times two?

14:185 What is called? (Referring to the Egyptians)

15:129 Who want to be team captain?

16:67 Where were that man dead?

18:98 You know what come second?

10:11 seems to be due to the confusion of how many

with how much, both of which are rendered in French by com-

bien? but in Spanish by cugntos? and cugnto? 14:185 and

16:67 require reflexive constructions in both French and

Spanish, but it is doubtful whether this contributed at

all to the errors in person. 15:129 seem to be due to

non-mastery of the singularity of who; but since what can

refer to either a singular or plural concept in English,

18:98 may reflect some minor confusion. The following ut-

terance is, First come orange, second comes olive and then

come blue; at least one verb in this whole sequence has

the correct morpheme for person.

Seven errors involving person are found in relative

clauses:

10:66 ...the man who work...

12:75 You know what happen.

14:14 Then Mrs. Cashion ask to Judy, the girl

who sit front of my.

14:53 ...John Murphy is a boy [who] go to same

class.
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20:96 ...like I am the first who say the num-

ber.

20.97 ...and the [person]-who make Bingo sup-

posed to call the number.

21:101 You.know, those boy and-girl who (don't)

is not real but toy.

These seem to be due to lack of mastery of verb

forms beyond the base form, and also perhaps to difficul-

ties in the formation of subordinate constructions.

The other errors in person each occurred once:

11:97 My father or my mother are going to

take you.

11:203 We have to knows all the notes.

19:244 ...because on the other side there are

a magic pilot.

20:119 For big people playing outside waste a

lot of time.

In 11:97 the excluding nature of or does not seem to be un-

derstood. In 11:203 the error may in fact be imitation of

Southern or Central Texas dialect. In 19:244 the main dif-

ficulty may be in his non-Mastery of the indefinite pattern,

which caused many errors throughout the tapes. The nominal-

ized verb phrase as subject in 20:119 is quite a sophistica-

ted structure for a learner of English, and it is not sur-

prising that this structure contains an error in person.
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Although most errors were contained in verbs, there

were also 20 errors in the form of the copula, due no doubt

to difficulty in mastering the be paradigm. The AUX errors

involving do are discussed above.

The other AUX errors were:

15:12 Why the Red River have become a--

15:15 I said the Red Sea have become an impor-

tant water bay because the Suez Canal.

These are the only instances of use of have for has.

b. Noun Forms

Errors in noun forms were classified as follows:

1-11
Tapes

12-22
Total
Errors

Number 37 63 100
Genitive 11 1 12
Verb for Noun 2 5 7
Noun Compound 3 1 4
Mass/Count Nouns 2 0 2

Totals 55 70 125

1) Number

Most incorrect noun forms were dile to the use of

the singular where the plural was required (88

though occ-asionally he used the plural for the

errors),

singular

(9 errors). Of the latter, 7 occurred in Tapes 10-13, and
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pay possibly be due to the fact that as he learned the

plural form he over-used it sometimes.

The percentage of this error may well be due to

strong interference from French and possibly from Spanish.

In French regular plural endings do not change the sound

of a worid; phonologically, plural in most cases is indica-

ted by the article (le, les; la, les; un, des). Since

Jean-Marc's French is almost completely oral and he rarely

has read or written French, it is quite likely that he is

unaware of number differences_ in French nouns. An addi-
.

tional cause for interference may come from the dialect of

Spanish with which he is most familiar (Santa Cruz, Bolivia),

in which the final /s/ becomes a weak aspiration [
h
]. This

speaking and listening habit would also tend to obliterate

-the difference between singular and plural, as the [171j is

so weak and so completely unlike the English plural morpheme.

Other errors were in the formation of the plural:

18:15 workmens for workmen

20:78 people for person

21:99 comics books for comic books

The:first two are probably due to non-mastery of irregular

plural forms. 21:99 seems to be a result of confusion of

two frequent terms, comics and comic books.

2) Genitive

Errors involving the English genitive morpheme were
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confined to the first 13 tapes. As might be expected from

French and Spanish patterns, the most frequent error is

use f the pattern Possessed + of + Possessor rather than

the more usual English.pattern of Possessor + Genitive

Morpheme + Possessed. In the early tapes the genitive mor-

pheme is merely omitted, but the influence of the French

and Spanish possessive pattern can be seen in both early

and middle tapes.

The other two types of error were found in these

examples:

3:22, 3:25 ...the restroom the girls.

10:37 Judy the letter is not nice. (For

Judy's letteWhandwriting are/is not nice.)

In 3:22 and 3:25-it is difficult to tell whether he means

the girls or de girls, as he frequently substituted the

Spanish /de/ for the English AV, If the latter, then

these two examples should be included under the category

Possessed + of + Possessor. In 10:37 the article the is

substituted for the genitive morpheme, but the English

word order (Possessor+ Posses-sed)dsEollowed. Since errors

in the genitive do not occur in Tapes 14-22, it appears

that this morpheme and its use have been mastered.

3) Verb for Noun

In seven examples a verb was used for a noun:

2:17 Read. (Should be Reading, as 2:18
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continued with English, Spelling and

Geography.)

11:153 They was prac:ticing to dancing.

13:35 Span?.. (Response to question, "What

would have happened to Kelly?" should have

been, "A spanking.")

14:7 Because it was to practice. (Referring

to a paper that didn't have to be turned

in because it was just for practice.)

17:99 [I'm] tired to talk.

17:103 I am tired to talk.

19:103 To swim. (Answer to question, What are

you tired of?)

2:17 and 13:35 may be due to unfamiliarity with the noun

form, or the association of the -ING form with verbs and

its rejection in a nominal construction. 11:153 shows a

similar confusion between verb and noun form, as the in-

sertion of to seems to indicate an attempt at a transitive

with complement pattern. In none of the three languages

can practice take a verb after it; only in English can a

gerund be used as the object of this verb. In the last

three examples, to + Non-finite are used instead of of +

-ING. This is probably due to interference from the French

and Spanish patterns which employ the non-finite in this

type of construction. tn 14:7 the error in preposition
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ineicates that practice-is a verb rather than a noun.

.4) Compounds

Six errors in the formation of noun compounds were

made:

3:183 Here is the knife of butter.

10:167 I think in school every year they change

teacher of music.

11:32 You remember what I am going to say in

card of .the post office?

12:27 I think because they have to work with

the secretary of school.

19:195 Well, they give orders because, you know,

some pilots of the airplanes they can't

see pretty well.

22-56 "Good evening, here is the report news

with Jean-Marc Chamot."

While these constructions are perfectly understandable,

they do not follow the more usmal English pattern of butter

knife, music teacher, schoel secretary, airplane pilots,

etc. Neither French nor Spanish places the nouns involved

in a compound construction, so it is obvious that inter-

ference from both languages has resulted in a literal

translation into English.

5) Mass and Count Nouns
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There are three examples of confusion between mass

and count nouns:

7:75 May I have this meat?

11:222 Yes,-I want big cheese.

17:61 Chopin is a nice music, isn't it?

Since meat, cheese, and music are also mass nouns in the

equivalent French and Spanish constructions, it is difficult

to attribute these errors to interference. They must be

due to non-mastery of the mass noun concept in general.

c. Pronoun Forms

A total of 22 errors were made in pronoun forms, and

there were none after Tape 18. Use of incorrect pronouns

was confined for the most part to one or two errors of a

kind. The exception was in his use of me as a subject pro-

noun 7 times in the first 8 tapes. The result sounds like

baby talk:

3:5 Me kick eraser outside.

3:86 Me put the ball in the goal.

4:8 Today me is the messengers the table.

5:70 Me tell Mr. ---

8:57 Me am not hungry.

There is some possibility of interference here, however,

as in his Vaudois French Jean-Marc frequently uses the pat-

tern, "Moi, je suis fatigue.," etc.

He used I for me three times, in the following items:
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6:108 But you drink wine but you. don't want

I drink water.

9:26 What do you want I say?

17:62 So do-you want I iplua my eyes for the

dessert?

In all cases the error occurs with the verb want in a tran-

sitive with complement pattern in which the to has been

omitted. From this evidence, it is suggested that what he

_really had in mind was a relative clause rather than the

complement construction, according to the French and Span- -

ish pattern (...que je boive... / ...que (yo) diga... /

...que yo tape...) With both vouloir and querer the sub-

junctive is required in French and in Spanish, and naturally

the nominative pronoun fomm precedes them.

The other kinds of pronoun error each occurred only

once or twice:

3:195, 15:69 it for she

4:177, 14:37 you for your

5:32 /wtyz/ for we

5:102 omission of myself

8:99 me for mine

10:123 mine for my

12:79 your for my

14:14 my for me

15:35 their for your



18:15 -they for their

For the most part these errors are probably ale to non-

mastery. 5:32 is probably imitation of Central Texas

dialect heard at school.

d. Adjective Usage

28 errors were made in Adjective usage and were

classified as follows:

N + ADJ 9

more + ADJ + (than) 6

word order, multiple ADJ 4

ADJ suffix 3

N + PREP + OUXO 2

ADV for ADJ 2

Other .2

The most frequent mistake (N + ADJ) is attributable to in-

terference from both French and Spanish, which habitually

use this word order rather than the usual English ADJ + N.

The second most frequent category is also likely

due to interference. The comparative adjective construc-

tions are formed in a similar way in 1;oth French and Span-

ish (plUs grand que... / mas grande aue...), whereas a large

number of English adjectives have a comparative suffix in-

stee.d. Both French and Spanish, however, do have a small

group of adjectives which form their comparative irregularly

(meilleur, pire, mejor, peor, etc.) Four of his errors
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involved the adjective big and the fifth was large. It is

evident that he is having some difficulty in acquiring big-

ger and larger as part of his vocabulary. This error oc-

curred only once after'Tape 12:

18:48 I can get up more early.

These errors may be due to non-mastery, as Berko

Gleason (1971) found in her study that native speakers of

English had difficulty in supplying comparative and super-

lative adjective forms in the four to seven year old age

group.

In the following examples he indicated the difficul-

ties encountered with word order when more than one adjec-

tive was present:

2:35 Sandwich ice cream.

3:44 Ice cream vanilla.

6:89 ...this box big one red one...

10:101 This is white wool sheep. (indicating

his sweater)

The first two examples present in their word order the rem-

nants of the French and Spanish pattern, glace 1 la vanille,

sandwiche de helado. 6:89 idesteps the problem of word

order with multiple adjectives by first identifying the noun,

then further describing it in apposition. French and Span-

ish interference probably make him reluctant to put the ad-

jectives big red together, as in these languages red would
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follow the noun. 10:101 shows that' he now knows that in

English several adjectives can precede the noun they modify,

but he hasn't yet learned their proper.order. Since he is

referring to the color-of the sheep which produced his

sweater, wool is the noun modified, not sheep.

The wrong adjective suffix or lack of one was found

in the followin,j:

12:38 ...in print letter.

12:85 He is a blacky cat.

22:58 Mr. Guy Chamot went over there in Alaska

about twelve of June.

In the first, it seems likely that he is merely unfamiliar

with the form printed, whereas the secondls-=s,from his

tone of voice, seems to be an attempt to play with the lan-

guage. 22:58 is probably due to interference, as in this

construction .both French and Spanish use the cardinal rather

than the ordinal number.

An adverb was used for an adjective twice:

11:130 We have very, very fun this afternoon.

14:48 And then today I have very fun to school.

These seem to indicate confusicn about the meaning of very

as opposed to an adjective such as lots of.

N + of + N instead of ADJ + N occurred cwice:

12:381 I don't like cheese of (unintelligible)

16:76 Whv in Mexico do -Lhey do some music of
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toro like this?

The ffirst example is marred by poor recording, making it

diffilcult to analyze. In the context, he probably said

America or American. In both French and Spanish there is a

choice of constructions to express this meaning: Je n'aime

pas 1e fromage d'Amerique / no me gusta el queso americano,

which may account for his error in English. In 16:76,

besides not knowing the English bullfighting, he is here

following both the Spanish and French pattern, which in

this construction would use N + of + N.

e. Adverb Usage

36 errors were made in adverb usage, most of them

due to word order mistakes;

ADV precedes Dir. Obj. 15

ADV precedes SUBJ. 8

Comparative pattern 2

Omission of ADV 6

Wrong ADV 3

ADJ for ADV 2

Typical examples of ADV preceding direct object are:

4:135 I want tomorrow cake.

7:119 I leave outside Omar.

10:85 He do like this small letters.

12:40 ...I bring every time note to you.

14:130 So I know now antonym.
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15:10 You remember the last time of geography

questions?

16:16 You remember last time I came late inside

at 6:30?

19:239 I like better airplane because...(interrupted)

20:106 Because I like better to paint.

4135, 12:40, 14:130 and 15:10 seem to show interference

from French, where most time adverbs can follow directly

after a verb; interference from Spahish may also be seen

in 12:40, which follows one of the word order patterns

commonly used. 7:119 seems to be due to Spanish inter-

ference as it follows an acceptable word order pattern in

this language; the French word order in this case is the

same as the English. 10:85, 19:239 and 20:106 have double

interference, as in both French and Spanish the adverb of

manner can be.placed after the verb, while in English it

is more usual to place it after the object. In 16:16

the problem may be due to the choice of verb; came inside

would probably be given as entrer and entrar in French and

Spanish, in which case the adverb would follow immediately

after, and no direct object-such as inside would be needed.

The examples in which he placed the adverb before

the subject are not in all cases completely un-English con-

structions. Some merely sound slightly awkward:

2:61 He said for first Bill, me second.
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9:22 Outside, what is [that] thing?

15:52 Everytime we have that.

The other two, however, are definitely Agramg:

10:108 Like this I have to say [it].

11:99 ...then over he said, "I got to go."

10:108 shows typical French and Spanish word order. 11:99,

besides omitting part of the adverb over again, also shows

the influence of Spanish and French word order.

Omission of adverb:

11:78 [He could] look a car and go down in

front of] the car.

16:82 Can we stop [until] the dessert time?

19:6 Is the weather [too] hot to put clean

clothes tomorrow?

These omissions are probably due to non-mastery, rather than

any specific interference.

Difficulties with the adverb comparison pattern were

encountered in:

8:68 More of horses. (Means faster than horses.)

8:69 The kangaroo can run fast of car.

The correct pattern was modelled by the parents after

8:68, but he still had difficulty in reproducing it in

8:69. The use of than and as...as, so different from the

French and Spanish patterns, has not yet been mastered.

The wrong adverb was used three times:
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11:213 This is not very bad...(Means too bad.)

18:92 Everybody are up than me. (Means ahead

of me.)

19:235 No, that was in the land. (Means over

land.)

These are probably due to non-mastery.

ADJ for ADV occurred twice:

18:25 The glacier is falling down the hill

slow, slow, slow, like the turtle.

22:68 My reading classes are going good.

Both of these instances can be attributed to models heard

from other children at school.

f. Preposition Usage

As could be expected, correct preposition usage

proved to be extremely difficult to master. This is no

doubt due to the fact that the semantic areas of preposi-

tions do not correspond entirely with their equivalents

in French and Spanish.

A total of 124 preposition errors were made in the

first 13 tapes, and in addition to these, 58 necessary

prepositions were omitted and 24 prepositions were redun-

dant. Of the prepositions omitted, 8 were with time ex-

pressions (eight for at eight).

The greatest single error (56) was due to the in-

discriminate use of in:
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'In for o

'In for n

20

18

In for t 13

in for for, from, into, with 5

Examples:

in bed for to bed; in Bogotg for to Bogotg

in your:house for to your house

in Monday for on Monday; in TV for on TV

in my bed for on my bed; in my card for on my card

in 7:00 for at 7:00; in Christmas for for Christmas

in' the school for at school (9 times)

draw in a big piece of paper for draw on a big

piece of paper

in this side for on this side

By associating in with Frendh en, it is difficult to see

how he could have made these mistakes. However, by asso-

ciating it with the Spanish en, he could be translating

these: en la TV, en mi cama, en mi tarjeta, en la escuela,

en este lado. The ones involving the substitution of in

for to are hard to attributeto interference, as both Span-

ish and French would use a and / respectively. The use of

in with Monday is probably due to non-mastery, as both

French and Spanish use the definite article rather than a

preposition.

19 errors were made by using to in place of other



prepositions:

to for on 5

-to for at 7

to for for 2

to for of 4

to for into

Examples:

gave to TV for gave on TV (5 times)

stay to school for stay at school

I have fun to school for I have fun at school

Thank you to give me for Thank you for giving me

In the first example the interference seems to be from French

la TV, rather than from Spanish en la TV. In the next two

examples, French influence is again obvious: he is equating

to with I. Spanish would use en. The last example shows

double interference from French and Spanish in its use of

the non-finite verb form; both, however, would use the equi-

valent of for.

The use of to for of occurred in constructions such

as I am tired to swim, which are discussed in b.3, Verb for

Noun errors.

35 errors were made involving the following prepositions:

'for for to 5 a for in 2

of, for or At at..to for
for about 6 In 1

of for for 2
of for around,
-Ths, at, be-

ETTeeE7 in,
on, over,
With 8

de for of 5

from for in

than for of 1

when for for 1



into for at 1 off for out, away 2

Examples:

...for pass the ball for ...to pass the ball

for speak Spanish for to speak Spanish

For give to you? for To give to you?

I like to dictate spelling for you for ...to you

The first three indicate translation from the French and

Spanish prepositions pour/para. In the fourth example,

the placement of the object pronoun (te dicter/dictarte)

conveys the meaning of t- in French and Spanish; the fact

that English requires a preposition was remembered, nut not

which preposition.

De for of was used 5 times in Tapes 3 and 4, and

then not again.

Of was equated with pour/para twice:

Surprise of dessert?

Tomorrow is the last day of Daddy.

Of was equated with de/de twice:

All [the] people of the school for ...at school

They have to turn ten times of the moon for ...around..

About seemed to be a difficult preposition to master.

Typical errors were:

So now at school for about school

My reading classes are going good and I am happy

of them
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The problem here is probably due to the fact that neither

French nor Spanish has a single preposition that covers

the eanings of about. In the first example, the French

would probably be sur or au sujet de, in Spanish, sobre.

In the second example, the Spanish would be con and spoken

French would employ a different kind of construction, such

as j'en suis content.

It is not so easy to determine the reason for his

use of of in the last two examples:

[She said] "Write a sentence of palm[s] " for

...about..

I had [an] accident of my head for with my head

Neither is a typically English construction in any case.

Other cases of wrong preposition use were:

with for at 2

at for to 1

'at for through 1

at for out 1

on for at 1

on for in 5

on for to 3

Examples:

mad with for mad at

Obviously the French avec and Spanish con used in this ex-

pression have determined his choice of preposition.
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looking at the window for.thr_ugh the window

looking at the door for out the door

So she said, "Go at the fifth base." for ...to

the fifth..

The first two examples involve the use of the verb look

and it is suggested that rather than interference, his use

of at is due to the influence of the frequent item look at.

In the third example, he seems to be confusing at with to,

-easily understandable since both French and Spanish have but

a single preposition (1/a) to cover the English equivalent

meanings.

On was used incorrectly 9 times:

6:91 I shoot on one box for ...at a box

10:62 The desert has camel[s] on it for ...in it

14:166 ...and she went on Canton de Vaud, too.

15:26 We jump on the back [of the] book.

18:95 Now I am on blue.

21:15 No, fraction with a number on top, a

number on bottom, a line on the Middle.

21:37 ...it make hole on the roof?

The first shows interference from Spanish (disparar sobre)

and possibly from French (tirer sur or 6.) . 10:62, 21:15

and 21:37 probably show interference from the Spanish en,

covering the range )f in and on, as the French in these

cases would be dans. 14:166 and 15:26 seem to be due to
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non-mastery, as neither French nor Spanish would use 1./a

in these constructions. 18:95 was corrected in 18:97,

which was Bobby is in blue, I am in blue.

Redundant prepositions were attributable to inter-

ference:

near of the water

ask to

in home for home (twice)

go to home

In all of these, both French and Spanish require the equi-

valent of the English prepositions used erroneously.

Omitted prepositions, on the other hand, were probably

due to non-mastery:

School for at school

10:00 o'clock for at 10:00 o clock

front of for in front of

back for back f

Article Usage

A total of 224 errors in article usage were made,

and were classified as follows: Tapes Total
1-11 12-22

Omission of a, an, some 3-7 37 74

Omission of the 33 44 77

Redundant the 15 10 '25

the with parts of body, clothes 4 2 6
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Eae] for the

one for a_

Redundant a, an

a for the_

the for a_

a for an_

the for possessive pronoun

the for with

the for at

some for a

Totals

Omission of the article accounts for the majority of

83

Tapes
1-11 12-22

Total

7 0 7

6 1 7

3 9 12

3 3 6

2 1 3

1 2 3

1 0 1

1 0 1

1 0 1

0 1 1

114 110 224

Examples of omission of a, an, some:

1:130 May I please [have] water?

2:81 Please eating salad.

3:112 This is surprise for me.

4:34 Astronaut is man going to the espace.

5:93 I want piece.

6:86 Fork. (Response to, "What are you serving

yourself with?)

8:35 Australian animal. (Response to, "Can

you tell us what you painted?")

9:6 Big one. (Response to, "Was it a big one

or a little one?)
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10:78 "That's very good nice paper you give

me."

11:12 We have lot of soup,.right?

11:47 I don't want bicycle.

12:61 You talk little bit.

13:122 [He] is fifth grader.

14:82 She is nice teacher.

15:59 No, Mrs. Simpson gave us magnet.

16:71 There was a Arab, Egyptian, African.

17:25 Is nice boss.

18:74 Each book cost dollar twenty-nine.

19:186 ...it's a radio control in airport.

20:100 That's fun prize, huh?

21:63 Los Angeles, that was Mexican place, huh?

(Nane in Tape 22)

1:89, 3:112, 5:93, 6:86, 8:35, 9:6, 10:78, 12:61,

14:82, 15:59, 17:25, 18:74, 19:186, 20:100 and 21:63 do

not seem to show the effects of interference; in both French

and Spanish, articles are required with the equivalent con-

structions.

Spanish rather than French interference is seen in

li130 and 2:81, as the Spanish equivalents do not require

the article, whereas the French equivalents do - de l'eau,

de la salade.

In 4:34 the omission of the initial an does not
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seem to be due to interference, but the redundant the (the

espace) is clearly due to influence from both French and

Spanish.

10:58 is very likely a case of interference from

French and Spanish, which do not require the article be-

fore the name of a profession. 13:122 may possibly be an

example of the same kind of interference, if fifth grader

is understood as a sort of profession or occupation.

11:12 also shows interference from both other lan-

guages, because neither be-aucoup nor mucha take an article;-

this is equally true in 13:100, where longtemps and mucho

tiempo correspond to a long time.

11:47 shows interference from Spanish, which would

not use the article: No 9uiero bicicleta. 16:71 is probably

due to non-mastery, as both French.and Spanish require

repetition of the article in a serial listing.

Examples of omission of the:

3:84 Today I am going to gym [to] play football.

4:15 Lunch card is for pay for the lunch.

5:27 Library. (Response to, "What was the movie

about?")

6:42 Here [are] potato[s].

7:89 And then we bring to United States?

8:32 ...and in University I did eight.

10:18 And I raised my hands to say something to

teadher.



12:84 ...and he is black like Cat in the Hat.

13:213 We have to pass base.

14:77 Because I invite him for a show in Uni-

versity.

15:83 ...so I stayed in same place.

16:112 I am going to put them in newspaper.

17:83 Mamita, do we have melons in United States?

18:1 Soup is delicious. (Referring to the

soup he is eating.)

19:244 ...you can leave [means let] airplane go-

by itself.

20:13 I went to wrong door.

21:73 Gulf office. (Answer to question, "Which

office?")

22:5 I had fun.in swimming pool today.

In all cases the definite article is required in both French

and Spanish equivalent sentences, so it does not seem that

interference is responsible for these errors. It rather

seems that in concentrating on content words he is neglect-

ing function words, in the same way as a you-g child learn-

ing his first language. 3:84, 12:84 and 13:213 are possibly

not errors if the nouns in question are considered proper

nouns.

The phonological error of saying [de] for the did

not occur after Tape 5, as the English I 2.9./ was by then
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fairly well mastered.

Examples of redundant a, an, the:

1:50 [It] is a chicken. (Response to, "Tell

us what we're eating.")

3:29 This is the teacher, the Mr. Strinkel.

3:66 The boys is different. (Means children.)

4:28 In the school I working the spelling

book.

5:60 At the school?

6:53 It don't give anymore to the television.

7:86 He come from the London.

10:170 Tomorrow we have the music.

11:85 ...he has to make a one.

12:7 All the week homework.

13:124 Is [it] a yellow hair? (Inquiring meaning

of blonde.)

14:155 She has a sunglasses, looking fat] movie.

16:66 So the General of De Gaulle was there in

Washington.

17:10 Does he fight a bird? (Referring to the

cat.)

18:24 Glacier is a water falling down.

19:122 We have to work before the school is out.

21:45 Why do the airplane burn when they touch

the bottom?
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(None in Tapes 15, 20, 22)

1:50 may show some interference from French, which

would require the definite rather thdn the indefinite arti-

cle in this case. 11:85 does not seem to be due to inter-

ference.

3:29 is clearly a case of interference from Spanish,

which requires the definite article before titles such as

senor when not in direct address; French follows the English

pattern. In 16:66, however, French and Spanish both require

the definite article before this title, so double interfer-
-

ence is apparent.

10:170, 14:155, 17:10, and 18:24 seem to show inter-

ference from French rather than from Spanish, as in these

cases the Spanish patterns like the English, do not require

-articles. In each case, the French pattern would be de +

ART: de la musique, des lunettes, de l'eau.

It is suggested that 7:86 also shows French inter-

ference. Some time after this tape was recorded it became

apparent that Jean-Marc thought that London was a country,

as he had never heard his parents referring to England or

Great Britain. Since French requires the definite article

with the name of a country, this may account for this error.

Spanish only requires the article with certain countries.

13:124 also shows French rather than Spanish inter-

ference. The French pattern (des cheveux jaunes) is
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different from the Spanish (pelo amarillo).

All the other examples show both French and Spanish

interference, as both languages follow the same patterns

in these cases. 3:66 shows the French and Spanish pattern

of the definite article used when making a statement of gen-

eral fact. The error in 4:28 is due probably to the fact

that he has not yet learned that at school is the equivalent

for "a l'ecole/en la escuela. In 5:60 he has part of it

right, but still inserts the before school. A similar er-

ror is found in 6:53, which also involves the wrong preposi-

tion. On television has not yet been learned as the equi-

valent of la tgl4Vision/en la televisi6n. 12:7 clearly

shows the influence of the French and Spanish patterns,

toute la semaine/ta la semana.

Examples of errors irivolving the use of one for a:

4:20 I have on one sweater and this shirt.

4:83 Me and one girl.

5:83 Make one book. (Response to, "What do

you have to do [for homework]?")

6:92 ...and I shoot on one box.

10:85 One boy who is name[d] Clay...

11:77 ...one boy he sometimes can be scare[d].

15:109 Oh, because we were playing outside and

one guy trip me.

(None after.Tape 15)
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All are clearly due to interference from both French and

Spanish, whose indefinite articleSun/un are used to denote

one f a quantity. He associates thdm with the English one

rather than with a, an.

*The is used with constructions naming parts of the

body and clothes in the following examples:

1:61 It is in the stomach.

5:9 Because the pants [were] short?

7:117 No, with the teeth.

8:112 ...we cross the eyes...

15:33 So the people have to select touch the

hand.

16:8 It (referring to arrow shot at a bird)

went to the wings.

(Nane after Tape 16).

All of these follow both the French and the Spanish patterns

of using the definite article rather than the possessive

pronoun with parts of the body and articles of clothing.

A similar type of interference occurs in the follow=.

ing:

cases:

7:99 I am the boyfriend. (for her boyfriend.)

A for the and the for a were used in the following

3:29 This is the teacher... (Response to, "Was

it a teacher?")
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10:66 It's a name of the man who work in desert.

11:38 Do a French drive a bicycle?

11:39 ...you don't have to-ride a bicycle of

the other children.

18:25 The glacier is falling down the hill slow,

slow, slow, like the turtle.

19:186 A tower - it's a radio control in airport.

21:83 This [Means it] is a name of a city.

21:96 It's a name of a city?

With one exception, these mistakes do not seem to be due to

interference, but rather to non-mastery of the definite/

indefinite concept. The exception is 18:25, which follows

the French and Spanish patterns, comme la tortue/como la

tortuga.

A for an occurred three times, and was attributed

to non-mastery:

10:66 ...play a instrument

16:70, 71 ...a Arab

The remaining article errors occurred once each:

4:120 And cookies the dessert. (for with dessert)

10:66 ...play a instrument.

12:51 ...Eight thirty the night. (for at night)

14:138 So she was surprised because she found some

boy [referring to himself] who speaks

French.
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The first and third are likely due to non-mastery; the
!

seco d one shows interference from the French and Spanish
II

patterns du soir/de la noche; he has dropped the preposition

but still retains the article.

h. Omission of Constituents

Omission of essential elements occurs throughout

the tapes, contributing a telegraphic effect to Jean-Marc's

speech and constituting his major error. The rate of omis-

sion fluctuates, but decreases somewhat in the later .tapes.

A total of 504 omissions were made, of these elements:

Tapes Total
1-11 12-22

Omission of NP 165 123 288

Omission of VP 151 65 216

Totals 316 188 504

The breakdown of NP omissions is as follows:

Tapes Total
1-11 12-22

Omission of it

Omission of subject

96 90 186

43 16 59

Omission of dir. obj. 26 17 43

Totals 165 123 288

Of the NP omissions, about three fifths (186) were

of it as a subject or direct obje.-...t. As this neuter pro-

noun does not exist in either French or Spanish, it is un-

derstandable that he has a good deal of difficulty in
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mastering its use. There was hardly any improvement in

use of it throughout the tapes.

Of other NP omissaons, 59 were Of the subject and

43 of the direct object. It is suggested that this indi-

cates stronger interference from Spanish than from French,

as the Spanish subject pronoun is usually omitted, since

it is indicated by the verb ending. French, like English,

requires inclusion of subject pronoun replacing subject

noun, except in imperative constructions. Both of these

omissions decreased substantially in the later tapes.

The breakdown of VP omissions is as follows:

Tapes
1-11 12-22

Total

Omission of AUX 66 28 94

Omission of Copula 37 17 54

Omission of Verb 25 3 .28

Omission of Verb PRT 23 17 40

Totals 151 65 216

The large proportion of AUX omissions is probably

due more to incomplete mastery of English than to inter-

ference from the other languages. Many were omissions of

the empty carrier do in negative and interrogative construc-

tions. Since these patterns are specific to English, it

is not surprising that they present difficulties for mastery.

Copula omissions occur mostly in the early tapes,

with the exception of Tape 20, which has five errors of
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this type. These omissions do not seem to be due to inter-

ference, but rather to over concentration of other elements

in a sentence causing him to forget the insertion of the

copula in his transformations from deep to surface struc-

ture. Omission of the copula is, according to Richards

(1971), a typical error in English as a second language.

Verb omissions are almost all confined to the first

half of the tapes. It is clear that this error, probably

due to non-mastery, has nearly been overcome.

The omission of verb particles is the one error in

this category which shows little improvement. It is likely

due to the-fact that this category does not exist in either

French or Spanish, which have different verbs to express

the meanings of English verb 1- particle combinations such

as look at, look for, look up, look like, etc.

i. Redundancy of Constituents

Repetition of redundant items is not a major problem

in the tapes. Types of redundancy and totals

Tapes
I-11 '12-22

are:

Total

Redundant NP 71 24 95

Redundant VP 13 6 19

Others 0 3 3

Totals 84 33 117

Of the redundant NP's, by far the greatest number
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(74) were of the type: Bobby he said...; the teacher she...

This is such a typical pattern for native speakers.of English

of elementary school age that it must certainly be attri-

buted to lack of language mastery rather than interference,

and is probably the result of imitation of forms heard at

school.

Redundant VP's are few in number and occur infre-

quently. Typical examples are:

3:40 I don't know what is it is.

3:50 I don't know remember.

3:216 You said finish the ice cream, you said?

4:148 In my card is my birthday is five of

November.

11:160 There was everybody was with their feet

up and their head down.

13:1.85 ...so Mrs. Simpson do [means tells us]

what do we have to do.

14:180 And we stay to see watch a movie about

the war.

15:33 So the people have to select touch the

hand:

3:40 and 13:185 seeM to indicate a confusion of in-

terrogative and-relative clause word order, due perhaps to

the double function of what in both patterns. In the last

example, he seems to be making use of the AUX do as empty
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carrier according to the interrogative pattern.

3:50 is repeated elsewhere in the same tape, but

never again. He either dedided that-remember was prefer-
,

able to know or else was attempting to indicate that he

neither knew nor remembered.

3:216 indicates unfamiliarity with the tag pattern,

did you? will you? etc. Practice in this pattern is ini-

tiated later in this same tape (3:230 - 234) by the parents,

and is more or less mastered from that point on.

4t148 Is probably the result of an incorrect trans-

formation process- The co,--rect s ntence would be: On my

card, my birthday is November 5th. If the intermediate

structure is: My birthday is on my card; my birtT-day is

November 5th, then perhaps Jean-Marc forgot to delete the

second is in his final transformation.

11:160 seems to be due to a confusion about word

order. He had probably heard both there was everybody and

there everybody was, and was unsure which was best in this

case.

In both 14:180 and 13:33 the difficulty seems to be

in verb selection; it seems as though the second verb in

each case was the one which he felt to be on second thought,

a better choice.

Other redundancies were:

13:29 ...when you can go in your house when you
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finish.

15:1 Today Mrs. Cashion was sick today.

15:107 We have to do with bat like the same of

baseball?

These errors appear to be due to non-mastery.
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2. Errors in Sentence Formation

Difficulty was encountered in English Word order and

typial sentence patterns. In negative and interrogative

transformations, errors were clearly due to interference

from French and Spanish patterns. Most mistakes in minor

sentence patterns such as transitive receiver (indirect

object) were also attributable to interference. Comple-

ment pattern errors also indicated direct translations

from French and Spanish. Other patterns involving embedded

sentences and subordination showed some interference..

a. Word Order

Simple assertions without subordination were ex-

amined for word order errors which made the sentence sound

un-English. Tn the 22 tapes there were 50 errors of this

type, which were further classified according to the kind

of error involved:

NP:subj follows VP 22

PREP phrase with for misplaced 5

NP:dir. obj. in initial position 8

Coordinate NP's misplaced 2

ADJ or ADV misplaced 8

Other 5

(None in Tapes 15, 16, and 21)

The most frequent error is in placing the subject

after the VP rather than before it. Examples:
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3:102 Is finished the chocolate.

4:25 Mmm, delicous the corn.

4:153 Tomorrow is closed the [library].

5:61 FinishrJed] are we.

6:8 All I do. (Means, "I did all that.")

8:138 Is touching his stomach on the floor.

9:23 Is very hot the soup.

11:156 All break it. (Means, "It all broke.")

12:74 And like this it is done the coat room.

14:147 It's blue the color.

18:15 Well, it says the geography book...

22:122 Is not good, prunes with the other things.

Influence from Spanish patterns which have a choice of word

order in the corresponding patterns can be detected in 3:102

-(Se acabe) el chocolate), 4:25 (delicloso el mAz), 4:135

(Malana estg cerrada la blblioteca), 6:8 (Todo hice), 8:138

(Estg tocando el pisc su estSmago), 9:23 (Estg muy caliente

la-sopa), 12:74 (Y asi se hizo el guardarropa), 14:147

(Es azul el color), 18:15 (dice el libro) and 22:122 (no

son buenas, ciruelas con...). All of these are typical

Spanish patterns, whereas the French pattern follows the

English one of NP:subj + VP. It has been observed that

Jean-Marc frequently makes the same error in French, that

is, C'est + (past participle) (adjective) + NP. Evidently

the influence of the Spanish word order is so strong that
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it affects his French as well as his English. It is pos-
1

sible that 4:25 is a parenthetical expression, in which

case it should not be counted as an error. The other two

examples, 5:61 and 11:156, are not normal word order for

any of the three lar,.guages; the context of the two utter-

ances was as follows:

(5:61) F: Did you play football today? (pause)

Jean-Marc...

J-M: After school?

F: Yes.

Finish are we. We don't have. Finish.

(11:156) J-M: But then Chuck he caught the ball,

touched the wool...

M: (correcting) The blanket.

J-M: The blanket, all voom! All break it.

And they (referring to the girls who

were practicing for a show in a sort

of tent of blankets) say, "Stop, we

don't want you see us." When it

touch, it get down all the blan...

the...I forgot...

M: The blanket?

J-M: The blanket.

Examples of misplaced prepositional phrase involving

for:

les
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3:15 For the eraser he go.

3:206 For me two [scoops of ice cream] .

4:2 It is for me big.

6:40 For me a little more big.

17:81 I think for your mother we have to buy

watermelon.

3:15 and 4:2 have an unnatural conversational word order

in all three languages. 3:206, 6:40 and 17:81, however,

are possible as parenthetic expressions in English and per-

. haps probable in French and Spanish.

Examples in which the NP:dir. obj. was misplaced:

7:144 Rhubarb I am eating.

9:123 No, the girl it was.

13:88 So the paper I give to you.

18:46 So nobody won't get up early to me.

7:144 and 9:123 are possible though not really conversa-

tional in Spanish but impossible in French, therefore it

seems that the Spanish influence is again predominant, just

as it is in 13:88, which represents perfectly normal word

order in Spanish. In 18:46 the probleM is probably compounded

by the presence of the verb particle up; get me up early is

a sequence he has probably not heard, and therefore uses

the familiar get up early + the equally familiar transi-

tive receiver to me..

Misplacement of ADJ or ADV occurred in the following:

4:29 I first finish[ed] the spelling book.
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(Meaning he was the first person in class

to finish it.)

11:225 I don't want to get dirty the other.

17:67 Mamita, today I went long time outside.

19:83 Is tomorrow going to rain?

20:106 Because I like better to paint.

22:83 Each week seven days?

4:29 requires the same word order in Spanish as in English

_e(Termine el libro de ortogramia primero); when rendering

the sentence in French, its real error becomes apparent:

J'al fini le livre d'orthOgraphe d'abord; but, J'gtais le

premier 1-finir le li.vre d'orthographe. In both English

and Spanish first and primero can refer to order in either

time or in person; the second French pattern would be re-

quired in Spanish to give the meani_ng he seems to have in-

tended from the context of the conversa on7 Fui el primero

para terminar... English may also use this pattern for

m'aximum clarity (I was the first to finish), but in casual

conversation can also use the first French pattern without

necessarily changing the meaning (I finished first). In

the other example (11:225) he probably equated get dirty

with salir or ensuciar and therefore treated it as an in-

seperable verb combination. The error in word order in

17:67 may be due to the fact that the equivalent of outside

is not necessary in either French or Spanish, because the

verbs sortir and salir express the meaning of go outside.
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19:83 shows interference from Spanish and probably French,

which in similar construction could place maillana and demain

as he did. 20:106 contains an error similar to 17:67, that

is, the French and Spanish need only a single verb (je

prfere, prefiero), whereas English has the combination of

verb 4- particle in which the particle.follows the verb com-

plement rather than the finite verb. 22:83 follows the

French and Spanish word and is acceptable in English.

Coordination of NP's presented a problem twice:

14:80. ...so I walk[ed] with her talking and two

girls we were talking.

14:134 Last..Monday Steve's grandmother went to

school and Steve's mother.

Neither of these seems to be due to interference, but rather

to an afterthought; he decided to expand the sentence after

he had already started to say it. This is probably a normal cha-

xracteristic 61 this age.

Other word order errors were:

8:113 ...to look that way we can.

10:61 ...write a word like sentences of desert.

(Means, "Write a sentence with the word

desert.")

13:54 The teachers...were looking oUt the door

at crying Kelly.

13:162 ...the one who look a[t] that book to [the]
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In S:113, part of the VP (look that way) has been placed

in initial position, similar to the other errors involving

placement of VP before NP:subj. It does not, however, seem

to be due to interference. 10:61 indicates confusion, whether

semantic or not is difficult to ascertain, between the two

NP's sentence and word. 13:54 represents a mistake in em-

bedding: The teachers were looking... at Kelly Kelly

-was crying. In his transformation, Jean-Marc not only de-

leted Kelly was correctly, but also changed the position

of 17::rying. Another possibility is that he intended to use

crying as an adjective. In both French and Spanis"--1 the em-

bedding is achieved by the relative clause transformation

and gives a different pattern: ...Kelly, qui pleurait;

...Kelly, que lloraba. This pattern is perfectly possible

in English also, but he did not choose to use it. In 13:162

the error is contained in the complement, whose object pre-

cedes the verb. Both French and Spanish require the same

word order as English in this case, so the error is not

due to interference.

b. Negative Formation

It was expected that formation of English negative

sentences would prove difficult to master because of the

difference in these patterns in English and the other two

languages. In fact, there were 44 errors involving negative
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usage in the first 19 tapes; none were made in Tapes 15

and as, or after Tape 19. Ther errors were classified as

follows:

Use of no for AUX do + not 19

Use of no for be or will + not 10

Double negative 6

No for not 5

Not for no 2

Other 2

Examples of use of no in place of AUX do + not:

1:87 Me no put the milk in the floor.

2:19 She no look [ati it.

3:140 I no remember.

4:35 I no like doctor.

5:44 I no know What is it.

6:62 But I no have any book.

(none in Tapes 7-12 or 14-22)

13:203 But Mrs. Cashion no. (for But Mrs. C.

doesn't.)

All of these sentences follow the Spanish pattern, which

places the negative no before the verb. French requires

the addition of pas after the verb of AUX (Je ne me rappelle

pas) . Both French and Spanish interference seem to have

made it difficult for him to learn the English negative

pattern, and possibly Spanish may have the strongest interference.
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In 13:203 the pattern is Spanish (Pero la senior-a C. no)

rather than French -(Mais pas Madame C.). He has not yet

understood the difference in usage betWeen no and not and

has not mastered the mechanism of the AUX do in negative

constructions in the early tapes.

Exampleo of use of no for be or will + not:

1:79 This no is chicken.

2:21 She no looking.

3:210 No, I no finish. (Response to, "Are you

finished?")

3:265 I wash not now.

4:136 I no have cake tomorrow?

4:173 Mommy, the tape no in the floor.

(None in Tapes 5-22)

These errors are of the same kind as those described above,

and can be attributed to the same interference. The fact

that they are less numerous than the first category and

disappear after the first four tapes probably indicates

that this pattern is far easier to master than the one using

the AUX do.

Examples of use of ciouble negative:

7:20 Steve too don't know nothing.

9:93 Because nobody do nothing to me.

12:48 I didn't said noth:_ng because...

14:88 You can't see her never.
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18:46 So nobody won't get up early to me.

19:139 We can't never finish to study Science...

Interference is apparent because all of.these follow French

and Spanish patterns of negative construction. On the other

hand, this type of error is not unheard of in children who

are native speakers of English, so he may have heard these

patterns at school. The fact that none appear in the first

six tapes probably indicates unfamiliarity with negative

words such as nothing, nobody, never, etc.

No for not was used in the following cases:

3:151 Not this Monday, today no, the next one

Monday.

4:70 Tomorrow no.

7:169 No, no all, but some.

10:166 ...Mrs. Roberts she leave [lets] every-

body play a[n] instrument, but in Mrs.

Hook['s class], no.

17:84 In Switzerland no.

The interference here seems to be mainly from Spanish, which

has one negative word to express the English no and not.

In the corresponding French patterns, the use of pas would

be equivalent to the English not in the above examples.

Not for no appeared twice:

4:48 Not, tomorrow [I'll be] twelve.

11:80 Why (means when) is not car, nobody are
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4:48 cannot be attributed to interference. 11:80 should

be is no car but could just as easily be isn't a car, and

this error could therefore be due to an article omission.

The other errors in negative formation were:

1:151 You not touch me!

14:42 Is not there, I think.

In 1:151 the error is due to the omission of the AUX did,

which has been seen to be the most common mistake in nega-

tive patterns. It is interesting that even as early as the

first tape he was aware of the existence of the English

negative not, though not able to use it correctly. In

14:42 he probably shows =re influence from French word

order than from Spanish, as C'est ne_pas 1,_je crois is

acceptable, whereas the more usual Spanish pattern would be

Creo que no esta alli. A preferable English pattern would

have been I don't think it's there.

c. Interrogative Formation

As could be expected, a great many errors in the

formation of questions were due to lack of mastery of the

English AUX do in the interrogative pattern. Another fre-

quent error was use of declarative word order with an fn-

terrogative intonation contour; this was clearly due to

both French and Spanish interference. Although English

allows questions to be indicated in this way, it is not
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as usual as it is in French and Spanish. There were 64

interrogative errors of the following types:

Omission of AUX do 25

Declarative word order 22

NP not placed between AUX and V 7

3

7

Omission of AUX be, shall, will

Other

Examples of omission of AUX d :

1:137 Where you put that?

6:46 Daddy want [some]?

7:56 Why you speak French?

-8:126 What you want? (/hwat vu want!, not

normal English 7hweefa want/)

10:91 ..."Why you do with small letters?"

11:64 What you said?

13:12 Why you went home?

..."Why you bring your bag?"

15:173 How many you think?

16:107 You think a lot of my idea last time?

18:82 How many second it take you to read a

page?

20:56 What you said?

21:44 If an airpiane fall, it burn too?

All of these show the influence of French and Spanish, which

have nothing in their interrogative formation which corresponds

11?
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to the obligatory use of the English AUX do in the above

examples.

Examples of declarative word order:

1:97 Daddy, your homework is finished? (Intro-

duction of new topic after long conver-

sational pause).

3:276 You will finish washing the plates?

(A direct request to mother)

4:55 This is for petit pois, Mother?

7:133 This is French?

8:9 That's [a] good idea, Mamita?

10:118 Where I was?

12:83 You are going to call Omar "cat- in the

Hat"?

14:70 ..."Why you are not going home?"

17:19 In how many days it can?

19:43 This is like yes or no?

20:23 Daddy is going to stay all day here?

21:2 Tomorrow is Saturday?

22:89 :-,addy's going to ff,nd some gold?

Plthough many of these examples are acceptable patterns

in English, it was felt that in their contexts the more

usual word order would have been AUX + NP:subj + VP. In

both French and Spanish, however, the word order used _Ln

the examples is not only acceptable but even preferable.
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The three WE-questions (10:118, 14:70, 17:19) may, however,

reflect non-mastery, as according to Richards (1971) , a

typical error in first language acquisition is declarative

word order in WH-questions.

Examples of incorrect placement of NP in pattern

AUX + NP + V:

8:104 What does mean too bad?

12:55 Daddy what time is going to come home?

15:44 What is called that?

16:80 Mamita, how I can finish this if I...?

(interrupted)

These errors in NP placement reflect French and Spanish

patterns, which do not separate AUX and V in interrogative

patterns. The pattern of 8:104 What does mean...? was re-

peated with variations only in the NP, in Tapes 10 and 11;

in Tape 15 this pattern is given as What is means...? This

seems to show some understanding of the use of the AUX do

(and be) in English questions, though not any sure mastery.

Examples of omission of AUX be, shall:

3:192 She washing the plates?

3:263 Mother,.you washing the plates?

3:264 I wash?

This appears to be a minor problem, as it does not occur

after Tape 3. The omission of the AUX in the first two

examples could be found in careless speech of a native
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speaker of English, but the last example more clearly shows

interference. Both French and Spanish require the.simple

present for these and do not require an AUX. Jean-Marc

seems to have realized in t:_a first two that English needs

the progressive present (MIX ING), but has not yet

mastered its complete formation.

Other interrogative errors were found in the following:

6:89 Mother, is in this box big one red one

(has) a gun?

7:140 Explain, what is?

15:183 Because you know Jeff has [a bicycle] like

Bobby's bicycle, is so?

19:35 Is the airplane fall down yesterday?

21:84 A tower, is [it] the name of?

22:110 If we are not? (ResPonse to: "You always

have to go to school.")

Besides the errors in 6:89 involving use of the indefinite

there is and adjectives in series, he has also used a word

order which may reflect Spanish influence: Hay en'esta

caja roja grande una pistola? It is probable, however,

that due to the series of adjectives in this sentence,

Spanish would probably use the same order as English or

French in saying this sentence. In 7:140 the NP is out

of place in a WH question. French and Spanish could use

this word order, but then neither has an equivalent of
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the English it which would have to be added at the end of

the sentence to have it make sense in English. 15:183

indicates that he has not yet learned -the English tag ques-

tion formula doesn't he?-isn't it? etc. Spanish in this

case would use the interrogative no? as a tag and French

would use n'est-ce pas?. In 19:35 and 22:110, the ccpula

has been used instead of the AUX do; again this may be due

to difficulty in mastering the usage of the English empty

carrier do. 21:84 seems to be due to non-masterv, as it

does not follow either French or Spanish word order.

d. Complement Pattern Formation

Since the complement pattern is an extremely frequent

one in English which features various kinds of nominal-

ized verb phrases embedded in. sentences, it has been consi-

dered as a separate type of sentence for purposes of error

analysis in sentence formation. As the equivalent French

and SpaIlish patterns are formed differently, it was expected

that difficulties would be encountered in this typically

English pattern.

30 complement pattern sentenc6s contained a total

of 42 errors and were classified as follows:

Omission of to befora V:non-finite 29

Omission of to and wrong form or use of

personal pronoun 7

Omission of to and its following verb 4
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Omission of to and use of ING instead of

V:non-finite:

Other

1/9

1

1

Examples of omission of to before the V:non-finite:

6:35 I want drink my milk.

7:150 After school I come wor: with Bbbby.

8:22 Bobby doesn't like come here.

9:75 ..."You may go in there work."

10:83 ...he want[ed] give me a bicycle...

13:201 If I don't know spell a word, she said

how spell.

14:96 ...I think I want help some children.

15:54 I want Mrs. Cashion come tomorrow.

17:62 So do you want I plug my eyes for the
-

dessert?

18:76 I would like you read that book, Mamita.

19:58 I don't know what you want me say.

All of these show the interference of French and Spanish,

which use the pattern V:finite + V:non-finite when the sub-

ject of both verbs is identical, and V:finite + que +

V:subjunctive when the verbs have different subjects as in

15:54. Introduction of the English to to precede the non-

finite verb is apparently a difficult habit to master, al-

though one mic-ht assume that in constructions where the to

means in order to (as in 7:150 and 9:75), he would be less
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patterns require a and a, respectively.

Examples of omission of to (as a.bove) plus wrong

form or use of personal pronoun:

6:108 ...you don't want I drink-water.

7:81 I don't know what I do. (means to do)

9:26 What do you want I say?

13:110 Do you want I finish, Mamita?

Ez108, 9:26 and 13:110 have different subjects for each

. verb, and therefore in either French or Spanish would have

the pattern NP + VP + que + PRON + V:subjunctive. The

sezond verb being in the subjunctive would call for a sub-

fpact pronoun, rather than the object pronoun called for

In the English pattern NP + VP + PRON + to + V:non-finite.

It is apparent that the French and Spanish pattern has

influenced hi's formation of the English pattern. 7:81,

however, has the same subject for both verbs, so that his

insertion of the subject pronoun I may in fact indicate

not a complement pattern but rather subordination. Since

from the context it is apparent that he does not mean what

he li ally says in 7:81, perhaps the error is in the omis-

sic-1 of an AUX such as should - I don't know what : should

do.

Examples of omission of to (as above) plus its fol-

lowing V:norl-finite:
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2:61 He said for first Will [Will to be first?],

me second.

4:35 I no like [to be a] doctor. (Response to,

"What will you be when you grow up, a

doctor?")

This type of error did not occur after Tape.4. It seems

more likely to be due to non-mastery than to any specific

interference. 2:61 and 4:35 may reflect the difficulty of

learning the be paradigm; the number and difference of its

forms present a more complicated learning task than most

other English verbs and it is possible that the non-finite

form is not yet part of his vocabulary.

Example of omission of to plus substitution of ING

for V:non-fin.:

6:74 For the teachers talking. (Response to,

"What are they going to sit in a circle

for?")

Here again the error appears to be a question of non-mastery

of verb forms rather than interference.

The other error was:

19:118 ...and Mrs. Cashion let us to have two

hour play period.

In this example he has used the complement pattern to where

it is not required, indicating perhaps that he is becoming

more aware cf this pattern, even to the extent of over-using
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e. Minor Sentence Patterns

1) Transitive Receiver Formation

On-y 5 errors involving the transitive receiver or

indirect object pattern were found, and all were in the

first 13 tapes. They were contained in the following examples:

3:21 He said me "black bugger."

3:92 Okay, this boy passied] the center [the]

ball.

4:13 I give for somebody [a] lunch card.

13:88 So the paper I give to you.

13:116 He gave to somebody else a hammer to

play with.

3:21 shows Spanish and French interference in its omission

of to: Me dijo...; Ii m'a dit... 3:92, 13:83 and 13:116

are not un-English, but in conversation would probably be

expressed rather: he gave somebody else...; passed the

ball to the center; I give you the paper. In French and

Spanish both 3:92 and 13:116 require 1. and a: la balle au

centre; dit5.a otro. 13:88.does not: je te donne; te doy.

4:13 has for for to, which is not necessary in this con-

struction in English as it s in eit'er of the other two

languages: je donne a quelqu'un; doy a alguien.

2) Indefinite Pattern Formation
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The indefinite pattern in English (there + be + NP)

is quite different from Spanish (haber + NP), and somewhat

different from French (il + avoir) . -Ten errors in this

pattern were made, nine of them involving the omission of

there and six of them also omitting be. This is evidently

a difficult pattern for him to learn and he apparently

tends to avoid it, as these ten examples were the only oc-

casions in which he attempted an indefinite construction.

Exam-ples of indefinite pattern errors:

11:60 But where [there] is not car, is easy.

11:175 So tomorrow [there is a] show.

14:22 Today [there were] no problems with Mrs.

Cashion.

19:225 So the pilot thought there were a mountain.

3) Passive Formation

Only -Ewo passive constructions were attempted:

6:97 The red one gave me to me [by] Joe, Mark

and Christian.

18:6 You know what do they call?

His complete unfamiliarity with passive construction may be

due to the fact that these are generally avoided in conver-

sational French and Spanish and are not especially frecue=

in spoken English either.

f. Subordination
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The formation of sentences involving subordination

and embedding, other than the complement type of sentence

described above, were analyzed for errors. 42 wre counted

and were classified as follows:

Omission or misuse of what, that, who 20

Interrogative word order in embedded

questions 14

Omission of subject, V and/or AUX of

one clause 3

Confusing word order 4

Omission of if/whether in embedded_

question 1

Examples of misuse or omission of relative pro-

nouns:

4:34 Astronaut ip man [who] going In the

espace.

5:73 I don't tell him what (means that) is

finish[ed] the football.

6:93 No, the red one is [what] Joe he gave me.

7:61 I know what (who?) is Dr. Doolittle.

9:107 Mrs. Cashion dictate[d] something [that]

is not in the book.

11:111 I think is for children [who] don't have

any money.

12:67 Daddy, do you like the salad what I did?

14:53 ...John Murphy is a boy [who] go[es] to

same class.
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16:69 He wanted to visit, I think, to see that

president [who] is dead.

His confusion of what and that in 5:73.and 12:67 is probably

due to interference from both French and Spanish, which use

que to express both. In 7:61 the use of what for who may

be due either to unfamiliarity with their different meanings

or else the reference is to the film Dr. Doolittle, a thina

rather than a person. The omission of relative pronouns in

the other six examples is more likely due to insufficient

mastery of the formation of relative clauses rather than to

interference, as both French and Spanish require equivalent

relative pronouns.

Examples of use of interrogative word order in em-

bedded questions:

3:49 I don't know what is his name.

4:127 I don't know what does it mean, this.

5:44 I no know what is it.

7:31 I don't know where is it my napkin.

9:125 I don't know what is her name.

17:50 I don't know what's--W.

21:54 I don't know what's the answer.

Although French uses the same word order as English in 5:44

(Je ne sais pas ce que c'est), the other examples would use

the word order that he used in English , just as would Span-

ish. These errors are thus apparently due to double interference.



He has not yet learned that English requires a transforma-

tion which changes the position of the VP.

Examples of omission of subject, V and/or AUX in one

clause:

8:133 Surprise I am enjoy.

10:49 She couldn't understand and [so had to]

copy over.

11:61 Is car is difficult, you know, because

[they] go faster and you turn like this.

It is difficult to be certain whether the difficulty lies

in basic sentence formation, or whether the fact that these

sentences -contain more than a single clause has confused

him to the point where he has forgotten essential consti-

tuents.

Examples of confusing word order:

9:128 Because [some]one in movie says there in

Japan the children stay every (means all)

year I think [in] the school.

13:155 Mary Jo I said had four.

19:123 So I think Friday that was the last day

of play period.

20:119 For big people, playing outside waste[s]

a lot of time, because when you study you

don't waste time, but when you nlay out-

side or do(ing) something bad that you

. 12.9
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don't like to do, is not interesting to

do, is wasting time.

These are awkward constructions but are nevertheless under-

standable. In either French or Spanish this word order

would be somewhat awkward as well, so interferenc does

-not seem to be operating in these instances. Probably he

spoke before mentally formulating the complete sentence,

which seems a common enough occurence in any spoken Ian-

guage.

Example of omissidn of if/whether in embedded question:

1:90 I don't know s girl or boy.

Lack of mastery seems to be the problem here, as both French

and Spanish require si to introduce the second clause.
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3. Discussion of Errors

Morphology and Syntax

(1) Description of'Tables 1,2, 3a and 3b

Table 1 summarizes the percentages of

errors in morphology and syntax and their dis-

tribution in the 22 tapes. These percentages

were obtained by counting the number of each

type of error and then the number of utterances

in which each type could be found. A ratio be-

tween the two amounts gave the percentage of

errors. For example, all items under a and e

involved verbs, so the total number of utter-

ances per tape was equal to the number of utter-

ances having a VP; that is, utterances classi-

fied as yes/no exclamation/formula and NP were

excluded. On the other hand, since items under

b, c, d, f, g, h, and i did not necessarily con-

fain verbs, only utterances classified as yes/no

and exclamation/formula were excluded.

In order to obtain a rank order of all

errors in morphology and syntax for the tapes,

a numerical value was assigned to each percen-

tage group. Thus, no errors = 0; 0.1-4% errors

= 1; 5-9% errors = 2; 10-14% errors = 3; 15-196

errors = 4; 20-24% errors = 5; and 25-30% errors
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= 6. No item had an error percentage larger than 30%

in.any tape. The numerical value for each item a through

i was,ascertained for each tape and thpn all 22 values

of each itam added to give a total numerical error value,

termed Error Score. The complete rank or!der for all items

in the Tapes is given in Table 2.

Tables 3a and 3b examine: the nine most frequent

types of error as they occur at approximately monthly

intervals, from October 1968 through June 1969. These

graphs give a picture of monthly progress or lack of it

in mastering the grammatical items causing most difficulty.

Interpretation of Tables 1, 2, and 3a and 3b

The comparison of errors in morphology and syntax

(Table 1) shows that most errors have a low percentage

of occurrence and are maintained at a fairly steady rate,

with improvement in most categories apparent in the later

tapes.

Thus, a-3, a-4 and a-5 (Verb Form errors involving

-ING, Non-Finite, and Noun for Verb) present a problem

only occasionally. Verb form (a-2) -errors involving Past

occur snmewhat more frequently. Verb Forms involving use

of Person (a-6) present a problem only after Tape 3, and

increase somewhat from Tapes 10 to:15 and again in Tapes

18 and 20. The most acute problem in verb forms is the

use of Present for other tenses (a-1). This one item

. 1:32
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TABLE I
ERRORS IN MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

KEY TO ERRORS
%Errors 0 01-4 % 5-9 % 10 -14 % 15-19 % 20-24% 25-30%

Num .Val u ¢ 0 1
-,
,_ 3 4 5 6

(3-4,5,6 0-2,3 o-1 h

Tape I 0- 3,4,5 0- 1,2
d e c. f g,i
o-2.4,5,6 0-3 a- 1 h

Tape 2 0-1,2,4,5 0 -3 .
c d.e.f,sci
o - 4,5 0-2,3,6 g o -1 h

a Verb Forms Tape 3 0-3,5 0-1,2,4 f
_1 Present for other tenses e c:d

_ 2 Past for other tenses 0- 4,5 0-1,3,5 i a-1 h

_3 1NG for other tenses
_4 Non Fun, for finite

Tape 4 0-2,3,4,5 0-1
c:d:e

f
9

-5 N for V o-Z4,5,6 o- 3 f 9 c-1
_6 Person Tape 5 0-2 3 4 5 b -1 h

e c.d.t
,. 0- 4,5 a-2,3,6 f h 0-1

Tape 0 0- 3,4,5 b- 1,2 g .

e e :d i

b Noun Forms o- 3,4,5 0-2,6 g 11 0-1
_1 Number Tape 7 b- 3,1. b - 1, 2,5

_2 Gemtive c

. _3 V for N 0-2,3,1. a- 5,5 0-1
_4 Compounds Tape 8 0-2,3,4,5 c:f.g:i 0-1
_5. Mass/Count d- e

o- 3,4,5 0-2,6 f h 0-1
Tape 9 0-2,3,4,5 b-1 9

c Pronoun Forms d c:e i

o- 3,5 0-2,4 a-1,5 9

d AD! Usage lapel() 0-3, 5 0-2, 4
c; d, e.f

0-1
i

h

e ADV Usage Tape 11
a-2,3,4,5 0-12,3,4,5

d.e,f,i
0-6
g

0-1

i PREP Usage c .

0-2,3,4,5 0-1 0-6 g f

g ART Usage Tape 1z b-3 5 b -1,2,4
c: c1:e:t

h

.

a-2,3,4,5 cl-6 11 a-1h Omission of Tape 13 0-4, 5 b-1, 2,3 fConstituents c d e i 9
0-3,4,5 a- 12 o- 6 o- 1 h

i Redundancy of
Constituents

Tape14 b -2,4,5 0- 3
c, a.e:i

0-1
f

9

o- 5 a-2,3,4 0-6 f o - 1
_ Tape 15 0-2,3,4,5 0-1

c,c1;e:g
i h

. o-2,3,4,5 a-6 f a- I
Tape lb b-14,5 0-12 9

c e d i. . h

0-2,3,4,5 0-1,6 f ,g h
Tape 17 0-2,4 b-3, 5 o - 1

a c,e;i
a- 2,5 0-1,3,4 o- 6 h f

T.pe 18 0-2,3,4,5 e,c1,e:i 0-1
9

0-5 o-2,3,4,6 a-1
Tape 19 0-2,5 0-1,3,4 f,g,h

c: d e:i
.

0-4,5 a- 2,3 a-1 0-6
Tape 20 0,2,3,4,5 0-1 f h

c.ct e. g; 2

0-12,3,4,5 o- 6 g
Tape 21 b-Z3, 4,5 e, t .1 0-1

C. a h

0- 2,4,5 o-3, 5 a -1
Ta pe22 0-2,3,5 0-1,4 f h

c,i d. e.g

I 3 3
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accounts for some of the largest error percentages in

nerly every tape. It reaches its peak error percentage

(+30%) in Tape 5, and stabsequently fluctuates between

10-14% and 20-24% through Tape 9. I:7_ drops as low as

5-9% in Tapes 10, 19, 20 and 22 only. Its lowest inci-

dence (0.1-496)is found in Tapes 17 and 18.

Noun forms present far fewer problems and most of

these are due to errors involving number. The error per-

centage remains fairly constant at about 0.1-4%, except

for Tapes 8, 10, 14, 17, 18 and 21, where it increases

to 5-99 Errors involving genitive (b-2) occur at the

0.1-4% rate in just over half of the tapes, with no er-

rors of this type after Tape 16. The other noun form

errors occurred very infrequently.

Errors in pronoun forms (c) occurred at the 0.1-4%

rate in 13 of the 22 tapes, with none occurring after

Tape 18.

Both adjective and adverb errors (d and e) remained

at-a fairly steady and low rate, with only e rising as

high as the 5-9% error rate in Tape 8. Adjective usage

shows more improvement than adverb usage, as there are no

adjective errors in Tapes 19-21.

Errors in use of prepositions (f) become especially

noticeable in Tapes 3 through 6 and again in Tapes 12

through 22. The improvement apparent in Ta-oes 7-11 1-5
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is not permanent, and in the last.six tapes the error

rAe is rather high, fvom 5-9% to 15-19%, except in

Tape 21 (0.1-4%).

Errors in use of article (2) also become most

apparent from Tape 3 on, and fluctuate mostly from 5-9%

to 10-14%. No Improvement can be seen, except in Tapes

20 and 22, in which this error is down to 0.1-4%.-

Omission of constituents (h) accounts for by far

the largest percentages of errors in almost every tape.

A fluctuating but fai:21y clear pattern of improvement

can be seen, however, as the error percentage is reduced

in the final tapes.

Redundar-:-v of constituents (i) remains at a low

to moderate rate (0.1-4% and 5-9%) throughout and shows

little sign of improvement until the-final tape.

Table 2 ranks all errors for the tapes. It gives

some idea of the order of learning difficulty and/or

.strength of interference from other languages in these

items. It is immediately apparent that omission of

constituents is the-greatest single problem. A closer

examination reveals that 36.9% of omissions were of it

.and 9.1% of the AUX do.. Both of these items are peculiar

to English and have no counterparts in either French or

Spanish; therefore it seems that zero interference is

operating, that is, new patterns must be acquired which

1:35
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TABLE 2

Rank Order of Errors in Morphology and Syntax

Type of Errsor Error Score

h. Omission of Constituents 86

a.-1 Verb Forms: Pres. for Past, -ING, P. Part. 62

g . Article Usage 46

f. Preposition Usage 45

i. Redundancy of Constituents 28

a.-5 Verb Forms: Person 28

b.-/ Noun Forms: Number 27

e. Adverb Usage 18

d. Adjective Usage 14

c. Pronoun Forms 13

a.-2 Verb Forms: Past for Pres., P. Part., -ING 12

a.-3 Verb Forms: -ING for Pres., Past, NF 12

b.-2 Noun Forms: Genitive 9

.b.-3 Verb for Noun 6

b.-4 Noun Compounds 6

a.-4 Verb Forms: NF for Pres., P. Part., -ING 5

b.-5 Mass/Count Noun Conh2sion 3

.a.-5 Noun for Verb 2

1 36



are affected neither bY positive nor by negative inter-

ference from the other two languages. 74.2% of omission

errors are attributed to interference, and 25.8% to non-

mastery. According to Vildomec (1963), confusion is

found especially in categories which do not exist in the

mother language.

The next highest error incidence is in the use of

present where other tenses are called for. In most cases

this can be attributed to lack of mastery of verb forms;

only in the case of use of present for -ING is interfer-

ence from French and Spanish likely, as these languages

use simple present in many situations calling for pro-

gressive present in English. Use of present for -ING

accounted for only 7.9% of errors with present.

Article usage accounted for the third highest rate

of errors. More than half of the errors (67.4%) were

due to the omission of the article. Many omissions of a,

'an, some were due to interference from French and/or

Spanish; omissions of the (about 34.4%), on the other

hand, could not be attributed to interference. Use of

redundant the, a, an, use of one for a, use of the with

parts of body and clothes, accounted for nearly a fourth

(22.3%) of all article errors and could be traced to in-

terference from one or both of the other languages. The

remaining proportion of errors was small and due in some

cases to non-mastery and in others to interference.
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Preposition usage had hearly as high a rate of

errors as article usage. Errors involving use of the

wrong preposition accounted for about 60% of the errors

and were about evenly divided between those due to non-

mastery and those due to interference. Redundant preposi-

tions (about 12%) were due to interference, and omitted

prepositions (about 28%) seemed to be due to non-mastery.

Although redundancy of constituents ranks next in

percentage of errors, examination reveals that most of

these (63.2%) were of a pronoun following the noun it

referred to, such as, Mrs. Cashion she..., Bobby he...,

the kids-they..., etc. It was felt that these were not

especially significant as they appear to be a fairly

typical construction for native speakers of English at

this age. Other kinds of.redundant items appeared to be

due to non-mastery also.

Errors involving person (Verb Forms) and number

(Noun Forms) were about equal. Most of the errors in

person were felt to be due to non-mastery. Errors in num-

ber were almost all due to use of singular for plural,

and this was felt to be due to phonological interference

from French and possibly Spanish.
for

According to Berko-Gleason (1971) ,children who

are native speakers of English, the rule for the

formation of the third person singular and the possessive
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is better or earlier learned than the same rule for the

formation of noun plurals. This would indicate that

Jean-Marc's difficulty with noun plurals may be develop-

mental as well.

Adverb and adjective usage were ranked next in

percentage of errors. Almost all adverb errors could be

attributed to interference, and the same was true for

adjective errors.

About half of the errors in pronoun forms could

be attributed to interference, the rest almost certainly

to non-mastery.

Use of past for other verb forms occurred mostly

in the middle tapes and seemed to be due to non-loastery

and possibly to over-use of recently acquired past forms.

Errors in genitive (Noun Forms) were due mostly

to interference.

None of the errors in verb forms in which -ING was

used for other forms could be attributed to interference.

Errors involving use of verb for noun seemed to

be due to non-mastery. Those involving noun compounds

were clearly due to inteiference. Most errors in which

the non-finite verb form was used for other forms were

attributed to interference. Errors involving use of noun

for verb and confusion between mass and count nouns seemed

to be due to non-mastery.
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Tables 3a and 3b show the monthly progress made

from October, 1968 to June,

f+quent errors. Fluctuation is

all types of errors, but-general

follows:

Items showing improvement

1969, in mastering the most

Items fluctuating, little
improvement

Items with stable low er-
rors, little or no im-
provement

Although clearly defined

not as great as

evident in incidence of

trends appear to be as

omission of constituents
a-1 verb forms-present

article usage
preposition usage

a-6 verb forms-person
b-1 noun forms-number

adjective usage
adverb usage
redundancy

improvement

might be expected in a nine

it should be remembered that vocabulary and

is perhaps

month period,

sentence forma-

tion were being acquired at the same time as morphology

and syntax, and that the learning situation was not struc-

tured for the specific needs of the non-English speaker.

Tables 3a and 3b could be looked on as a chart of "natural"

progress in learning English as a third language. It

represents what a ten year.old child speaking French

Spanish was able to do as a result of exposure to an

lish-speaking environment, rather than what he might

and

Eng -

have

done had he had special teaching in areas of expected dif-

ficulties. The items with stable low errors which showed

little or no improvement are areas in which incorrect
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TA BLE3a
MONTHLY PROGRESS IN

MASTERY OF MORPHOLOGY AND SY NTAX

h Omission of Constituents
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2

>
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0

>
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W 2 ILI 2
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Z. 0
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g - Article Usage
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5

8 12 15 18 21 2 2
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TA BLE 31)
MONTHLY PROGRESS- IN

MASTERY OF MORPHOLOGY AND SYNTAX

-Redundancy of Constituents

8 12 15 18 21 22

b - I Noun Forms - Number

8 12 15 18 21 22
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habits seem to be particularly strong.

b. Errors in Sentence Formation.

/ 35

(1) Description of Tables 4, .5 and 6.

Table 4 summarizes the percentages of errors in

sentence formation and their distribution in the

22- tapes. These percentages

number of each type of error

type of sentence; for errors

were found by counting the

and then the number of each

listed under Word Order the

total number of utterances excluding yes/no and formula/

exclamation was used for each tape. The ratio between

number of errors and number of sentences gave the error

percentage. In some cases, however, only a few examples

of a given.sentence pattern existed in a single tape

and therefore the error percentage was based on an ex-

tremely small sample. This was especially true in Minor

Patterns (Transitive Receiver, Indefinite and Passive) ,

so these error percentages-are not felt to be very valid.

The sample of sentences involving subordination and em-

bedding was also fairly small in the

from Tapes 8 on, however, the sample

error percentages more valid. There

first seven tapes;

is larger and the

is a great deal of

fluctuation in number of complement pattern sentences,

and the samples are largest from Tape 8 on also. There

was a fair number of negative and interrogative utter-

ances in each tape, and the saMple for word order errors

143
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was the largest of all-.

In order to obtain the overall rank order of sen-

tence formation errors in Table 5, a numerical value was

assigned to each error pe:centage interval in Table 4.

The numerical value for each item on each tape was added,

giving an Error Score. This rank order is given in Table 5.

Here again, the Error Score for minor patterns is not as

valid as if it were based on a larger sample, and the

same is true though in lesser degree for complement pat-

tern and subordination/eMbedding. Th Adjusted Error

Score discounts the tapes containing very small samples.

Table 6 shows graphs for the six types of sentences

examined, taken at approximately monthly intervals from

October, 1968 to June, 1969, in order to show progress

in mastery of each. The size of the sampl,a for each

sentence type is also indicated and should be taken in-

to acCount in interpreting the results.

(2) Interpretation of Tables 4, 5 and 6.

Table 4 compares sentence formation errors in

each tape. The lowest percentage of errors is consis-

tently in word order, which never rises above 0.1-9%

This does not seem to be a problem area. No conclusions

can be made at this point about error percentages in mi-

nor sentence patterns, as the sample was too small.

Although there is a fluctuation in negative errors,
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TABLE 4
ERRORS IN SENTENCE FORMATION

11.

V. Errors 0 01-9 % 10-19%
4-

20-29% 30-39% 1.0-49% 50-59460-69% 70-73% 80-89% 90-99% 100%

Nu m.Vatuc 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Tape 1
0. [.... P.)

Word Or dar Inter. Neg. .

.

Sub
Minor

Tape 2
Ns SO, V' Wa,1

'°°`"r
1.11%

Neg. Compt.

Tape 3
went Order Inter.

Compl.
Sub.

Neg. Minor

Tape 4
were ardor

Inter.
Cornpt.
Minor

Neg. Sub.

Tape 5
Inter.
Cornpl.P.
Minor P

Ward Order

N.
sub.

Tape 6 w.ra ardor Neg.
Irter.

Cornpt Sub.
Minor

Tape 7 Minor R word Order Inter. Neg.
Compt.

Sub.

bpe 8 Neg.
Minor P.

word Ordr
s.m.

Inter. Cornpl.

.

Tape 9
Inter.
Minor.

vr.r. Order Neg.- Sub. Compt.

Tape 10
Minor w.re ore., Neg.

Cornpt.
Inter.
Sub.

Tape 11
WWII Order
Neg.
Intr.

Sub. Compt.
i--

Minor

Tape 12
Compt. P.
Minor P

Ward Ordr Neg.
Sub..

Inter.

Tape 13 Ng.
Sub. Inter. Cornpt. Minor

Tape 14
weed Order
CNpl. P.

Sub. Neg.
Inter.

Minor. .

Tape 15
(He. Mirsr P )

w"d or"'"[.
corupt.
Sub.

Inter -

Tape 16
tn. tic...,

W...., or.... sub. Inter.

Tape 17
(Ne efiruer P.)

w"d °"`
...ter.
Sgt.

Neg. Cornpt.

Tape 18
word [rd'
Peter.
Crept,

Neg. Sub Minor

Tape19
Ward Or der
Neg.
In.i.r.
S.D.

CornpL. Minor

Tape 20
Neg
Cornpl P
Minor P

eferd fledge
wt...
sub.

Ta pe 21
IN el...r P )

w:',` Or"'
c e-.pt p

Inter.
Sub.

Tape 22
I Nie eNseor e )

tc40e41 'Nerd

Sub.
Order Inter. .
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a gradual overall improvement is apparent. In the first

six tapes most negative errors were due to use of no for

not and the omission of the AUX (in most cases the AUX

do). From Tape 7 on, the errors were far less frequent

and involved double negatives, confusion between no and

not, and some omission of the AUX do. Since there were

no negative errors in the last three tapes, it appears

that this pattern is probably mastered.

Interrogative errors fluctuate in the first eleven

tapes, then show an increase in Tapes 12-16, a decrease

in Tapes 17-20, and another increase in the last two tapes.

The most-frequent problem in the early tapes is use of

declarative word order in questions; the incidence of this

error decreases from Tape 11 on. From Tape 7 on, the largest

number of errors is due to the omission of the AUX do.

In comparing negative and interrogative errors, it

appears that the negative pattern requiring the AUX do

was learned far sooner than the similar interrogative

pattern.

Complement pattern errors fluctuated considerably

but seem to have been mastered in the last three tapes.

Tapes 1, 2 and 5 had too small a sample of complement

pattern sentences for the error percentage to have much

significance. All except one involved omission of to in

the construction VP:finite to VP:non-finite. In the
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later tapes this was the olily error.

an
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Sentences having subordination or embedding showed

overall.improvement with.some fluctuation from tape to

tape. The sample in Tapes 1 and 2 is too small to be

meaningful. The sample from Tape 3 on increases fairly

steadily, so that the error percentage in the later tapes

is probably fairly valid. If this is so, then the im-

provement noted is significant. In the first nine tapes

most of the errors are due to use of interrogative word

order in relative clauses, with some errors involving

relative pronouns. From Tapes 10 to 16, however, there

are no word order errors, but instead an increase in

relative pronoun errors.

Table 5 ranks all sentence formation errors in the

first 16 tapes. it shows both the original Error Score

and the Adjusted Error Score, whi.711 discounts tapes with

small samples. For the latter, Tapes 1 and 2 were not

counted for errors in subordinate formation as they con-

tained only one subordinate sentence. Tapes 1, 2 and 5

were not counted for errors in complement pattern forma-

tion because they contained only two constructions of

this type. Minor patterns occurred so infrequently that

probably this whole category should be left out of the

rank order; however, by discounting tapes containing one

or no minor patterns, only the errors in Tapes 3, 4, 6,

1417
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TABLE 5

RANK ORDER OF ERRORS'IN SENTENaE FORMATION

/90

Type of Sentence Error Score Adjusted
Error Score

Subordination and Embedding 69 58

Complement Pattern 53 43

Interrogative 43 43

Minor Patterns (Transitive Re-
ceiver, Indefinite, and Passive 72* 39*

Negative 38 38

Word Order in Simple Assertions 17 17

*Not very valid
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9, 10, 11, 12, 14, 19 and 20 can be counted and this re-

suit is included in the column headed Adjusted Error Score.

Itlis apparent that the Problem contributing to the largest

amount of errors is in subordination and embedding, while

the fewest problems are encountered in word order of sim-

ple assertions. Complement, negative and interrogative

patterns showed substantial errors of approximately equal

amount.

In errors in subordination/embedding, interference

from both Spanish and French was found in use of interro-

gative word order in relative clauses, which accounted

for 33.3% of subordinate errors. Omission of relative

pronouns(38.1% of total errors) was .,ttributed to non-

mastery, whereas confusion between what and that (9.5% of

total errors) was felt to be due to interference from

both other languages. The remaining errors (19.16)

were probably caused by non-mastery.

Complement pattern errors involving omission of to

before a non-finite verb and wrong use or form of personal

pronoun Were all attributed to interference from both

French and Spanish. Other errors in this pattern were

few in number and probably due to non-mastery (14.3% of

total complement errors).

All interrogative pattern errors could be traced

to interference from French and/or Spanish. Omission of



the AUX do and use of declarative word order accounted

for 73.4% of interrogative errors.

Almost all negative errors were found to be due to

interference, and it seemed probable that Spanish inter-

ference was stronger than French. Nearly 66% of negative

errors were due to use of n6 for AUX + not, and almost

two-thirds of these involved the AUX do.

The number of minor patterns used was extremely

small. Errors in the transitive receiver pattern (indi-

rect object) Were all attributed to interference from both

other languages.. Errors in the indefinite pattern (there +

be + NP) &onsisted of omission of there and usually be as_

well; it was not ascertained whether these were due to

interference or non-mastery. The errors contained in the

two passive patterns in these tapes wereprobably due to

non-mastery.

Word order errors in simple assertions showed the

lowest percentage of errors. 44% of these errors were

due to the NP:subject following the VP instead of pre-

ceding it; nearly all of these were attributed to inter-

ference from Spanish rather than French. 15% of the er-

rors were in sentences in which the NP:direct object had

been misplaced; it was felt that these were due to i

terference from Spanish rather than French. Misplaced

adjectives and adverbs also accounted for 15% of the
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errors, and in most cases were found to be due to inter-

feence. 10% of the errors were contained in prepositional

ph4ases in which for was hisplacedf only half could be

attributed to interference. Almost all of the other word

order errors were due to non-mastery.

Table 6- shows progress made in sentence forma-

tion at approximately monthly intervals. Tapes with very

few utterances of the pattern charted were not used, with

the result that each chart has a slightly different series

of tapes at as nearly equal intervals as possible. Fluc-

tuations were apparent in most sentence patterns, but

the following trends were apparent:

Patterns showing improvement Subordination/embedding
Complement pattern
Negative

Patterns not showing consis-
tent improvement Word order

Interrogative
Minor patterns

As stated previously, the sample of minor patterns

was extremely small and therefore no conclusions about

progress in this area can be made.

Lack of progress in interrogative patterns indi-

cates not only that this is a difficult pattern probably

because of the English AUX do, but also because the habit

of using declarative word order with an interrogative

intonation contour is sufficiently close to the border-

line of acceptable English that it is readily understood
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and therefore infrequently corrected by teachers and par-
i

ents. Word order fluctuated between no errors and a low

er or percentage, with na consistent improvement.

Substantial improvement was made in the formation

of subordinate and complement pattern sentences. The im-

provement in negative patterns was less dramatic, but

caused fewer problems to begin with.

c. Remarks

The value of the tables discussed in this section

(Tables 1 through 6) lies in the picture they give-of the

principal problems faced by a 10 year old French- and

Spanish-speaking child learning English as a third lan-

guage. They show what progress can be expected in a nine

month period when the child is able to live and study in

an English-speaking environment. Insofar as Jean-Marc is

typical of a child with a bilingual background, the record

of his acquisition of English provides information which

might be useful to the teacher of English as a second or

third language.

Areas of special difficulty obviously need more

intensive work than is provided in an ordinary classroom

where the non-English-speaking child is expected to pick

up English through exposure alone. Problems caused by

interference from other languages need especially careful

attention, as they are not as likely to improve through
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exposure to the new language as much as problems due

merely to non-mastery. In the case of the child bilin-

gual in two related languages such as French and Spanish,

areas of double interference will probably be more diffi-

cult to overcome than areas in which one of the languages

has patterns equivalent to English.

In these tapes, over twice as many errors were

seen to be caused by interference as by non-mastery. The

breakdown between the two types of errors

% Due to
Interference

follows:

% Due to
Non-Mastery

Omission of constituents 74% 26%
Verb Forms: Present for

others 8% 92%
Article usage 60% 40%
Preposition usage 42% 58%
Verb Forms: Person 5% 95%
Noun Forms: Number 100%
Adjective usage 95% 5%
Adverb usage 95% 56

Subordination/embedding 43% 57%
Complement Pattern 86% 14%
Interrogative 100%
Negative 95% 5%
Word order 79% 21%

Totals 882 418
(only major errors.listed)

In terms of teaching strategy, special drills and

pattern practice could be used to help the child internalize

the English habits which appear most difficult to acquire.

Since a large proportion of the single most frequent error,

omission of constituents, was due to omission of it and

Lid
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the AUX do, drills employing these two typically English

patterns would be profitable. Errors in verb forms (Pre-

sent for other tenses and wrong person) while frequent,

seem to be due mostly to non-mastery and therefore would

probably gradually be overcome as more mastery is acquired.

Errors in number were felt to be due to the background of

French and a particular dialect of Spanish; this problem

might not be as acute for a child with a different lan-

guage background. Correct use of articles, prepositions,

adjectives and adverbs, however, would probably be dif-

ficult for most learners of EngliSh and extensive drills

appear necessary.

In sentence formation, subordination and embedding

show, the most frequent errors, but many of these seem to

be due to non-mastery rather than interference. This

may be due to the fact that use of subordination increases

with chronological age in native speakers of English

(Loban, 1963) , and hence non-maStery errors can be ex-

pected at the elementary school level. The errors attri-

buted to interference were use of interrogative word or-

der in relative clauses and confusion between that and

what. Intensive pattern practice would probably help

establish correct habits in forming this type of sentence.

A great deal of attention should be given to cor-

recting the formation of complement pattern sentences,
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as these are extremely frequent in English and the pat-
!

ten is considerably different from i-Es Frehch and Spanish

equivalents.

Many of the errors in negative and interrogative

constructions were due to omission of the AUX do, as men-

tioned above in omission of constituents. Difficulty was

also encountered in using not for negative constructions.

Transformational drills going back and forth from affirma-

tive to negative, statement to question, and eventually

to negative questions, would help establish the correct

patterns.

The word order errors due to interference were a

most all caused by Spanish rather than French. Extra

practice is called for in patterns of normal English word

order in simple assertions.

Many of the problems identified would show more

rapid mastery if specific help were provided in the class-

-room. Although it is feasible for a ten year old child

to acquire English through exposure alone, it is appar-

ent that the process is quite a long one and that unfor-

tunately incorrect habits can be acquired along the way

which are difficult to overcome later.

The ideal situation for learning English as a second

or third language would be the combination of living in an

English-speaking environment and provision of a learning
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situation tailored to the specific needs bf the child

learning English as a new language.
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CHAPTER IV

PHONOLOGICAL ANALYSIS

1.-Sound Systems of English, French and Spanish

The individual embarking on his third language may have a

certain phonological advantage in that he already possesses two

sound systems and therefore a larger phonological repertoire.

Although the new language will almost certainly have new sounds

to aaster, there may be sounds in the first two languages which

are very similar to some in the third. On the other hand, hav-

ing a larger phonological repertoire may merely increase the

amount of intereference that will operate on the third language,

so it is difficult to tell whether a student learning a third-
.

or fourth language will find his multilingualism an advantage

or a disadvantage. According to Vildomec (1963), simplifica-

tion of a sound system due to the influence of another language

occurs more frequently than does enrichment.

Looking at a chart of the.consonants of English, French

and Spanish (Table 7), it can be seen that there are many near

equivalences in at least two of the *.languages, and even some

in all three. Logically, the most difficult consonants to mas-

ter by the French-Spanish speaker would be the ones exclusive

to English, that is: the alveolar /t/, /d/ and /n/; [T], [0],

[fl, [1}]; English l's (alveolar /1/ and dark /17); and the Eng-

lish /r/. Since Jean-Marc's first language was French, one

would expect the consonants that do not exist in French though

they do in Spanish, [E] and /h/, to be next in order of diffi-

culty. Finally would be the consonantswhich exist in French but

not in Spanish, [g], [v], [z] and [Y]. Some interference could

be expected from exclusively French or Spanish consonants
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TABLE 7

THE CONSONANTS OF ENGLISH, FRENCH AND SPANISH

Bilabial
Labio-1
Dental:Dental Alveolar

A1veo-
palatal Palatal Velar Uvular Glottal

V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd V1 Vd

Stops P b t a t d- k g
.

Affricates 6 5

Fricatives pf1.36,- s zg x h

Nasals

..

m
I.?

-
n- P 4-

Laterals. 1
.

1
-

.

A- -
.

Semi-
Vowels w r- Y

Trills r
...._

R-_

Flaps r
--

Consonants exclusive to English are underlined in red.
Consonants exclusive to French or Spanish are underlined in green.
English consonants having Fr nch and/or Spanish counterparts are not underlined.
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such as [s], [R], trill /r/and flap TC/, [p], [A]; and the

drntalized /t/, /d/, /n/, and /1/. The consonantal analysis

that fol[lows shows that some of these suppositions are

borne out while others are not.

On the other hand, predicted vowel difficulties do

in fact materialize. As can be seen from Table 8, English

vowels are very different from French and Spanich ones;

only two, /a/ and /o/ are fairly close in all three languages,

and /o/ rarely occurs in the dialect of English to which

Jpan-Marc was exposed. By far the greatest number of

vowels are peculiar to English, and it could be expected

that these would present serious difficulties. Three French

vowels very similar to their English counterparts, /6/, /a/

and /p/, should give him an advantage over an exclusively

Spanish language background. But the three vowels common

to French and Spanish which do not exist in English, /i/,

/e/ and /u/, could produce especially strong interference.

'Because stress and pitch are considerably different

in the three languages, some difficulty could be expected

with English suprasegmentals. French has a fixed stress

falling always on the last syllable of the phonetic group,

whereas English is a free stress language and the stress

can vary according to the meaning (Malmberg, 1963). Eng-

lish and French both have three to four levels of stress,
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TABLE 8

THE VOWELS AND GLIDES OF

ENGLISH, FRENCH AND SPANISH

Front Central Back

4w
-1
x

i-

ly

1-

u

uw

u

ro
-,1

z

2.

ey

e

a

ow

o

3
o
14.

a ay

a

aw__ o oy--

Vowels and glides exclusive to English are under-

lined in red.

Vowels exclusive to French and Spanish are under-

lined in green.

English vowels having French and/or Spanish counter-

parts are not underlined.
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and in this feature they differ markedly from Spanish,

which has only strong and weak stress. In pitch, insofar

as it can be considered separately from stress, English

intonation contours are more similar to French than to

Spanish, as both have four levels of pitch (though Eng-

lish employs the fourth highest level for exclamatory

purposes only). Spanish, however, has only three, and

many frequent intonation patterns employ only two. A

comparison of typical patterns for the three languages

in Table 9 gives an idea of some of the differences.

The phonological analysis is based on three-

minute selections from each of the 22 tapes. These

selections were then transcribed phonetically using the

International Phonetic Alphabet, with alteration of a

few symbols as indicated in Tables 7 and 8.

Sounds which are similar though not identical in

two or all three of the languages are enclosed in strokes

'/ /; sounds exclusive to one of the languages or identi-

cal in two of them are written phonetically rather than

phonemically, that is, enclosed in brackets[]. Certain

differences between sound were not easily distinguish-

-able on the tapes, mainly those dentalized in French and

Spanish and alveolar in English; therefore, /t/, /d/,

/n/ and /1/ are written phonemically only. Since the

English /r/ occurred more frequently than any other
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TABLE 9

TYPICAL PITCH PATTERNS FOR ENGLISH, FRENCH AND SPANISH*

Statements WH-Questions

2 3 1

It's twelve twenty+ What time is it+

1 2 3 4 1 1 2 31

Ii est.midi vingt + Quelle heure est-il+

2 1 1v-0
Son las doce y veinte+

2 1 1

Qud hora es+

Yes/no Questions Two clauses

2 3
S.

-
S. . S.

3 2 3 2 2
V

Have you finishedt . He worked 3 days and then

12 5 4

Avez-vous finit

1 2 2I V

1 2

3 1

left+

2 2
le *V S. S.

Il a travaillg 3 jours -> et

3 2

apres il est oarti+

1 2 2
v 1 2

Ha terminadot Trabaj6 3 dias y luego se fug+

*Adapted from Stockwell and Bowen, The Sounds of English
'and Spanish, 1965, pp: 28-29 and Malmberg, Phonetics,
19,63, p. 34. .
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variety, it is written /r/ for convenience. The vowels

are all written phonemically and identified as tb lan-

guage because of the differences between even closely

similar vowels in the three languages. The English glides

are indicated by the addition of /y/ or /w/ to the simple

vowels, thus: /zy/, /gy/, /ay/, /aw/, /y/, /ow/, /ow/.

Other phonological markings include: aspiration (/ph/,

/th/, /kh/) terminal junctures (falling , rising t,

continuing-A7); stress (strong or primary /, secondary P'S

% 3
tertiary , weak ); and pitch ( = low, = mid, = high,
4
= very high).

Because the author's speech was Jean-Marc's most

constant model, it served as a standard for "correctness".

However, any item known to be typical for native English

speakers of Central Texas was considered correct.

Sine the actual number of words per taped selec-

tion varied considerably in spite of the fact that each

was of three minutes duration, an error percentage based

on the ratio of errors to number of words in -L.he selec-

tion was calculated for all major errors. These error

percentages were used to show what if any improvement

occurred.

2. Phonological Errors

a. Consonants

Consonantal errors mere not nearly so frequent as
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those involving vowels, and were cOnfined to a relatively

few phonemes. Many expected difficulties did not- mater-

-ialize; some errors were so deeply entrenched that little

improvement was apparent. The errors were

follows:

1-11

classified as

Tapes
12-22 Total

/d/ for []

[s] for [z]

Non-aspiration where required

after /p/, /t/, /k/

83

78

87

86

73

38

169

151

125

errors involving English /r/ 7 11 18

/t/ for [0] 2 1 3

[p] for [v] 2 1 3

.[f] for [v] 0 3 3

[A] for [6] 2 0 2

[g] for W 2 0 2

[A] for /1/ 1 0 0

omission of /h/ 1 0 . 1

Omission of /y/ 0 1 1

From this it appears that there are essentially only three

areas of serious problems with consonants. Error percen-

tages in the different tapes had these characteristics:

non-aspiration - extreme fluctuation of error per-

centages in Tapes 1-9; but defin-

ite. Improvement from Tape 10 on.
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/d/ for [] - fairly steady error percentage

throughout; little sign of im-

provement.

[s] for [z] - fluctuation in first 20 tapes;

improvement in Tapes 21 and 22.

errors with /r/ - fairly steady error percentage

and occurrence only in Tapes 1,

2, 4, 16, 18, 19.

other errors - infrequent occurrence.

Aspiration after initial voiceless stops presented a

seripts problem at first, but began to be mastered in the

later tapes. The English [Z] seems to be much harder to

master, in spite of the fact that it does exist in Spanish

as an allophone of /d/. In English, however, it is encoun-

tered in initial position as in.then, this, the, whereas

in Spanish [0] occurs internally only.

In many cases of use of [s] for [z] the difficulty

'lay in non-mastery of the English plural morpheme. In-

terference from Spanish, which has no [z] phoneme, appears

very strong; there may also be some effect from English

orthography.

It was expected that- the English /r/ would cause

considerable difficulty, as it is so unlike the French [R]

and the two Spanish ones, the trill [r] and flap [c]. It

was surprising, therefore, to find that in fact there were
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relatively few errors with this phoneme.

The other consonantal errors were infrequent.

[] for [6] was due to French interference; [13] for [v]

and [f] for [v] to Spanish interference. Mastery of the

English [9] seems to have been achieved after Tape 12; it

is interesting that this voiceless fricative was so much

easier to learn that its voicedcounterpart.

Two English phonemes which do not exist in either

French or Spanish, [3] and [/..)], were expected to cause

some difficulties but in fact did not. No errors involving

these occurred.

Several English phonemes are very similar to their

French and/or Spanish counterparts, differing only in,

point of articulation. The quality of the recording was

not good enough to distinguish whether the /t/, /d/, /n/,

and /1/ weie dentalized as in French and Spanish, or al-

veolar as in English. In some cases it was difficult to

tell if the English dark /f/ was used correctly, but in

most cases words such as milk, Will, girl, ball, etc.

were clear enough to hear the dark /f/. An exception

was goal (3:94, 3:95), which was pronounced as in Spanish

/gok/.

Examples of non-aspiration:

1:87 /mi no put darm?lk en daflor/

2:57 /pok aen bin/
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3:08 /ai pa-L wan aen.hi put tvw/

470 /tumrow no/

5:47 /bikawz daina gty tuk thuk mit/

6:59 /nau ai ka?..nt/

7:57 /dzy kaepital av teksas is nsttn/

8:66 /di kaerlgaru kaen ran nainti/

9:87 /aln hi tol mi/

10:87 /nobadzy kaen rid it/

11:99 /ay gat taw gow/

12:56 /aat hwat thaim tz daediy karazy howm/

13:90 /tudEy ay haed fan thaw skvwl/

14:91 /gzyz gowlyr) tilaw b/y a nu tty6ar/

15:122 /bzykas radzy ts in may tiym/

17:56 /bat yuw sEd ts prawns/

18:85 /tn smal it tEyks abawt fayv mznats/

19.:70 /btykaz it waz kowld/

20:87 /sty wzn tuw taym in wn dEy/

21:92 /dizneylaend lz a nEym av a tawn/

(None in Tapes 16 and 22)

Interference from both French and Spanish appears to be

especially strong, making-it difficult for him to produce

the aspirated /p/, /t/ and /k/ where required by English.

When he uses aspiration correctly for the first time in

Tape 3 in the words /thwElv/, /phut/ and khe6'/, it by

no means represents any sort of mastery. Through Tape 9

1;ii&
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he continues to not aspirate more often than to aspirate,

and even to forget aspiration in a frequent word-such as

put after having earlier used it correctly in the same

word. 5:47 is a good example of this kind of fluctuation;

both /tuk/ and /thuk/ are produced in the same sentence.

One instance of aspiration was always produced correctly,

the /kh/ beginning the name of his teacher. This was

prob-ably because of constant classroom repetition by

the other children, all of them native speakers of Eng-

lish. From 10 on, he aspirates more frequently than not,

but continues to make a few errors of this type in all

tapes except 16 and 22. These failures to aspirate where

necessary are almost all in words which he does produce

with correct aspiration at other times in the same tapes.

Examples of use of /d/ for [J]:

1:85 /da mIalk/

2:55 /dats gud/

3:85 /moder/

4:73 /ai laik dis Mit/
-

8:58 /aen dei teik of may hawri/

9:91 //-1 den/

10:113 /for boi haef thuw sit dtr/

14:100 /so dty adars ruwm haev thuw ty helpQr

thLy6ar/

18:92 /lir7ybad7y ar ap daen mi/

1.6-9



18:93 /fardar/-

(Tapes 5-7, 11-13, 15-17 and 19-22 have repeti-

tions of previous errors)

More than half (85) of the 169 errors of this type were

contained in the word the. Probably the high frequency

of this word and of others such as this, that, there, then,

they, was responsible for the large number of errors in

this category. Strong interference from both French and

Spanish has made it difficult for him to master the Eng-

lish [a]. However, even as early as the first tape, there

are some instances of [], as in 1:98 and 1:100 /moler/.

But even-this word is by no means mastered, as twice in

Tape 3 he produces /moder/. In the same tape he produces

/aei/, but in Tape 8, /dei/. Tape 9 has /its/ and /3os/,

but Tape 10 has no instances of.[a] at all. Tape 11 has

only two, /faaar/ and /maaar/. Aside from six occurrences

of [20] in Tape 16, this phoneme is produced quite infre-

quently until the last three tapes. Tape 20 has /ga/,

/aen/, /Siy/, /agar/ and /gaets/, but it has more fre-

quently /da/, /dzy/, /df.n/. and /dt.y/. Tape 21 has five

correct utterances of /ga/ and one of /air/, while Tape 22

has two each of /aa/ and /3iy/, and one of /Jaets/. In

spite of some improvement in correct use of this phoneme

in the final tapes, it is apparent that [V] is very far

from being mastered and in fact constitutes one of his

major phonological problems.
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Examples of use of /t/ for [9]:

4:61 /tri aand for/

4:63 /ar wi warkin tri nambars end for/

12:60 /natly4/

These were the only three instances of this error, as

except from these, [0] was always produced correctly.

It is difficult to understand why the voiceless inter-

dental fricative should be relatively easy to master when

its voiced counterpart is a serious problem, since neither

exists as an independent phoneme in French or Spanish.

The reason may_lie in the area of perception rather than

producticin. Since [] is an allophone of the Spanish

/d/, perhaps he hears. [] as /d/, as these phones are in

complementary distribution in Spanish, not distinctive

phonemes as in English. Because he mastered [9] fairly

easily, it seems safe to conclude that perception is the

main reason for his difficulty with 0]

Examples of use of [s] for [z]:

1:89 /zs gol/

2:61 /for Ourusdei/

3:90 /hwer bois fowr paes dab31/

4:76 /rais aand pis/

5:53 /piesas/

6:65 /bat misis khtygan std/

7:74 /sneils jayant/

8:65 ihain siro/
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9:100 /d/ktivt tu mly das(nEnsts/

10:85 /wan boi hus neim klei/

10:115 /it w.aS virzy farizy/

12:63 /ask mty khwes6an plis/

13:97 /h/y wasant /n skuwl/

14:77 /bikas ay tnvayt hzm for ty gow/

15:110 /wt.19 his fly.t/

17:60 /bat wzO phrwwns/

18:99 /stkan khems al/yv/

20:97 /ae). hVw mtyk bzyljgow sapows thuw

22:94

kh31 dty nambar/

/thuw handrtd dalars/

(None in Tape 21; Tapes 11, 16 and 19 have

repetitions of previous errors)

Of the 151 errors in this category, 59 involved the word

is, and a large proportion of the remainder were found in

the plural morpheme.

The phoneme [z] does not exist in Spanishi though

it does in French. Since the letter z in his dialect of

Spanish has the sound /s/, he probably transfers this

habit to English. In this case the interference from

Spanish is stronger than any transfer from the French

[z]. His first production of the phoneme [z] does not

occur until Tape 5, which has /2z/ and /bikawz/; Tape 7

has /bardz/; Tarie 11 has /zz/ and the French /fRambwaz/.

The frequently occurring word because uses [z] as its
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final phoneme only eight times. /7z/ begins to occur

with some regularity from Tape. 12 on, and in the last

thLe tapes it is always produced correccly. Although

he continues to substitute [s] for [z] in a variety of

other words, the phoneme [z] does seem to be nearly mas-

tered by the last two tapes, which contain only one er-

ror of this type.

Errors involving the Enalish /r/:

1:89, 90 /gZ1/

1:97, 98 /homwak/

1:98 /moel/

2:57 /pok/

4:69 /lemembar/

16:70 /h/y s y aqab ov 3cr/

18:88 /histoli owr stowity/

18:97 /blykas from affnj ay nu/

19:79 /wil thuwmofow riyn/

(None in Tapes 3, 5-15, 17,and 20-22)

Thdre were relatively few errors of this kind, which indi-

cates that the English /r/ was not as difficult to master

as had been anticipated. Errors in the first two tapes

are due to omission or feduction of the full value of /r/,

which indicates perhaps that in the beginning he did not

always perceive /r/ in penultimate position in a word.

The cases of interference are all from the Spanish flap
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/r/, or of the French [R], except in totally French words.

-18:88 probably shows interference froin the Soanish /istolia/

in /histoli/; four repetitions of /stowiiy/ in the same

utterance increased the number of errorsA_nvolving Eng-

lish /r/, but not their type. Since this error did not

recur after Tape 19, it avoears that the English /r/ is

mastered in the final to:0es-

Instances of [Ail for fe-9:

3:101, 102 /PkoIait/

The interference here is from French rather than from

Spanish, which has the same initial phoneme as English

for this word.

Instances of g] for [I]:

[x]

2:65 /telivigan/ and /t-alavzgan/

exists in French but not in Spanish. It is difficult

to tell if this error is significant or not, because in

he first 11 tapes there is only one other word in which

this phoneme is required: 11:96 /an maRk/. He pronounced

his own name in French, naturally.

Instances of [A] for [v] and of [k] for /1/:

3:104 /0aini1Ca/

5:45 /Piriy/

18:91 /Zs A9 parlv frst wen/

These show interference from Spanish. 3:104 is in fact
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the Spanish word rather than its English Pcruivalent. Al-

though [v] does not exist in Spanish, it does form part

of his French phonemic repertoire and probably for this

reason does nct present a learning problem. in English.

Instances of use of [f] for [v]:

13:88 /sow dephiypar ay g7f thUw yuw/

13:102 /Zs not a htstcrzy af Tud/

21:83 /ay ty siti owr af Ly thaawar/

13:102 and 21:83 may show the influence of English spel-

ling, and all three errors are probably due to inter-

ference from Spanish, which, unlike French, has [f] but

no (v).

Instance of omission of English /h/:

8:52 /is/ for /hlz/

The interference here seems to be from French, which lacks

this phoneme. Aside from this one instance, the English

/h/ does not present a problem, even though it is dif-

Terent from its Spanish counterpart in point and man-

ner of articulation.

Instance of omission of semivowel /y/:

22:87 /5antiwizy/ for /5anyuwirty/

This error seems to be due to the effect of English ortho-

graphy, as both janvier and enero are sufficiently unlike

their English counterpart as to make specific interfer-

ence doubtful in this particular error.
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b. Vowels and Glides

By far the largest proportion of phonological er-

rors was due to inaccurate production of English vowels

and glides. These errors were classified as follows:

1) Major Errors Tapes 1-11 Tapes 12-22

/i/ for /ty/ 163 35

/o/ for /ow/ 119 45

/i/ for /l/ 86 55

/ai/ for /ay/ 80 28

Total

198

164

141

108

/u/ for /uw/ 67 26 87

/a/ for /a/ 40 11 51

/ei/ for /fy/ 42 8 50

/e/ for /E/ 35 2 37

/e/ for /a/ 0 20 20

/i/ for /%3/ 12 1 13

/o/ for AM 11 2 13

/a/ for /3/ 5 5 10

2) Minor Errors

/a/ for /ae/ 6 2 8

/0/ for /a/ 6 2 8

/au/ fdr /..,/ 4 3 7

/oi/ for /py/ 6 0 6

/u/ for /u/ 5 0 5
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/1/ for /ly/ 3 0 3

iou/ for /ow/ 2 1 3

1 2 3

/e/ for /aa/ 2 0 2

/a/ for /ow/ 2 0 2

/c/ for Icy/ 1 1 2

/au/ for /aw/ 1 1 2

omission /ly/ 0 2 2

3) Single Errors

/ie/ for hy/ 1 0 1

/ia/ for /1/ 1 0 1

/i/ for /a/ 1 0 1

/e/ for /1/ 0 1 I

/a/ for /oj 1 0 1

/a/ for je/ 1 0 1

/a/ for /ow/ 0 1 1.

/a/ for /cp/ 1 0 I

/a/ for /aw/ 0 1 1

redundant /u/ 0 1 1

Of the total of 954 errors, '629 were contained in English

glides ani the remaining 325 in simple vowels. The glides

probably present more difficulties for mastery because they

are different from French and Spanish counterparts, long

rather than short glides.
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The last half of the tapes showed considerable improve-
)

menit in mastery of glides. Errors in simple vowels also

dimlinished considerably, with the exception of /i/ for

/T/, which after a steady decrease in error percentage

in the first 18 tapes, showed a rise in errors in the

last four tapes.

(1) Errors involving the English glide //y/

(a) Examples of use of /i/ for /ty/:

1:87 /mi no yet de mialk/

2:54 /dats

3:88 fjon marfi hi is 69 senar/

4:63 /wi warki/3 tri nambars/

5:47 /daina thuk mit/

6:54 /yu spik frEn6---7 yu si/

7:55 /oklahoma siti/

8:47 /wi dint si a kaawaru/

9:92 /dis marnty13 in skul ay was ha5,pi/

10:87 /nobadty ka.en rid 'tt/

11:112 /di.y gtv gri

12:71 /ai gat in aidia/

13:108 /ay elynk tuwmorow ivribadi haes a phiriyad/

14:77 /bikas ay invayt him for gy gow/

15:96 /bikoz yoly haaf thvw dro in big phis av

P EYPQr/

17:53 /plis/
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18:88 /histo.ti owr stowizy/

20:84 /birjgo tz fan tu/

21:69 /sow al Da siti/

(None in Tapes :;_6, 19 and 22)

The-French and Spanish cardinal vowel /i/ is somewhat simi-

lar to the English glide /7y/, so it is not surprising

that there is strong double interference. An interesting

feature of 9:92 and 10:87 is the appearance of both /1/

and /1y/ in a single sentence. At this point he has learned

to produce /7y/, but does not yet use it consistently.

The word because occurs frequently and almost al-

ways contains /i/ in the fitst sy'llable. Incorrect pro-

duction of this word seems to have been established as

. a habit at an early stage. 18:88 and 20:84 show influence

from the Spanish historia and bingo; the final glide of

history was, however, produced correctly in 13:102, but

bingo was always pronounced in Spanish. Although the use

-of /i/ for /zy/ was extremely frequent in the first ele-

ven tapes, a very definite improvement occurred in the

last eleven tapes and there were no errors of this type

in the final tape.

(b) Instances of /// for /zy/;

10 :103 /7s a neim f y gip hum da maen hi.rw

Irdw thiyks kf_r ov g/p/

11:104, 108 /ft/17 ays krtrn/



In 10:103 he may have been thinking of the word ship for

the second sheep. The other error may be due to.inter-

ference from the French creme, which-has a shorter /e/

than the Spanish crema.

(c) Instances of omission of /1y/:

/pleiD/ for /p1fa7/179/

16:76 /muszk/ for /mlyvwszek/

In 12:65 it is difficult to tell if in fact /1y/

was orritted, or whether /1/ was used for /ly/ and /e/ for

/fy/. In 16:76 there is interference from both the French

and Spanish counterparts to this word.

(2) Errors involving English ///

Examples of use of /i/ for /(/:

1:93 /hiar is/

2:56 /6ili/

3:77 /dis ts mai frend/

4:64 /ai go finig/

6:65 /bat misis khiygan szd/

7:62 /daktar duwlttal h.pas.big 5ayant aenzmal/

8:58 /bikaus-ay dint laik dis bin/

9:88 /ayam goij tvw piYyuw ap/

10:15 /it was vErey fanty/

13:96 /yis bat wil was sik/

14:90 /gry gow tvw yvwntvarsitty/

*
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15:109 /wan gay trip mi/

16:80 /haw ay kha0n fint6 gis/

17:55 /aae.ts ae-n aLmimal/

18:88 /aem dis histoLi/

20:81 /aend if -difr.ant av da khlaes sEd now

hzy haev tiluw sit dawn tggyn/

21:66 /10Qt zt difik.lt ni.ym/

22:84 /bLyfowr tt gtts wintOr/

(Tapes 5, 11, 12 and 19 had repetitions of

abovz-_. errors)

In the majority of cases this error is contained in the

words is-, it, this, didn't and'finish, which occur fre-

quently in all the tapes. It is possible that this error

persists even after he has learned the English ///, be-

cause of habit established with these particular words at

the beginning of his acquisition of English.

Words containing this error which could be attri-

'buted to direct transfer from their French and/or Spanish

counterparts were: chili, university, animal, history and

difficult. Although use of the English /1/ shows steady

improvement for most of the tape this error increases

again in Tapes 19-22. In these last four tapes most of

the instances of use of /i/ for /// occur in Words

such as is, it, difficult and this, which had previously

been produced correctly.
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(3) Errors involving English glide /Ey/

(4) Examples of use of /ei/ for Ay/:

2:61 /for OurDsdeil

3:82 /mai greid/

4:65 /mei ai iti5/

6:64 /yest.Vdei owr tudei/

7:65 /azn jayant sneiks/

8:61 /ai dint teik/

9:87 /stei dEr/

10:103 /7s a'neim ef Ey L_p/

11:99 /den wi plei/

12:65 /ay was pleiu laik frplfyn/

15:107 /laik dfseim ev beisb31/

21:74 Ably ar.gow/y5 th szy walt disnei/

(none in Tapes 1, 5, 14, 16, 17, 19, 20 and 22;

repetition of previous errors in Tapes 13 and

18)

These errors are caused by double interference from French

and Spanish, which have an. /ei/ diphthong rather similar

to the English glide /Ey/. The most frequent occurrence

of this error was in the word day and compounds contain-

ing it, but from Tape 10 on he seems to have-mastered

/dgy/. In 12:65 he produced both /ei/ and /gy/ in the

same sentence, indicating incomplete mastery of the Eng-

lish glide. 15:107.may show influence from the Spanish
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beisbol. This error occurs infrequently from Tape

12 on.

(b) Instances of /e/ for /ty/:

11:103 /okt4, okcy mamita/

12:60 /oki/

This error occurred only twice and both times in -Lie

word okay.

(4) Errors involving English ///

Examples of use of /e/ for ///:

1:94 /yes/

2:61 /hi sed/

3:90 /dis is da senar/

4:69 /ai don not iemembar/

5:40 /aim no fren av/

7:68 /3layant elefent/

8:51 /veri ft kaat/

9:83 /aa-n den/

11:97 /ai sed urtyt/

12:63 /thEl mzy e kwes6an/

(None in Tapes 6, 10, and 13-22)

Since /e/ and /e/ are two separate phonames in French,

the interference here seems to be from the Spanish /e/.

Since he is in the habit of using both e's, he has probably

not yet realized that the English variety is always /f/.

English /i/ seems to have been mastered from Tape 13 on,

as no further errors of this type occur.



(5) Errors with English /a/

(a) Examples of use of /a/ for /a/:

1:100 /hwat taim _Is it/

2:59 /yea/

5:47 /bikPwz daina giy tuk/

6:61 /austraalya/

7:57 /diy kaapttal av teksas is pstin/

9:93 /ai was/

10:85 /wan boi hus neim klei/

11:95 /mandiy/

12:71 /ai gat in aidia/

16:71 /hr waz fy aeiab/

18:85 /in smal it tfyks abawt fayv m2nats/

20:89 A-ty was lakiy/

21:65 /t tra k-allzfowrnlya/

22:97 /ar wzy rilzy gowZy5 th-ow ae.frzka/

(None in Tapes 3, 8, 13-15, 17 and 19; repeti-

tion of previous errors in Tape 4)

The interference here is probably from Spanish rather

than from French, which has a schwa similar to the English

/e/. In many of these errors, English orthography may

also have had an effec, that is, he pronounces the letter

a as the phoneme /a/. The word what is a fairly frequent

error of this sort, but seems to be nearly mastered by

Tape 11. Words such as Arab California and Africa probab-

ly have strong interference from the Spanish pronunciation
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of them. Although this errors shows some improvement

fi-om Tape 11 on, it still persists to some degree even in

the final tapes.

(b) Examples of use of /e/ for /a/:

1:98 /moger/

4:69 /ai don not gemembar/

5:60 /mefte skul/

6:55 /de buk/

12:63 /t fl mly e kwesoan/

(None in Tapes 2, 7-11, and 13-22; repetition

- of previous errors in Tape 3)

This error is contained mainly in the words mother and

the, and does not occur after Tape 12. It may be due to

English orthography, as above.

(c) Examples of use of /f/ for /a/:

12:67 /zf ay duw laik dtdray sae,led hwet ay

dzd/

20:83 /wty gEt abawt stvin/

(None'in Tapes 1-11, 13, 14 and 21; repetition

of previous errors in Tapes 15-19 and 22)

It is interesting that beginning in Tape 12, /£/ for /a/

supplants the error /e/ for /a/. At this point he has

mastered the English ///, but still has not completely

learned that in many English words containing the letter

e, a schwa is required for pronunciation. Use of either
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/e/ or /1/ for /S/ remains at a fairly low but steady

error percentage throughout most of the tapes.:_

(d) Examples of use of /o/ for /.2/:

1:98 /moter/

2:58 /noeia/

4:67 /yu std da mondei/

9:96 /fowr eror sn spE1ly9/

10:89 /b/ykas somtaim is sametyD. rawD/

10:103 /huw tiyks kir ov giP/

11:98 /ai sfd khom/

11:100 //t fayv oklak/

13102 //s not a historly af gud/

15:108 /ov hwet/

(None in Tapes 5-8, 12, 14 and 16-22: repeti-

tions of previous errors in Tape 3)

Here again the interference is probably from Spanish and

some of the difficulties may be caused by English spelling,

which he may equate with its Spanish counterparts. 10:89

is interestirg in that both /0/ and /a/ are used in some,

in the same sentence. This error does not recur after

Tape 15 and appears to be mastered in the final tapes.

(6) Errors with English /ae-/

Examples of /a/ for /a-eh of /e/ for /a0./; and of

/Z/ for /ae/:
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1:85 /and mi/

2:55 /dats gudi

3:88 /hi pas/

3:99 /meiai hef/

4:63 /tri nembers end for/

5:43 /sad/

5:45 /gzy nt gir/y hapi/

12:54 /dEdi/

12:63 /ask mly e khwes6en/

13:101 /al Em glad ai wasant/

(None in Tapes 6-11 and 14-22)

In the cases where /a/ was substituted for /ae./, English

spelling may have influenced his pronunciation. In the

cases where /e/ or /6/ are used, it seems likely that in

trying to reach /a?_/, which is fronter than /a/, he over-

shot his goal and went higher as well as fronter, thus

producing /e/ or /f/.

Even though the phoneMe /a,,,/ has no close counter-

part in either French or Spanish, it does not appear to

be a serious learning problem. Most of the errors in-

volving the Lnglish vowel-/ae,/ occur in the first five

tapes, and none occur after Tape 13.

(7) Errors with English glide /ay/

Examples of /ai/ for /ay/:

1:100 /hwat taim is it/

2:63 /w-e.1 zs mai fren/

3:95 /ai p7t dab.31 zn da-gol/

r,
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4:62 /tumarow faiv aend siks/

5:40 /aim no frenav aan daina/

7:56 /hwal yu spik frIn6/

8:63 /di kaarpuru kaen ran nainti mails/

9:98 /b.at samezg is rait bikas ay now/

10:85 /h/y du laik dis sm31 lEtar/

12:68 /ay drai 4f ay draid/

13:106 /wzy raan tnsaid/

14:80 /misis szmpsan /t w,3s vCrzy nais/

(None in Tapes 16, 17, 19, 21 and 22; repeti-

tions of previous errors in Tapes 6, 11, 15,

18 and 20)

Out of a total of 108 errors involving the glide /ay/,

43 were contained in the word I. In the first seven tapes,

I was almost always pronounced /a1/, but after Tape 7

a consistent improvement was seen, and after Tape 18,

/ay/ was always produced. Another frequent word contain-

-ing this error was like. It-was almost always pronounced

/laik/, except for the final two tapes, which had only

/layk/. This error is cleakly due to interference from

the diphthong /ai/ in French and Spanish, which is rather

similar to the Er-lish glide /ay/. Although this was one

of the most frequent errors in the early tapes, mastery

of this glide increased steadily from Tape 12 on, and no

errors of this type appeared in the last two tapes.
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(8) Errors with English /a/

Examples of use of /0/ for /a/:

3:77 /jon merfi/

3:94 /al go on zn dagol/

4:69 /ai don not/

7:61 /doktar duwlttel/

13:102 /zs note hzstorzy af gud/

22:99 /kolygo/

(None in Tapes 1, 2, 5, 6, 8-12 and 14-21)

English ortho4raphy may have influenced his pronuncia-

tion in these examples. In the case of doctor, interfer-

ence from Spanish and French is probably responsible.

This error occurs only twice after Tape 7. 22:99 is the

French pronunciation of the word which differs from the

Spanish in stress (/18D9-6'/ vs./1<cli3g6/)

(9) Errcrs with English glide /aw/

Instances of use of /au for /aw/:

6:59 /nau ai knt/

15:104 /nau wzy finz6 pliy bae-sktb.,1/

The French and Spanish diphthongs /au/ are similar to

the English glide /aw/, so it is surprising that this er-

ror occurred only twice.

(10)Errors with English /D/

(a) Examples of use of /a/ for /0/:

6:72 /thumarow a Otynk wi haa,v/
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9:90 /an may btd/

9:98 /bikas ay now/

15:103 /yuw now zf wzy pity saftb31/

18:90 /bifor ai was in arEn1/

(None in Tapes 1-5, 7, 8, 11-14i 16, 17 and 19-22)

The most frequent word containing this error was be-

cause. Interference is probably from Spanish, as

French has a similar phoneme AV. However, /a/ and

/..)/ are very closely similar Dhonemes for many native

speakers of English, so perhaps this error should be

discounted.

(b) Examples 'of use of /au/ for /..)/:

5:46 /bikaus 5ty thuk mit/

6:61 /wi haef tu du australya/

8:58 /bikaus ay dint laik dis bin/

This error occurred also in Tapes 14, 16 and 18,

each time in the word because. None in Tapes 12, 13,

17, 19, 20-22. Here again the most frequent error

is in the word because; in this case, as in Australia,

English spelling of the words may have influenced his

pronunciation of them:

(11) Errors with English glide /,,y/

Example of use of /oi for /3y/:

1:90 //s gal o boi/

The phoneme /3y/ occurred mostly in the words boy and boys,

which were consistently pronounced /boi/ and /bois/ in
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the first tapes. In Tape 15 he produced /b.Dy/ correctly,

and also /p.,)ynt/ in Tape 17. There were no further oc-

currences of this phoneme'.

(12) Errors with English glide /ow/

(a) Examples of use of /o/ for /ow/:

1:86 /ai don no/

2:65 /or tivi/

3:94 /ai go on /n da gol/

4:61 /tri aend for/

5:50 /ay dont remembar/

6:57 /hwat buk riyport/

7:53 /oklahoma/

8:53 /a dont want Eni mor tu/

9:87 -/didi kal mi dis aafta'nuwn bifor fowr/

10:113 /stind up laik hors/

11:98 /ai gat tvw go/

12:64 /Erpliyn motor/

14:79 /o 4, wan okE y/

16:75 /hway in -Eksiko/

18:88 /aT,n dis histofi/

20:93 /wly sfy birigo/

22:99 /kor3go/

(Repetitions of previous errors in Tapes 13, 15,

17, 19 and 21)

Interference from both French and Spanish has made it
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difficult for him to use the English /ow/ rather than

the similar cardinal vowel /o/. By Tape 9 (9:87.

/bifor fowr/) he shows that he can produce the English

glide but that it is not yet mastered. The words no

and oh are very frequent sources of this error; even

in the later tapes he prefers the French and Spanish pro-

nunciations, but in Tapes 21 and 22 he does say /now/

and /ow/ fairly consistently. Strong French and/or Span-

ish influence is probably reflected in words such s mo-

tor, history, bingo and Congo. This is one of his main

phonological problems, but there is a substantial im-

provement from Tape 12 on, at v...1.ich point there is a lower

though steady error percentage.

(b) Occurrences of /ou/ for /ow/ and of /a/ for /ow/:

4:71 /nou Oaeljk yu/

/dis marnly4/

7:61 /ai nou/

9:92 /dis marnzyD/

The errors are confined to two words, no (and its homo-

nym know) and morning. /nou/ is a case of influence of

the longer French and Spanish glides, but it is diffi-

cult to understand why he produced /marnLyp/, unless

there is interference from the first syllables of matin

and mailana. There are no other occurrences of morning

in these tapes.



(13) Err=s with English

Examples of /u/ for /u/:

2:65 /lukat/

5:46 /bikaus zy thuk mit/

/thude /6:56

This error in a vowel which is considerably different

from its French and Spanish counterparts actually pre-

sented very little learning difficulty. /u/ for /v/

did not recur after Tape 6.

(14) Errors with English glide Arw/

Examples of /u/ for /trw-I:

1:96 /no Oael3k yu/

3:84 /tudei ai go intu im plei futbD1/

4:70 /tum3row no/

5:60 /aefte skul/

6:61 /tum3row wi haef tu du austraalya/

8:50 /ai dint si tt Eni kae.5garu/

13:100 /dei pheint laze blu/

11:104 /fraydiy aefta(nun/

14:99 Aiy 61/i hwat rlfwm il/r want/

1F:76 /sem musik av toro/

(None in Tapes 2, 15, 17, 19., 21, and 22;

repetition of previous errors in Tapes 7, 9, 12,

13, 1P and 20)

Interference from the /u/ of French and Spanish is carite
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strong, probably because of its resemblence to the

English glide Ayw/. Frequently recurring words

such as you, to, do, *etc., accOunt for a majority

of the errors. By Tape 11, however, /ylsw/ seems to

have been mastered, as it is produced correctly

throughout this tape and all of the subsequent ones.

The incidence of this error fluctuates, but after

Tape 18 decreases to=each zero in Tapes 21 and 22.

c. Suprasegmentals

Because English is a free stress language, ft

was not possible to set up hard and fast criteria for

errors. Only patterns that sounded completely un-Eng-

lish were counted as wrong. In many cases untypical but

possible patterns were used for emphasis, and these were

considered correct if appropriate to the conversational

situation in which they occurred.

Errors were classified as follows:

Tapes 1-11 Tapes 12-22 Total

errors in stress 39 13 52

errors in pitch 25 12 37

Totals 64 25 89

In the majority of cases, errors in pitch and stress

occurred together in a single phrase and are therefore dis-

cussed together. There were no conclusive errors in junc-

ture or terminals, probably because these are very similar
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in all three languages, though with somewhat different

distribution.

Examples of errors in pitch and stress:

3

3:84 /tudei ai go intu !im plei futb314/

z

3:61 /finig ar

a 2. 2.

e S. /

8:47 /wi dint si kae5g8ru4,/

3 2
% v

9:90 /aen dfn omar was sitzy3 in may btd-,/

2. 3, 3

10:85. /hzy du laik dis smal lttar.D/

.4 1/ N \
11:95 /mandEy ay .am gotyl) tu si da jff bro,9/4/

12:65
3 2 3 Z 3,z 2,

/ay was wakzyD tzrrniya laik ay

3 3

was plei.5 laik frpliynw/

z 3 2 3 2
/

13:111 /ay hav 1. t av magruw-mi

14:65

15:104

2. 3
1

3 //a sow ay w.:)k wie har-*

3 2. 3,

wly finzn plfy baeskatba14,/
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z 3 3 z 3 z. 3 1

A. A / / .

16:66 /dzjfnfral QV (la. gl was dfr In wagt5tan4y

3 2. 3 2.
0 \ /

18:97 /bzykas f:oam aifl5 ay

3:84, 9:90 and 10:85 show French pitch patterns; the first

has the pattern of a typical statement, and the last two

fol'ow the French pattern of pitch 3 for the peak of each

of two groups in the sentences. French influence n
/ Ystress can also be seen in the words /tudei/, /i3m/,

A
/omar/ and /diS/, which have the stress on the last syl-

lable of a word or phonetic group. 5:61, 8:47 and 11:95

show Spanish pitch and stress patterns. 5:61 is the first

part of a two-phrase utterance and remains on pitch 2,

as is normal in Spanish. 8:47 and 11:95 show typical

Pitch patterns for statements in Spanish. The alterna-

ting strong and weak stresses are alSo typical of Spanish.

Errors in word order in 5:61 and 10:85 may have had an

effect on pitch patterns. The examples from Tapes 12

hrough 18 all show interference from Spanish. All have

a pattern of alternating high and medium pitch synchron-

ized with strong and weaker stress,yhich is a typically

Spanish intonation pattern.

Error in pitch:

1 2 3 1

/

20:85 /ay nEvar win4//

The sequence of pitch levels in this sentence follows a

typically French pattern; in this particular case, both
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the French and the English stress patterns are the same.

Examples of errors in stress:

3 2_ 3 1/ /
1:87 /mi no put da mzalk zn d flor4/

3 Z,z

2:65

7:58 /teksas kaepttal-=7/

2 3 1
% / . 4 / % % 0 I

8:50 /ai dent si zt fni kaa/3geru4'/

-14:77

2 J 3\ /

/bikas ay znvayt hem for fy gowN1'/

3

15:103 /aftrw now tf wzy pliy saftb314,/

18:96

20:88

X -
/ay kf6 fvrtybadzy nall4/

2 3

/bzyks *6-ty gft da siym khaard*/

3 32

22:87 /lanywtrzyt/

1:87 shows a typically Spanish pattern of alternating

strong and weak stresses. 2:65 is an error of stress

which does not appear to be caused by either of his first

two languages. 7:58 aives even stress to all vowels ex-

cept /z/, following neither the French nor the Spanish
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pattern. 8:50 has three strong stresses, whe_feas typi-

cal English would have only two at =ost: I didWt see

any kangaroo, or only one of these. .The interference

here is probably from the Spanish stress pattern. 14:77

and 15:103 follow the French stress pattern, T,-ith the

strong stress on the last syllable of the phrase. 18:96

has incorrect stress in the word everybody, and 20:88
.

has a secondary stress on the word get, which gives an un-

English sound to the whole sentence. It is difficult to

account for .the error in stress in the word January, but

it is possible that influence from the French janvier caused

him to stress the third syllable of the word in English,

which corresponds to its final syllable in French.

Of a total of 89 errors in suprasegmentals, more

than two-thirds (64) were found in the first eleven tapes;

the Incidence of this type of error decreased sharply in

the last half of the tapes, and in the final four tapes

.there were only three errors: It seems that the English

patterns of pitch and stress are very nearly mastered, in

spite of the effects of interference from French and

Spanish.
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3. Discussion of Errors

a: Consonants

(1) Description of Tables 10, 11 and 12

Table 10 summarizes the percentage of errors in-

volving consonants and their distribution in the 22 tapes.

These percentages were obtained by counting the number of

errors of each type per taped seJection and the number of

words in each selection. A ratio between the two amounts

gave the error percentage.

In order to obtain a rank order of all consonant

errors, a numerical value was assigned to each error per-

centage-group. Thus, 0 errors = 0; 0.1-2% errors = 1;

3-5% errors = 2; 6-8% = 3; 9-11% errors = 4; 12-14% errors =

5; and 15-17% errors = 6. No consonant eriors had an er-

ror percentage larger than 17% in any tape. The numerical

error value for each consonant was computed for each tape,

and then all 22 values were added to give an Error Score,

or total numerical error value. The Error Scores for each

kind of error were then ranked in Table 11.

Table 12 shows the mont:-/ly progress made in mas-

tering the four most frequent types of consonant errors.

The tapes chosen for these graphs were at approximately

monthly intervals, from October 1968 to June 1969. The

numerical error values used on the vertical bar correspond

to those obtained for the error ipercentages in Table 10.
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(2) Interpretation of Tables 10, 11 and 12

The incidence of consonantal Li-ors (Table.10) is

-confined to three principal errors, 1, non-as-ciration and

[z].

Use of /d/ for 0] fluctuates somewhat in the early

tapes, rising as high as 12-14% errors in TaPe 3. From

Tape 5 on, howe-er, this error stabilizes at an average

error percentage of 3-5%, dropping to 0.1-2% in the last

two tapes. This may represent a slight improvement in the

production of this phoneme, but on the whole it seems clear

that the English 0] remains a persistent phonological

problem.

Non-aspiration showed wide fluctuation in the first

11 tapes, ranging from error percentages of 0.1-2% up to

15-17%. In the second half of the tapes, however, this er-

ror improved considerably and.stabilized at an error per-

centage of about 0.1-2%.

Use of [s] for [z] alsO showed considerable fluctua-

tion throughout, going from error percentages of .0.1-2% up

to 9-11% in the first half of the tapes,.and 0 to 6-8% in

the second half. Improvement was apparent in the last

three tapes.

Errors involving the English /r/ occurred only occa-

sionally, and always in the error percentage range of 0.1-2%

to 3-5%. Since this error appeared only in Tapes 1, 2, 4,
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TABLE 10
ERRORS IN CONSONANTS

'V. E rrorsn . 0 0:1- 2 .1. 3-5 V. 6:8.7. 9-111. 12-14% 15-17*/.-

NumNalue 0 2 3 4 5 6

Ta pe 1 /e/ h./ ic/ asp /r/
Tape 2 /r/ Ail /Z//v/ li/ /h/ /a/A/ /;./ asp

.

Tape 3 /1-/ /etlft/ /c/ /v/ /V /z/ asp /a/

Tape 4 /2/ /Ern/
N /hi

/z/ /9//r/ a s P lal

Tape 5 /r/ /e/ /2/
It 1 AI Int lz/ Ivl asp//

Tape 6 /11 ia' /2/
rrc/IvIIII li-V MI lz/ as p

Tape 7 Ini le/ /21
It' Ivi Iv 11-1

la!
1

Iz/ . asp

Tape 8 H Ail 1±.1/C/ Pit /1/
/hi' a . izi as p

Tape 9 /drI /GI /2/ aspN /z/

Ta p e 10 HAY.,/ . ) 412.1,

/Q kiY/111
asp lal /z/

Tape 11 /11 /ef /2/klviN In/ /' zi asp//

Tape 12 /vIlr/ ,// vi/ //h6il ea s p / / ONa

Tape 13 In/ J41 Ill
/41 Iv iht as p /v/ /.1/ N

Tapel4 In/ /eV /2 Ile H Al/h/ as P /a/ N
Tape 15 /II /le/ 12/

IE/ /v//1/ /h/ asp /a/ Izi
Tape 16 asP fat 12/MI,/ /V /1-1/

/ I /r/ ial

Tap e 17 bi ,e,f IIIAllsii/LI ii asp Al 41

Tape 18 lel /g el.N ih, ivi asp0
Iv/r/

Tapel9 /4W, /6/
p.7 /1/ Ihr asp/'/r/Mgr/

,

Tape2C 4./ /el /2//N ;\",/ti Alf /z/ as P /41

Ta Pe 21 1,1///6/,1;/ii,117.'h, aspiallv/

Tape 22 asp i'll ,e'
,,e/ Ivi.A1 ,-

Li / / / ,
A 1)7

.
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18 and 19, :' is difficult to tell whether its absence

in the last three tapes is due to chance or to improvement

in the mastery of this phoneme.(

Other consonantal errors occurred infrequently and

at a low error percentage.

Table 11 ranks all errors in consonants for the 22

tapes. The three principal errors have nearly the same er-

ror score, which is between five and six times greater in

frequency than the next highest error score, that of errors

with the English /r/. All three main errors can be-attri-

buted to interference from his other languages rather than

to non-mastery, although: one might consider non-mastery of

Ig J as a developmental error, in accordance with Leopold's

finding (in Bar-Adon, 1971), that fricatives are learned

after stops and nasals, though before affricates and liquids.

[1] does not exist as a phoneme in either French or

Spanish. Although it does exist in Spanish as an allophone

Of /d/, it always occurs internally, and this may have made

it difficult for him to maLe any transfer to English, where

most of the errors involving [J occurred in words having

this as their initial phoneme. Another reason for this

high error score was the frequency of oCCurrence in English .

of words such as the, this, that, they, etc.

Neither French nor Spanish has aspiration after ini-

tial /p/, /t/, and /k/, so that for this English peculiarity,
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TABLE 11.

RANK ORDER OF CONSONANT ERRORS.

Type of Error Error Score

/d/ for [6] 49

non-aspiration 46

[s] for [z] 46

errors with English /r/ 8

[p] for [v]

[f] for [v] 2

/t/ for [e] 2

Csr] for [z] 2

[;] for [ci 1

[A] for /1/ 1

omission of /h/ 1

omission of /y/ 1
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zero interference (neither positive nor negative) is ap-
.

parent.

[s] for [z] was as frequent an'error as non-aspira-

tion. Here the interference seems to be exclusively from

Spanish, as French does possess the /z/ phoneme. His dia-

lect of Spanish pronounces the letter z as /s/. Although

/z/ exists in Spanish as an allophone of /s/, its distri-

bution is limited to the s preceding voiced consonants and

the semivowels /w/ and /y/. A majority of his errors with

the English /z/ were those in syllable final position,

such as in the words is, was, his, etc.

The English retroflex /r/ caused far less difficulty

thar had been anticipated in view of its difference in

point and manner of articulation from the French and Span-

ish varieties. In almost all cases of errors involving

this phoneme, interference from the Spanish alveolar flap

[r] was obvious. The French uvular [R.] occurred only in

totally French words.

Occasional difficulties were encountered with the

English [v]. Here again the interference seemed to be from

Spanish, which, unlike French, does not possess this phoneme.

The phonemes which he used in place of [v] were either its

unvoiced counterpart [f] or else the Spanish bilabial

fricative [43].

Table 12 shows the degree of monthly fluctuation of
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T AB LE 12
ONTHLY PROGRESS IN MASTERY OF CONSONANTS

Non Aspiration

8 12 15 18 21 22
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consonant errors. Of the four principal errorLtt, non-aspira-
1

tion fluctuates most widely and also shows the most improve-

merk. Use of the English. [] remains at a very steady level

of errors, with no improvement at all until the last two

tapes. There is some fluctuation in progress of mastery oc

the [z] phoneme, and although there is a noticeable improve-

ment in Tape 21, in Tape 22 the error percentage has again

increased, so it is difficult to determine if in fact this

problem really shows much improvement. Errors involving

the EngliSh /r/ did not occur frequently enough to show any

tendency toward either improvement or otherwise.

In conclusion, it seeins that [0] and [z] are especially

hard to master and remain a serious phonological problem,

while aspiration, though very difficult at the beginning,

shows definite signs of mastery towards the end. The Eng-

lish /r/ does not present much of a problem, nor do the

other consonant errors encountered.

b. Vowels

(1) Description of Tables 13, 14 and 15a, 15b, 15c.

Table 13 summarizes the percentages of errors in

vowels and glides and their distribution in the 22 tapes.

These percentages were found in the same way as those for

the consonants, that is, from a ratio of the number of

occurrences of an error and the number of words in the

taped selection concerned.
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In order to find the rank order of all vowel errors,

a n merical error value was .-Issigned to each- error percen-

tage group. These were the same as-those assigned to the

consonant error percentages, with the addition of one more

group to accommodate higher error percentages in vowels.

The high grouo is for error percentages of 18-20% and the

numerical error value assigned is 7. This rank order is

given in Table 14.

Tables 15a, 15b and 15c show the monthly progress

made in mastering the twelve most frequent errors involving

English vowels and glides.
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The.tapes chosen for these tables Were the same as those

for the consonant errors, and numerical error values from

'Table 13 were used on the vertical ba i. to indicate fre-

quency of errors.

(2) Interpretation of Table 13, 14 and 15a, 15b, 15c

Errors in vowels are far more numerous than-those

in consonants. There is wide fluctuation at high percen-

tage levels in /i/ for //y/ in the first ten tapes, and

then this error stabilizes at an average error percentage

rate of 0.1-2%, dropping to 0 in the last tape. Thus,

pm-oduction of the English //y/ showed considerable im-

provement.

/1/ for-Pi also had high percentage lavels in the

first ten tapes, and then also stabilized at an average

error percentage rate of 0.1-2%. However, this error rose

again to 6-8% and 3-5% in the last two tapes, casting

doubt on the permanence of the previous improvement.

/ei/ for /Ey/ fluctuated from 0 to 9-11% in the first ten

tapes, and then dropped to an error rate of 0 to 0.1-2%

for the remainder of the tapes. In the last four tapes,

only Tape 21 had this error, so it seems that this glide

was very nearly mastered.

/e/ for /E/ reached an error percentage as high as

9-11% in the first three tapes, then fluctuated from

0 to 3-56 through Tape 12, after which it did not recur.
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TA BLE 13
ERRORS IN VOWELS AND GLIDES

- KEY TO ERRORS
Errors 0 0.1-2% 3-5% 64% 9-11% t2-14% 15-17%1g-20J

Nurn.Valu e 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

1 N forfty/

2 /i/ for iii/

. 3/e/ tor/CY/

4 /e/ for N

6 teit for /o/

7 IV tor N

8 ,/o/ tor /4/

9 b ii for by/

-10 jai tor N

11 Icif for /owl

12 Jul for /-u-w/

Tape 1 3,7,10 4.5,8 1.6 9.12 2 it

Tape 2 5,7,1%12 e L 2 5,9 3, 4 11

Tape 3 5,7, 1%12 6,8 3,9 1 2,4,11

Tape 4 7, 10 3, 4, 5,8 6 2,12 9, 11 1

Tapes 3,7, ex, 6,12 .4 5 2 1,9 it

Tape 6 4,7,8 ;i_e,io 3,5 2,11 L12

Tape7 5,7, 8,*.o 12 3,4,9 1 2,11 5

Tape 8 5,5,7,e113 4 3 2 11,12 9 1

Tape9 6, 7 3,4,8,9,10 2 5 11,12 1
.

Tape 10 4, 6, 7 8,10
9,11,12

1

Tape 11 6,7,113
1,2,3,4,5
8,9,12

11

Tape 12 8,10 .; 151:' 1, 2 9

Tape 13 4,5,6,7,10
..

1.2,3,8,9
1,12 -

Tape 14 3.4,6,7,8,10 1, 2,5,9,11 11

Tapel5 4,5, 6,12
2103;7119' 9, 1

Tape 16 1,3,4,5,9,io z5,7 8,12 11

Ta pe17 3' 455' 8'
9,10,12

1, 2,11 7

Tapel8 4,6,8 1 2,3,5;7'
9,10,11

12

Tapel9 1'3'4'5'6'
8,9,10,12

7 2,11

_

Tape 20
3-4,6'8,113 1'215127'9'

Tape21 4,6;7, 8,9,
10,12

1, 3, 5,11 2

_Tape 22 1, 3,` 6,
8,9,10,12

5,7,11 2 -
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This indicates that the English /f/ was fairly definitely

masrred.

/a/ for /A2,/ fluctuated widely in the first ten

tapes, from an error percentage of 0 up to 12-14%; then

it remained steady at from 0 to 0.1-2% for the remainder

,of the tapes. This shows considerable improvement, but not

mastery.

/e/ for /a/ occurred almost exclusively in the first

six tapes, occurring otherWise only in Tape 12. The error

percentage was rarely more than 0.1-2%. /e/ for /9/ did

not occur at all in the first eleven tapes, then ranged

from an error percentage of 0 to 0.1-2% in the last eleven

tapes. These two errors occurred together only in Tape 12;

it appears that as the English /f/ was mastered, it re-

placed the /e/ completely, even when used incorrectly for

the'schwa.

/0/ for /a/ fluctuated between an error percentage

of 0 and 0.1-2% for the first 16 tapes, then did not recur

again. Of the four phonemes substituted for schwa, only

two stil_ caused errors in the final tapes. These were

/a/ for /a/ and /f/ for /e/. /0/ for /9/ and /e/ for /0/

ceased in the final tapes.

/ai/ for /ay/ had wide fluctuations of error per-

centages, from 0.1-2% to 12-14% in the first 12 tapes,

then stabilized at an average rate of 0.1-2%. Improvement
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in the mastery of this glide was clear, and the fact that

there were no errors of this type in the last two-tapes.

nay indicate masters of the English /dy/.

/a/ for occurred only in Tapes 6, 9, 10, 15

and 18, and always at an error percentage bf 0.1-2%.

/o/ for /ow/ was a very frequent error and occurred

throughout the tapes. The error percentage was veTy high

in the first nine tapes, ranging from 6-8% to 18-20%.

From Tape 10 on, it stabilized at from 0.1-2% to 3-5%.

Although there was a definite improvement in this error

it still remained one of his main phonological problens.

/u/ for /uw/ fluctuated widely in the first ten

tapes, ranging in error percentages from 0 to 9-11%. From

Tape 11 through 20, this error stabilized at an average

rate of 0.1-2%, and there were none in Tapes 21 and 22.

This indicates probable mastery of the English glide /VW/.

Table 14 gives the rank order for all vowel errors

Occurring more than once. It is immediately apparent that

most of the hignest error scores are for five English glides,

/ry/, /fy/, /ay/, /ow/ and /trw/, and,-three English simple

vowels, /z/, /f/, and ke./..

Errors in English glides are attribucEed to inter-

ference from both Spanish and French, which have longer

glides than English and in addition have three cardinal

vowels, /i/, /o/ and /u/, which are rather similar to the



TABLE 14

RANK ORDER OF VOWEL ERRORS
(occuring more than once)

2.95/

Type of rror -Error Score

/0/ for /ow/

/i/ for /ty/

/i/ for /1/

/ai/for /ay/

/u/ for /uw/

/a/ for /a/

60

53

49

39

29

27

/qi/ for /Ey/ 22

/e/ for /1/ 18

/o/ for /a/ 10

/e/ for /a/ 9

/e/ for /a/ 8

/a/ for /a1/ 7

/au/ for // 6

/a/ for /.,/ 5

/o/ fOr /a/ 5

/u/ for /u/ 4

/oi/ for /.317/ 3

/ou/ for /ow/ 3

/1/ for /a2/

/z/ for /ty/

/e/ for /ae/

/a/ for /owl

/t/ for /Ey/

/au/ for law/

omission of /LIT/
212

3

2

2

2

2

2

2
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English glides /ty/, /ow/ and /yw/. Probbly this very

similarity has made it difficult for him to distiilguish

the differences between these vowels and the English glides,

preventing early mastery of the latter. This is also per-

haps an illustration of Vildomec's finding (1963) that

there is a tendency towards simplification of the sound

system of an Le (foreign language) under the influence of

the Lm (mother language).

The three occurrences of /ou/ for /ow/ also showed

interference from the French and Spanish diphthongs /ou/.

No definite reason was found for the occurrence of /a/ for

/ow/. The two instances of omission of Ay/ were felt to

be due to French and Spanish interference.

The English glides /fy/ and /ay/ are similar to the

French and Spanish diphthongs /ei/ and /ail, and this has

probably alio caused intsrference. /1/ for /ey/ occurred

once and was probably due to non-mastery or a simple per-

formance error.

The English vowel /z/ has no counterpart in French

or Spanish, both of which have a singae Vowel /i/ in this

position. Therefore, zero interference operated on this

vowel, making it a totally new acquisition. /z/ was twice

used far /ty/; this error was attributed to non-mastery.

The English schwa /a/ caused several different types

of error, the principal one being the substitution of /a/
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for /a/. Although French does have a schwa, there was

evidently not a complete transfer into English. In many

cases, English orthography probably affected his pronunci-

ation, Thus, English words spelled with the letters a,

or-o, but requiring A9/ in pronunciation, we7:!e frequently

pronounced as they would be in Spanish, that is, giving

these vowels the values of the cardinal [a], fe] or [0].

Even when, in the last half of the tapes, he has learned

thate in Engiish is /E/ not /e/, he continues to use

for /a/ in many cases. Use of /e/ for /e/ is due to Span-:-

ish interference, as French possesses both /e/ dnd /E/.

The English /ae/ caused three different types of

error: /a/ for /ae/, /f/ for /w, and /e/ for /a?_/. These

errors were felt to'be due to interference from Spanish

and French, which do not possess.this phoneme, but only

the cardinal /a/. English spelling may have had some ef-

fect in the case of /a/ for /a?./.

English /a/ caused two errors: /au/ for /.2/ and'

/a/ for /J/. The interference was felt to be from Span-

ish, as French has a similar phoneme /p/. English ortho-

graphy may also have had a role in causing this error; it

was especially obvious in the frequently recurring word

because and in the word Australia in both of which the

letters AU were pronounced as the Spanish diphthong /au/.

Use of /o/ for /a/ seemed to be a clear case of

2:14



influence of English sPelling, as all of the errors were

in-words spelled with the letter o.

/u/ for /v/ was due to interference from both other

languages, as neither French nor Spanish has a phoneme

like the English /17/, but rather the cardinal /u/.

/01/ for /,Dy/ was felt to be due to interference

from French and Spanish diphthongs.

The English glide /aw/ produced only two errors,

both in the word now, and both sthstituting the French--
and Spanish diphthong/au/.

Tables 15a, 15b and 15c show monthly progress and

degree of fluctuation of the twelve most frequent vowel

errors. Almost all showed a definite improvement during

the nine months period in which the tapes were made.

/i/ for hy/ fluctuates widely at first, then begins

to improve steadily from Tape 12 on, and in the last tape

no errors of this type occur.

/o/ for /ow/ has an enormously high error percen-

tage rate in the early tapes, then improves dramatically,

but from Tapes 12 through 22 remains at a steady low rate

with no further improvement.

/ai/ for /ay/ fluctuates widely in the beginning,

then improves steadily from Tape 8 on, with no errors at

all in Tapes 21 and 22.

/u/ for rtrw/ also fluct-oates and does not show
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TA BLE 15a
MO THLY PROGRESS IN MASTE-RY OF VOWELS AND

GLIDES

for /I/

(9 6

IV 5-
t_ 4

t-
L2-I 2

Ei
zo
Tape

8 12 15 18 21 22

for /f/

12 15 18 21 22

8 12 15 18 21 22

/a/ for /V

216

12 15 18 21 22
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TABLElSb
MONTHLY PROGRESS IN -MASTERY OF GLIDES

/i/ f r/ty/

12. 15 18 21 2 2

ailfori ay/

12 15 18 21 22

Ay for /ow/

12 15 18 21 22
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TABLE.15c
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MONTHLY PROGRESS IN MASTERY OF SCHWA

/a/ for /

12 15 18 21 22

/e/ for /

8 12 15 18 21 22

218

r /a/

8 12 15 18 21 22

for

8 12 15 18 21 22
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lasting improvement until after rape 18. There were no

errors in Tapes 21 and 22.

/1/ for /i/ started at a high percentage rate, then

improved stear4ily through Tape 18. In the last two talpes,

however, this error rose again.

/ei/ for /iy/ was not a problem in the early tapes,

but in Tapes 6-.and 8 it became a moderate problem, then

fell to a low but steady error rate for the remainder of

the tapes, with the exception of Tape 22, which had no

errors of this kind.

/e/ for /1/ fluctuated but never-had high error

percentagesy and did not recur from Tape 15 on.

/a/ for /D/ occurred only occasionally, and not at

all in the last two tapes.

The English schwa /a/ caused four different types

of errors, and /a/ for /e/ was the most frequent. It

varied somewhat, but in the later tapes remained at a

low and steady error rate. /o/ for /a/ occurred only

inffequently and not at all from Tape 18 on. /e/ for /-,/

and /f/ for /a/ should probably be considered together;

the first occurred only in the first 12 tapes, and the

second from Tape 12 on. This indicates that as he mas

tered the English /i/, he simply substituted it for the

previous /e/ in various words requiring /a/.

In conclusion, the English glides which showed the
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most improvement and possible mastery at the end of the

tapes were /ty/, /Cy/, /ay/, and Itsw/. /ow/ improved con-

siderably, but was definitely not mastered. /aw/ and /ay/

never presented serious learning problems.

Errors in simple vowels which never occurred too

frequently and seemed to be mastered by the last tapes

were /e/ and /a/. Of the four errors involving schwa, only

two were present at the end, /a/ and /e/ for /a/. /1/

improved for most of the tapes, but in the last four caused

an increased number of errors, so that this phoneme was

definitely not mastered.

c. Suprasegmentals

(1) Description of Tables 16, 17 and 18.

Table 16 gives the distribution of error

percentages for suprasegmentals in the 22 tapes.

These percentages were obtained in the same manner

as those for consonant and vowel errors.

A numerical value was assigned to each per-

centage group. These were the same as those used

for consonant and vowl errors, except that the

highest numerical error value is 5, because there

were no error percentages higher than 12-146.

Table 17 gives the Error Score, or sum of numerical

error values for errors in stress and pitch.

Table-18 summarizes the monthly progress

made towards mastery of English stress and pitch.

220 -
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(2),Interpretation of Tables 16, 17 and 18.

The occurrence of errors in pitch and stress

l(Table 16) shows a good deal of-fluctuation in the

first seven tapes, then settles to a low but steady

error percentage rate of about 0.1-2%. There were

higher error rates in stress than in pitch in almost

all the tapes.

A ranking of the two suprasegmental errors

encountered (Table 17) shows that errors in stress

occurred more frequently than errors in pitch. _This

indicates that the overall intonation pattern in Eng-
_

lish was-easier for him to acquire than stress pat-

terns of specific phonological groups. These errors

were felt to be mostly due to interference from either

French or Spanish. Although there are typical pitch

patterns of both French and Spanish which have been

carried over to English, Spanish pitch patterns were

somewhat more frequent. Spanish stress patterns of

alternating strong and weak stress were also a great

deal more frequent than the French pattern of strong

stress on final syllables of phonetic groups.

Table 18 shows that errors of both stress and

pitch remained fairly steady from month to month. In

both types, Tape 6 had a peak of errors; the rest of

the tapes until Tape 21 had identical low error percentages.



TABLE 16
ERRORS IN SUPRASEGMENTALS.

%Errors 0 I 0.1- 2 % 3 - 5 %
-

6 - 8 ' . 9 - 11 V. 12-14 %

Nurn.ValLie 0 1 2 3 4 5

'lapel Stress Pit ch
.

Tape 2 Pitch Stress
.

Tape 3 Stress. Pitch

Ta P e 4 Stress, Pitch I
Tape 5 Stress, Pitch .

Tape 6 Pitch S tress

Tape 7 Piteh Stress
.

_
1

ape Stress, Pi to h

Tape 9 Stress, Pitch

Tape10

Tape 11

Tape 12

Tape 13

Tape/4

Stress, Pi tc h

Stress, Pi fah

Stress, Pitch

Stress, Pi toh

Stress, Pi tch

Tape 15

lapel 6

Tape 17

Tape 18

Tape 19

Stress,Pitch

Stress, Pitch

Stress, Pitch

S tress, Pitch

Tap e 20 Stress, Pitch

Tape 21 stress, t ch

Tape 2 2 Pitch St ress.

214'
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TABLE 17

RANK ORDER OF SUPRASEGMENTAL ERRORS

Type of Error Error Score

stress 25

pitch 18

223



TABLE 18
MONTHLY PROGRSS

IN MASTERY OF SUPRASEGMENTALS

Stress

12 15 18 21 22
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There were no suprasegmental errors in Tape 21, but this

does not seem to indicate mastery, for errors in stress

occur again in the final tape.

In conclusion, English stress patterns show improve-

ment but not mastery, while pitch patterns show a similar

'inmrovement and possible mastery in the last two tapes.

d. Remarks

The teacher of English as a second language to elemen-

tary age children has a unique opportunity for teaching phono-

logy, because young children still retain a great deal of

their early ability in accurate phoneme production which is

lost by adolescence (Deese, 1970). In this area, of course,

the importante of environment is crucial, for the child must

hear enough natively spoken English to establish firm models

of the English sound system. in addition, if the teacher is

aware of which English phonemes will probably prove most dif-

ficult to master,-listening and speaking exercises can be

planned accordingly.

In the case of a French and Spanish speaking child,

problems of interference can be intensified because of vowels

in these two languages which_ are nearly identical to each other,

but only similar to their Erglish counterparts. Examples of

this type of double interference would he the cardinal vowels

of .French and Spanish, /1/, /e/, /0/ and /u/, which Jean-Marc

frequently used in place of the English /zy/, /(/, /ow/ and /21w/.
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Other English glides could also suffer interference from

French and Spanish diphthongs similar to them.

Another type of interference termed "zero interference"

by Stockwell and Bowen (196$) is that in which a completely

new phoneme must be grafted onto an existing sound structure.

This is not an easy procedure, even for a child as young as

ten, for by this age he has learned to perceive.almost ex-

clusively the phonemes he has heard since infancy. However,

the acquisition of totally new phonemes can

idemonstrated by Jean-Marc's near mastery of

aspiration after initial /p/, /t/ and /k/.

Six English phonemes which presented some learning

difficulties were traced to interference from Spanish only.

be successful, as

[0], [z], and

These were [z], English retroflex /r/, [V], [-Z] , [a] , and

[f]. With the exception of the /r/, all of these phonemes

have very close counterparts in French, but it appears that

even so they were not completely.transferred to

these particular cases, his second language had

English.

a stronger

In

influence on his English than his first language. The teacher

of English to the Spanish-speaking chili might find that these

six phonemes present special learning problems.

Another form of interference which can probably be

traced to Spanish rather than French is that of orthography.

At this particular time, Jean-Marc was far more literate in

Spanish than in French, and therefore accustomed to a language

226
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whose graphemes are More closely related to its phonemes
1

J

than either French or English. During the time of the

stud , his best school subject, in spite of his difficul-

ties with reading, was in fact Spelling, so it seems pro-

bable that his production of some English words was in-

fluenced by his famiiiarity with their printed form,

which he rendered with the Spanish phonemes corresponding

to certain letters. This was found in some errors invol-

ving [aa], [a], [G] and [o].

. The types of phonological interference encountered

are summarized below:

French and/or Zero Spanish Interference
Spanish Interference Interference Phonologic Orthographic

/1y/
/ey/
/ae /
/ay/
/aw/

/ow/
/u/

stress
pitch

In addition

there were a few

ference and-were

/37 /z/ /aa/
/r/

aspiration /v/ /G/
/p/

to these errors caused by interference,

which could not be attributed to inter-

thought to be performance errors.

The acquisition of the English sound system has two

major elements, that of perception and production. The

student needs to be able to perceive English phonemes

accurately, rather than merely equate them with their
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nearest counterpart in his native language. After being
i

able to hear the difference between minimal pairs such as

beat, he needs to learn to prOduce them well enough
I

to be easily understood by a native sloeaker of English.

For elementary age 'children, many phonological drills

which might prove tiresome to older students can be used

profitably. Listening to paiis which they must classify

as "same" or "different", such as in the phonological sub-

tests of Cervenka's Tests of Basic Language Competence in

'Enlish a d Spanish (1969), could be played as a game.

Minimal pair drills can also be used in the pro-

duction of English phonemes, as well as a great deal of

imitation of the teacher's models. For some phonemes it

might be advisable to provide some mechanical devices to

aid in their production. For instance, children can learn

to aspirate after initial /p/, /t/ and /k/ by holding a

lighted candle in front of their mouths and making the

flame flicker when they say words such as pen, ten 'kick.

The same effeCt can be achieved less dramatically by hold-

ing a hand close to the mouth so that the puff of air ac-

companying aspiration can actually be feit.

A similar mechanical device can be used to help

children know the difference between voiced and unvoiced

phonemes; by actually touching their larynx while pro-

ducing pairs such as [s] [z], [01-- A, [f] [v], they
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can feel when their vocal cords are -ibrating. The three

phonemes [z], 0), and [v] seem to be especially difficult
;

1

for the Spanish speaking child, so that it might be help-

ful to pair them with their unvoiced counterparts as a

learning device. In the case of [v], this would at least

separate it from identification with the Spanish bilabial

fricative [p] -

In addition to work on single phonemes, it is im-

portant to work on phonological phrases and on whole sen-

tences in order to teach English pitch and stress. In

this type of pattern practice, the tape recorder and lan-

guage laboratory can be of practical assistance to the

teacher.

In the case of Jean-Marc, more rapid acquisition of

the English phonological system would probably have occurree.

if he had received special help in his areas of greatest

difficulty. Even though he had the advantage of being in

an environment of native speakers of English, and thus

had constant models for imitation, the phonological habits

of French and Spanish made:it difficult for him to mas-

ter some parts of the English sound system.
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CHAPTER V.

CONCLUSION

1. Rationale and Method

The purpose of this study has been to identify

and explain the learning problems encountered by a French

and Spanish speaking child in acquiring English as his

third language. The method of approach has been essen-

tially an error-based one, leaning heavily on contras-

tive analysis of the three languages involved. This

has proved helpful in explaining errors due to inter-

ference, which accounted for about two-thirds of gram-

matical errors and almost all phonological errors.

It was found, however, that not all errors which

coald have been predicted on the basis of contrastive

analysis, did in fact occur. This is in line with

recent comments by Richards (1970 and 1971) and Wardhaugh

(1970).

Richards (1970) distinguishes between intralingual

and developmental errors, and interlanguage ones,

which are caused by interference. This is the same

distinction made in the present study between errors

due to interference and those due to non-mastery.

Richards feels that contrastive analysis focuses on

points where the languagec differ, and that-these may
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not be the most frequently occurring or significant

iteths in the language being studied. In a subsequent

study (1971), he finds that many second language errors

are similar to first language acquisition ones. An

interesting feature in this study is his description of

how students who must communicate in a partially known

language invent learning strategies, such as using

words like yesterday or tomorrow as tense markers,

rather than the appropriate verb forms.

Wardhaugh (1970) questions the value of contrastiVe

analysis in prediction of difficulties and feels that

it is useflill mainly in accounting for observed diffi-

culties in second language learning. This was how con-

trastive analysis was used in the present study.
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2. Summary of Findings

This study revealed that during his first nine

/months of English acquisition, the subject's princi-

pal learning problems.in order of frequency-under each

heading were:

Grammar

Omission of constituents

Verb forms - Present for other tenses

Sentence Formation - Subordination and embedding

Article Usage

Preposition Usage

Sentence Formation - Interrogative

Sentence Formation - Negative

Verb Forms - Person

-Noun Forms - Number

Phonology

[01 for /ow/

[i] for //y/

[i] for /t/

[di for 0 i

non-aspiration

[s] for [z]

[aii for /ay/

[ul for juitY

[a] for /a/
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stress

Eei] for /Ey/

fel for [El

pitch

About three fourths of omitted constituents were

found due to Interference; the omission of it and the AUX

do accounted for the majority of cases and were a result

of zero interference, as these categories do not exist in

either French or Spanish. There wes some omission of the

copula be, attributed to non-mastery. Richards (1971) finds

that omission of the copula is a typical error for learners

of English as a second language no matter what the first

language, and therefore this error cannot be attributed to

specific interference.

On the other hand, use of present for other tenses

was clearly, a case of non-mastery, as.simplificatiOn of the

grammatical categories seems to be a feture not only of

'second but also of first language acquisition, because,

as pointed out by Deese (1970), very young children do not

use markers for tense.

Errors in subordination and embedding were about

evemlydivided between those caused by interference and those

caused by non-mastery. The most prevalent error due to in-

terference was the use of interrogative word order in

relative clauses; both French and Spanish patterns contributed
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double interference. Omission of the relative pronoun,

however, seemed to be due to non-mastery, and in this con-
i

nec ion Loban's finding (1963), that competence in use of

sub rdination increases with age amongst native speakers,

may be relevant.

Redundant articles and omission of the indefinite ar-

ticle were found to be due to interference, while omission

of the definite article was not. Most preposition errors were

due to use of the wrong preposition, which could have been

expected, given the difference in usage and areas of meaning

of equivalent prepositions in the three languages.

In the formation of interrogative sentences, the two

principal problems were omission of the AUX do and decla-

rative word order. It was felt that both were due to inter-

ference; in the case of the first because there is no empty

carrier like do in either French or Spanish, and in +-he case

of the second because both other languages can express ques-

tions by intonation alone in many contexts where English re-

quires interrogative word order. Richards (1970) feels that

this particular error is an intral ngual and developmental

one because it is found in almost all students of English,

whatever their first language background. It could be ar-

gued, however, that these are examples of zero interference, -

where no similar category exists in the first language,

whatever it may be. He suggests that the English interroga-

tive transformation often remains unmastered simply because
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it is not necessary for effective communication a question

word plus a statement or even intonation alone is sufficient

to convey the meaning. This argument, however, could be used
;

with many aspects of language, which is full of redundancies

that aid comprehension and are considered essential elements

by native speakers.

Difficulties with negative sentence formation were also

attributed to interference. Most errors involved the use of

no for AUX + not, and in most cases the AUX omitted was do.

There was some use of double negatives, but not nearly as much

as might have been expected given the French and Spanish patterns

Errors in verb person were almost all the omission of s

in the third person singular, and were attributed to non-

mastery. Here the reason seems to be simplification of the

new morphological system; since most verb persons have identi-

cal present forms, he over-generalized this rule to make it

include even the third person singular,

Errors in noun forms were almost all due to use of the

singular for the plural, and it was felt that this was due to

phonological interference from his other two languages. This

view is contested, however, by Dugkovg, who made a study

of adult Czech learners of fnglish (1969) and found this a

common error which was in no way related to Czech, thus

proving wrong, in her opinion, those French teachers who

claim that their students of English do not produce Eng-

lish noun plurals because of the influence of spoken
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French. She does not, however, find any other explanation

for,this error, and clasSifies it as a performance error.

It is assumed that most phonological errors were

due to interference,becaus.e it was pelt that the subject

had internalized the sound'systems of French and Spanish to

such an extent that he heard English phonemes as their

nearest French or Spanish equivalents. This was especially

obvious in English glides which in the beginning were pro-

duced as French and Spanish cardinal vowels or diphthongs.

Spanish seemed to have a stronger influence on phonology

than French,-for several phonemes having close counterparts

in French (/9/, [f.], [z]) were not at all easily mastered.

Zero interference operated on a few items, such as /V, [s],

and aspiration after initial /p/, /t/, and /k/.

The subject seemed to have been young enough to be

able to imitate English intonation contours fairly well,

though there was a significant number of errors in pitch

and stress which could be traced to either French or Spanish.

Vildomec (1963) found that intonation and rhythm.patterns

were persistently influenced by the IP (nother language),

although he found that some multilingual speakers had an

"incorrect accent" in all of their languages, including

their first language. In the case of the present study,

this seems to be only partially true,for the subject's

French (his mother language) has always been of a very high

phonological standard, while his Spanish did show some

phonological interference from.French.
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In considering interference when more than two lang-

uages ai..e involved, it would be useful to be able to mea-
1

sure th interlingual distance between them, as suggested

by Mackey (1971). The degree of relatedness between lang-

uages has a strong effect on amount on interference, ac-

cording to Vildomec (1963). Thus, the combined effect of

two related languages such as French and Spanish could

have a greater influence on a third language .such as Eng-

lish than might two unrelated languages.

3. Implications for Teaching

By understanding the nature.of interference, a tea-

cher of English as a second or third language can profit-

ably use contrastive analysis in planning for and pre-

dicting students' learning problems, keeping in mind, how-

ever, that not all of these problems may materialize.

An idea of the hierarchy of difficulties can be use-

ful in planning priorities of different learning activi-
.

ties. Both Vildomec (1963) and Dugkovd (1969) feel that

the most difficult items to acquire in a new language are

those categories which are non-existent in the first lang-

uage(s). Next in order of difficulty are items on which

interference between two related languages operates, though

according to Vildomec, these errors may fall within the

"correct" range of the foreign language, unlike the inter-

ference from an unrelated language.
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An awareness of the manner in which a child learns his

first language can help the second language teacher by re-

vealing which parts of the first language are the most dif-

ficult to acquire. The teacher of English as a second

language to elementary children can then defer the diffi-

cult structures until a later date, or else at least plan

to spend extra time in teaching them.

4. Afterword

In considering the acquisition of a third language,

one is presented with the question of whether or not multi-

lingualism is desirable for a child. It is this author's

feeling that the answer depends on the child and the cir-

cumstances.

When the, learning of a new language is accompanied

by frequent changes of school, language of instruction

and country of residence, the total effect can be emotionally

upsetting. In the case of Jean-Marc, this was apparent in

his difficulty in making friends.

Multilingualism contributed to this problem in that

it helped make him always a foreigner and therefore diffi-

cult for the other children to accept. In South America,

his Spanish had some French interference, enough to set

him apart from the other children. In the United States and
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later with American children overseas, his English was not

thai of a native speaker, and therefore he was not quite

one of the group. He himself feels quite at home in

Switzerland and his French is certainly that of a native

speaker, though less mature than that of French-speaking

Swiss children of similar educational backgtound. If he

were to attend school in Switzerland, he would certainly

be hampered academically by the fact that.French has

never been his language of instruction.

It is probably too soon, however, to judge possible

advantages or disadvantages of multilingualism in the

case of Jean-Marc. Depending on his way of life as an

adult, knowing three languages and having an international

rather than a national outlook, could either, help him ex-

perience a richer and more rewarding life, or it could

continue to contribute to a feeling of alienation from a

monolignual majority with roots in a single culture. From

recent conversations, it appears that the first alternative

may be more likely, as Jean-Marc says that when he grows

up he would like to have a job that involves travelling

and living in other countries.

If this is the case then multilingualism and mul-

ficulturalism will have given Jean-Marc advantages which

perhaps outweigh disadvantages such as loss of a school

year, and the time and effort spent on acquiring languages
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which could have been used in perfecting a single language

and building close group 'ties.

.In the time that has elapsed since this study was com-

pleted, Jean-Marc has continued to work at grade level.

He completed fifth and sixth grades at the American School

of Kinshasa, and entered Seaford College, a British secon-

diry school, in September, 1971.

He now speaks English with both parents and makes only

occasional errors in grammar and phonology. As mastery of

-English has increased, it is interesting to note what has

happened to his other two languages. Spanish is dormant, as

there has been little need for it since the family left

'South America. That it is not completely forgotten is

shown by the fact that he was able to understand and speak

it with Chilean friends in Kinshasa.

His year and a half in the Congo with constant exposure

to a French environment, as well as frequent visits to rela-

tives in Switzerland and Belgium, have served to maintain

and even improve his French. He does, however, speak Eng-

lish with his father now, except when they are in Switzer-

land. He is now a coordinate bilingual in French and English.

Whether his Spanish could be revived to the same level of

his other two languages would probably depend on environment

and motivation.

The extent of his present mastery of English may be judged

by this poem, written for an English assignment in October, 1971:
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The Old Man

There sits an old man
Watching the glorious view,
Waiting for his death yet to come
And listening to the reindeers galloping away
The old man, waiting for his death yet to come,
Sees the sunset.
Yet thinking over his childhood days,
While the sunset is thinly seen beyond the Horizon
Brings back his memories as clear as a child could
Have
The memories brings tears to his eyes
Like pieces of diamonds, dripping
On the ground and vanishing quietly.
Each chip of tears coming slowly as ever.
He hears grandfather's call from the beautiful dark sky,
Full of tinkling stars, unforgetable from

his childhood memories.
Shivering now he is, forced to close his memories.
He grips hold of the hands of his wife,
Shuts his eyes slowly his heart beat stops.
His wife's scream is heard by the animals
Back from their Hunting nights.

--Jean-Marc Chamot
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